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Abstract
In this thesis we will explore entanglement of various subsystems in quantum field theory, and its uses for
describing underlying structure of states. We begin this journey by focusing on topological quantum field
theory in chapters 1 and 2. These chapters are based heavily upon the papers [1] and [2, 3], respectively.
In the introduction to chapter 1 we take the opportunity to recall the definition of bipartite entanglement
entropy in quantum field theory and describe, briefly, how the entropy associated to connected spatial subre-
gions provides a signature of topological order at the level of the wave-function. In particular, for a gapped
phase with topological order, we recapitulate how the sub-leading correction to the “area-law” of the en-
tanglement entropy contains coarse information about the topological phase while also being insensitive to
the short-distance details of the underlying theory. We then present results that show that this sub-leading
correction can also detect the class of interactions that glue a subregion to its complement. In principle, the
subregion could be a different topological phase than its complement, and so we say that the entanglement
entropy provides a signature of the interface between topological phases. In showing this, we discuss the
classes of interactions between gapped topological phases and how they are represented as boundary con-
ditions in the low-energy effective topological field theory, which in this case is an Abelian Chern-Simons
theory. Using these boundary conditions, we perform path-integral calculations of the entanglement entropy
using the replica trick and show that the universal contribution does indeed depend on the class of boundary
conditions, and the gapped topological phases of the subsystem and its complement. To finish this chapter
we reformulate this problem at the level of the Hilbert space and show how these universal contributions are
related to resolving a generic ambiguity in defining subsystems of field theories with gauge invariance.
We continue in the theme of topological field theories for chapter 2. Here we will shift focus from subregions
of a connected spatial slice to disconnected spatial regions in an effort to explore, firstly, how long-range
entanglement is encoded in topological field theory, and secondly, how that entanglement is encoded amongst
multiple parties. We begin with a brief introduction of multi-party entanglement and recall the classifica-
tion of three-party entanglement. Moving on to our specific setup, we describe the construction of states
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on multiple non-intersecting torus boundaries. Generically, these are states on link complements where the
torus boundaries can be thought of as the edges of thickened closed strings entwined and knotted inside
a compact manifold, which we will take to be the three-sphere. The wave-functions of these states are
represented by various link invariants (such as the Gauss linking number for Abelian links, and Jones poly-
nomial for SU(2)). We will exhibit several examples of multi-component links in both the Abelian and the
SU(2) theories, and afterwards discuss generic features of the entanglement of link states in Chern-Simons
theories with a compact group. In this discussion, we will conjecture a classification (albeit broad) of links
via multi-partite entanglement of their corresponding states. We will end the chapter moving away from
compact groups and discuss hyperbolic links in SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory in the semi-classical limit.
In particular, utilizing the generalized volume conjecture, we will show that the entanglement structure of
hyperbolic links is greatly constrained in this semi-classical limit.
Finally, in chapter 3 we switch gears and discuss renormalization of free bosonic field theory. The con-
tent of this chapter is drawn from the work of [4]. Motivated by work establishing duality between the
singlet sector of O(N) vector models at large N and higher spin gauge theory on Anti de Sitter (AdS) space,
we develop an exact renormalization group (ERG) framework for discussing the renormalization of a large
class of O(N) singlet states. We will show that for the ground state and the excited states in this class the
ERG is implemented by the action of unitary operators (that can be taken to be local). Consequently, the
ERG framework can be regarded as a continuum tensor network. We contrast this tensor network with some
well known tensor network renormalization schemes such as the muti-scale entanglement renormalization
ansatz (MERA) and its proposed continuum version (cMERA). We also comment on the nature of this
network with ordinary Wilsonian renormalization. One of the central features of the ERG network is how
it acts on the momentum space entanglement of the field theory. In particular, we argue that for excited
states, the ERG disentangles modes that lie just above and below the UV cutoff.
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Chapter 1
Topological entanglement entropy and
interfaces
1.1 Background
One of the hallmark discoveries in the field of condensed matter physics is the quantum critical phase
transition between ordinary insulating matter and a topologically ordered insulating phase. Materials in
a topological phase have interior or “bulk” particle excitations that are gapped while their boundaries
possess gapless, or conducting, excitations. These gapless edge states are robust under deformations of the
boundary Hamiltonian and are a key signature of a bulk topological phase. While insulating, the bulks
of these materials also possess interesting properties that also distinguish them from traditional insulating
phases, such as a surface topology dependent ground state degeneracy, and quasi-particle excitations with
anyonic statistics; that is their mutual and self winding phases are neither bosonic or fermionic, but can lie
anywhere in between.
Many of the above distinguishing properties of insulating topological phases are characterized by the Hamil-
tonian and its low-lying spectrum; this begs the important question of whether the wavefunctions themselves
carry signature of topological order. To put it another way, given a wavefunction, can one detect that it is
a ground state wavefunction for a topologically ordered phase? This question is particularly relevant when
attempting to find either a trial wavefunction or tensor network ansatz for the ground state of a strongly
correlated Hamiltonian [5, 6, 7].
This question was addressed in seminal works by Kitaev and Preskill [8], and Levin and Wen [5], who
noted that the ground state wavefunctions of topological phases have long range quantum entanglement and
therefore the bipartite entanglement entropy provided such a signature. Let us briefly remind ourselves on the
notion of local entanglement in qunatum field theory before examining the results of [5, 8]. Entanglement
is the ability for states of a system to distribute information over several subsystems in a way that is
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fundamentally quantum mechanical. This concept is perhaps most familiarly stated in finite dimensional
Hilbert spaces; the quintessential example concerns two qubits (call them a and b). The total Hilbert space
is Ha ⊗Hb where Ha = span{∣0⟩a, ∣1⟩a} is a single qubit Hilbert space (similarly for Hb). We now consider
the Bell state: ∣ΨBell⟩ = 1√
2
(∣0⟩⊗ ∣0⟩ + ∣1⟩⊗ ∣1⟩) (1.1)
Because ∣ΨBell⟩ cannot be written as ∣Ψa⟩ ⊗ ∣Ψb⟩ for any states ∣Ψa,b⟩ local to each qubit, we say that∣ΨBell⟩ is entangled. ∣ΨBell⟩ contains correlations between qubits a and b, that their owners, Alice and Bob
(respectively), can’t access directly through local operations. A measure of the amount of this information
is the entanglement entropy defined by the following protocol. Given a state, ∣ψ⟩, we form a density matrix,
ρ = ∣ψ⟩⟨ψ∣ and reduce it to the b subsystem by tracing over the Hilbert space associated to subsystem
a: ρb ∶= TrHaρ. In general ρb will be a mixed state density matrix associated to qubit b and encodes a
probabilistic uncertainty that Bob (who doesn’t have access to qubit a) has with measurements of qubit b.
The entanglement entropy is then the von Neumann entropy associated to ρb:
SEE ∶= −Tr (ρb lnρb) . (1.2)
In a continuum quantum field theory, the partitioning of the full Hilbert space of the theory is richer (and
more subtle) than that of individual qubits. One theme of this thesis is how different partitions of the Hilbert
space can be utilized to illuminate aspects of a quantum field theory. In this chapter we will be concerned
with the entanglement of local subsystems; this type of partitioning has been the most studied and has
proven to be a powerful tool for investigating the structure of quantum field theories and their dualities. In
this case we pick a subregion of space, A, and divide the Hilbert space amongst it and its complement
H =HA ⊗HA. (1.3)
The caveat to the above is that it is almost never true, in a strict sense. For one, continuum quantum field
theories possess short-range correlations at the order of the UV cutoff scale. This makes the assignment toHA or HA¯ of degrees of freedom local the border of A and A¯ (which we will refer to as the entangling surface)
extremely sensitive to the UV cutoff. Relatedly, the entanglement entropy of such a bipartition diverges in
powers of the UV cutoff. We shall regard this kind of subtlety as “minimal.”1 A more severe obstruction
to the above occurs in gauge theories. In this case, gauge invariance imparts non-local constraints on the
1For instance, some quantum information measures that subvert this subtlety, such as mutual information and relative
entropy, can be powerful conceptual and computational tools, e.g. [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]
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physical Hilbert space and prohibits a tensor product structure of the above kind. We will discuss this in
more detail later in this chapter.
Assuming (1.3) goes through minimally, then for a state, or equivalently a density matrix, ρ, we can re-
duce it by the partial trace ρA ∶= TrHA¯ρ. The entanglement associated to the state ρ and the subsystem A
is then the von Neumann entropy of ρA:
SEE[A;ρ] = −TrHA (ρA lnρA) . (1.4)
When the state in question is understood, we will often simply write this as SA. As alluded to above, this
quantity typically diverges in powers of the UV cutoff. Generically, ground states of a quantum field theory
in D spatial dimensions have a leading divergence
SA ∼ LD−1
εD−1 + . . . (1.5)
with terms subleading in L/ε. Here L is the characteristic “length” of the region A and ε is a short distance
cutoff (or likewise the reciprocal of the UV cutoff). The contribution of this leading divergence can be
thought of as a measure of the short distance correlation in the modes at the boundary of the region A and
so scales as the D−1 dimensional area of the entangling surface. While, as mentioned, these divergences are
sensitive to the UV physics and the details of the regularization scheme, occasionally there are contributions
that are insensitive to the details of regularization; such terms are called universal.
The results of [5, 8] showed that for (2 + 1)d topological phases, the bipartite entanglement entropy for
the ground state exhibits a subleading universal contribution which is independent of the size of the region
A and independent of the UV cutoff:
SA = αL
ε
− γ +O ( ε
L
) (1.6)
This constant contribution is typically negative and deemed the topological entanglement entropy :
Stopo ∶= −γ. (1.7)
The existence of a length independent term in SEE indicates correlations between subsystems of all length
scales and is the hallmark of a topological phase. Furthermore, using axioms from topological quantum field
theory (TQFT), the Kitaev-Preskill and Levin-Wen result is that this quantity is entirely determined by the
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fusion properties of the topological phase. In particular, γ measure the total quantum dimension:
γ = lnD D2 =∑
a
∣da∣2 (1.8)
Here the da is the quantum dimension of a given anyon, a. Roughly, it counts the dimension of the fusion
channels, Naa...a, as we fuse a large number of anyons of type a together:
Naa . . . a´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
n
∼ dna (n large) (1.9)
For Abelian topological phases there is only one fusion channel: Nabc = δa+b,c and so da = 1 for all anyons.
γ then simply counts the number of anyons. However, more generally, da are given by the elements of a(1 + 1)d CFT modular S-matrix:
da = S0aS00 (1.10)
1.1.1 Example: topological Z2 model
For a simple arena to explore these ideas, let’s see how to they apply to the topological Z2 model on a 2D
square lattice (also called the Kiteav toric code model) [15]. The Hilbert space of the theory is spanned by
binary states on each link of the square lattice, H = ⊗`∈linksC2, and the natural algebra of operators are
Pauli matrices acting on each link: σi`. Hamiltonian is given by
H = −Je∑
v
Av − Jm∑
p
Bp (1.11)
where the sum over v is over all the vertices of the lattice and the sum over p is over all plaquettes of the
lattice. The operators Av and Bp are given by
Av = ∏
` into v
σx` Bp = ∏
` around p
σz` . (1.12)
See figure 1.1. One can check that all the operators Av and Bp are commuting and simultaneously diago-
nalizable. When Je, Jm > 0 the ground state(s) of the system satisfy
Av ∣Ω⟩ = Bp∣Ω⟩ = ∣Ω⟩ ∀v, p. (1.13)
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and have energy E = −N2(Je + Jm), where N is the total number of links [16]. This model displays all the
hallmarks of a topological phase; in particular, the ground state degeneracy dependence on topology and
the existence of anyon excitations [15]. It is instructive to reorganize the operator content of the theory into
loop operators defined as
ZC = ∏`∈C σz` XC = ∏`∈C σx` . (1.14)
for C, a loop on the lattice and C¯, a loop on the dual lattice.
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 x
<latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit>
 x
<latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit>
 x
<latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit>
 x
<latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VK7PxOwA2L4mzDDY10B0QAN1UQg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSNcxOZpMh81hnZsWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxpdT/3WI9WGKXlnxwkNBR5IFjOCrZP aXcMGAt8/9coVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJvdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6fOozzQllo8dwUQzd ysiQ6wxsS6ikgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDW7PK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwhweIZXePMevBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AEv65AN</latexit>
Zcl
<latexit sha1_base64="8/DNxaq5Jil1BLqU6TcqHP e9n1o=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPbEDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9 x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqhlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXB8O/M 7T6g0T+SDmaTox3QoecQZNVbqPAY5C8Q0qNbcujsHWSVeQWpQoBlUv/qDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwKnlX6mMa VsTIfYs1TSGLWfz8+dkjOrDEiUKFvSkLn6eyKnsdaTOLSdMTUjvezNxP+8Xmaiaz/nMs0MSrZYFGWCmITMficDr pAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2IQqNgRv+eVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYDCGZ3iFNyd1Xpx352PRW nKKmWP4A+fzB3BMj58=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8/DNxaq5Jil1BLqU6TcqHP e9n1o=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPbEDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9 x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqhlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXB8O/M 7T6g0T+SDmaTox3QoecQZNVbqPAY5C8Q0qNbcujsHWSVeQWpQoBlUv/qDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwKnlX6mMa VsTIfYs1TSGLWfz8+dkjOrDEiUKFvSkLn6eyKnsdaTOLSdMTUjvezNxP+8Xmaiaz/nMs0MSrZYFGWCmITMficDr pAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2IQqNgRv+eVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYDCGZ3iFNyd1Xpx352PRW nKKmWP4A+fzB3BMj58=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8/DNxaq5Jil1BLqU6TcqHP e9n1o=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPbEDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9 x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqhlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXB8O/M 7T6g0T+SDmaTox3QoecQZNVbqPAY5C8Q0qNbcujsHWSVeQWpQoBlUv/qDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwKnlX6mMa VsTIfYs1TSGLWfz8+dkjOrDEiUKFvSkLn6eyKnsdaTOLSdMTUjvezNxP+8Xmaiaz/nMs0MSrZYFGWCmITMficDr pAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2IQqNgRv+eVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYDCGZ3iFNyd1Xpx352PRW nKKmWP4A+fzB3BMj58=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8/DNxaq5Jil1BLqU6TcqHP e9n1o=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPbEDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9 x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqhlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXB8O/M 7T6g0T+SDmaTox3QoecQZNVbqPAY5C8Q0qNbcujsHWSVeQWpQoBlUv/qDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwKnlX6mMa VsTIfYs1TSGLWfz8+dkjOrDEiUKFvSkLn6eyKnsdaTOLSdMTUjvezNxP+8Xmaiaz/nMs0MSrZYFGWCmITMficDr pAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2IQqNgRv+eVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYDCGZ3iFNyd1Xpx352PRW nKKmWP4A+fzB3BMj58=</latexit>
Zcm
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Figure 1.1: Operators for a square lattice on the torus; the bottom and top of the image are identified as well as the
sides. Bp is product of σ
z’s circling a plaquette (shown in solid purple), while Av is a product of σ
x’s coming out of a
vertex (shown here in solid pink) or alternatively a plaquette operator on the dual lattice (shown in dashed pink). ZC and
XC¯ are loop operators. Xcl,m and Zcl,m are non-contractible and generate the space of ground states.
It is easy to see that when C is a contractible curve, ZC is a product of Bp’s and when C is contractible, XC is
a product of Av’s. If the lattice (dual lattice ) contains a non-contractible cycle, ci (c¯i), then Zci and Xci are
distinct operators. For instance, if the lattice is put on a torus, there are two distinct non-contractible cycles,
cl and cm (corresponding to longitude and meridian) and the operators {Zcl ,Xc¯m ;Zcm ,Xc¯l} form conjugate
pairs. The space of ground states is the eigenspace of, say, {Xc¯l ,Xc¯m} and has a four-fold degeneracy.
On the plane, the ground state is unique (relatedly, all closed curves are contractible) and is a simulta-
neous eigenstate over ZC and XC :
ZC ∣Ω⟩ =XC ∣Ω⟩ = ∣Ω⟩ ∀closed curves, C and C. (1.15)
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Thus an equivalent picture for the ground state, ∣Ω⟩, is that it is a superposition of all possible closed loop
operators acting on a fiducial state ∣Ω−⟩ formed from assigning to each link the (−1) eigenstate of σx` :
∣Ω⟩ = ∑
all closed C
ZC ∣Ω−⟩ (1.16)
Now let us investigate the bipartite entanglement of this state. We choose a region, A, of the plane. We will
follow the prescription of [5] and whenever the boundary of A crosses a link, we will “cut” it and place at
the either side of the boundary two new vertices.2
A
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x` = ±1
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Figure 1.2: When the entangling surface crosses a link, we “split” it, leaving two new vertices on either side. These open
vertices possess a Z2 charge.
The global state ∣Ω⟩ is a condensate of all closed loop operators on the plane and the entangling surface
effectively cuts some subset of these loop operators. The state associated to the subregion is superposed over
closed loops in A and lines ending on links stemming from the entangling surface; these links possess a σx`
eigenvalue, {x`}. Because the line ending on the entangling surface arise from the cutting of closed loops,
the state associated to A must be paired with a state associated to the complement, A¯, with the same σx`
eigenvalues. Thus we have the Schmidt decomposition
∣Ω⟩ =∑′{x`=±1}∣{x`}`∈∂A⟩A ⊗ ∣{x`}`∈∂A⟩A¯ (1.17)
2In the context of lattice gauge theory this prescription is called the extended lattice[17]. In fact, as we shall shortly discuss,
the ground state sector is very much related to Z2 lattice gauge theory.
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In writing “∑′” we acknowledge one more constraint: when the entangling surface cuts a closed loop, this
loop crosses the entangling surface twice. What this means in the sum in equation (1.17) is that the number
of x` = 1 must be even: ∑′{x`=±1} = ∑{x`=±1}, total # of x`=1 is even (1.18)
After tracing A¯ from the density matrix ρ = ∣Ω⟩⟨Ω∣ we are left with a flat distribution formed from the
possible assignments of {x` = ±1} on the links emerging from the entangling surface with the number of
x` = 1 being even. The number of such assignments is 2L−1 (where L is the number of links on the entangling
surface) and so we have an entanglement entropy of
SEE[A,Ω] = L ln 2 − ln 2 (1.19)
corresponding to a topological subleading term with total quantum dimension D = 2. There are two Abelian
anyons in this model [15], and so this matches the above discussion. Note that while the “area” term counts
the local correlations of the σx` eigenvalues at the entangling surface, the subleading term comes from a global
constraint, namely that these correlations stem from a set of non-local, closed loops.
Another key component of the above model is the appearance of an emergent gauge symmetry in the low-
energy sector. Indeed, through the lens of lattice gauge theory, the operators Av and Bp are commonly seen
as the electric and magnetic flux operators, respectively. The equations singling out the ground state sector,
(1.13), are then precisely the Gauss law constraint and a statement of that the gauge field is locally flat; this
is the sector of gauge invariant states of a lattice gauge theory with no sources. Thus, even though the total
Hilbert space may be different, when we project onto the low-energy sector of the theory, an effective Z2
gauge symmetry organizes the states. Emergent gauge symmetry is another hallmark of topological phases of
matter; indeed, the low-energy effective field theory of such states is a topological quantum field theory with
gauge degrees of freedom. One of the most celebrated and well studied examples of this is the Chern-Simons
construction for ground states of fractional quantum hall (FQH) fluids [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. This
is a phase of matter that arises in a two dimensional electron gas with strong transverse magnetic field. For
Abelian FQH states, the effective action is
S = KIJ
4pi
∫ AI ∧ dAJ . (1.20)
where KIJ is a integral matrix called the K-matrix and encodes the anyon statistics. Aspects of non-Abelian
topological phases (which include both non-Abelian FQH phases but also the px + ipy superconductor[26,
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25, 27, 28, 28]) can be captured by a non-Abelian Chern-Simons theory
S = k
4pi
∫ Tr(A ∧ dA + 2
3
A ∧A ∧A) (1.21)
where k is an integer called the level.
The effective topological field theories are incredibly useful characterizations of the FQH states and capture
a wealth of the information about the responses of the fluid including its Hall viscosity [29, 30], its ther-
mal Hall conductance[31], and through coupling to the spin connection, even geometric responses of the
quantum hall fluid [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. It is then perhaps no surprise that these TQFTs
also correctly reproduce the ground state topological entanglement entropies for these phases as well. This
aspect of topological entanglement was studied in a tour-de-force paper, [41], using path integral techniques.
In particular, the preparation of ground state wave-functional, as a functional of data fixed on a Riemann
surface, Σ, has a remarkably simple interpretation in terms of the path integration: on the interior volume
of solid handle-body, M, having ∂M = Σ as its boundary, one performs the path integral with boundary
conditions fixed on Σ. See Figure 1.3.
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<latexit sha1_base64="hErB u85KeQOGKeS1j3dtEZ2S1mw=">AAACVXicbVFLi9swEJbdNLub PjZtj3sRDYWegl0K7SUQ2EsvhSzdPKhlzFiRYxH5gTQOBDd/ci +l/6SXwspJFvLogMSnb77RjD7FpZIGPe+P4z5rPW9fXF51Xrx8 9fq6++btxBSV5mLMC1XoWQxGKJmLMUpUYlZqAVmsxDRe3jb56U poI4v8HtelCDNY5DKRHNBSUVexkZER+yEXGQRsBbpMn47h4GdU swww5aDo9w1TIsFgu/fZKJVMy0WKv6ymBI0S1IF2cHzVThpG3Z 7X97ZBz4G/Bz2yj1HUfWDzgleZyJErMCbwvRLDumnHldh0WGVE CXwJCxFYmEMmTFhvXdnQD5aZ06TQduVIt+xhRQ2ZMesstspmcH Oaa8j/5YIKk69hLfOyQpHzXaOkUhQL2lhM51ILjmptAXAt7ayU p6CBo/2IjjXBP33yOZh86vte37/73BsO93ZckhvynnwkPvlChu QbGZEx4eSB/HUcx3V+O//cltveSV1nX/OOHIV7/Qgcc7Xo</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="hErB u85KeQOGKeS1j3dtEZ2S1mw=">AAACVXicbVFLi9swEJbdNLub PjZtj3sRDYWegl0K7SUQ2EsvhSzdPKhlzFiRYxH5gTQOBDd/ci +l/6SXwspJFvLogMSnb77RjD7FpZIGPe+P4z5rPW9fXF51Xrx8 9fq6++btxBSV5mLMC1XoWQxGKJmLMUpUYlZqAVmsxDRe3jb56U poI4v8HtelCDNY5DKRHNBSUVexkZER+yEXGQRsBbpMn47h4GdU swww5aDo9w1TIsFgu/fZKJVMy0WKv6ymBI0S1IF2cHzVThpG3Z 7X97ZBz4G/Bz2yj1HUfWDzgleZyJErMCbwvRLDumnHldh0WGVE CXwJCxFYmEMmTFhvXdnQD5aZ06TQduVIt+xhRQ2ZMesstspmcH Oaa8j/5YIKk69hLfOyQpHzXaOkUhQL2lhM51ILjmptAXAt7ayU p6CBo/2IjjXBP33yOZh86vte37/73BsO93ZckhvynnwkPvlChu QbGZEx4eSB/HUcx3V+O//cltveSV1nX/OOHIV7/Qgcc7Xo</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="hErB u85KeQOGKeS1j3dtEZ2S1mw=">AAACVXicbVFLi9swEJbdNLub PjZtj3sRDYWegl0K7SUQ2EsvhSzdPKhlzFiRYxH5gTQOBDd/ci +l/6SXwspJFvLogMSnb77RjD7FpZIGPe+P4z5rPW9fXF51Xrx8 9fq6++btxBSV5mLMC1XoWQxGKJmLMUpUYlZqAVmsxDRe3jb56U poI4v8HtelCDNY5DKRHNBSUVexkZER+yEXGQRsBbpMn47h4GdU swww5aDo9w1TIsFgu/fZKJVMy0WKv6ymBI0S1IF2cHzVThpG3Z 7X97ZBz4G/Bz2yj1HUfWDzgleZyJErMCbwvRLDumnHldh0WGVE CXwJCxFYmEMmTFhvXdnQD5aZ06TQduVIt+xhRQ2ZMesstspmcH Oaa8j/5YIKk69hLfOyQpHzXaOkUhQL2lhM51ILjmptAXAt7ayU p6CBo/2IjjXBP33yOZh86vte37/73BsO93ZckhvynnwkPvlChu QbGZEx4eSB/HUcx3V+O//cltveSV1nX/OOHIV7/Qgcc7Xo</la texit>
Figure 1.3: The path integral over fields Φ living on M with boundary conditions {ϕΣ} prepares the ground state on Σ
as a wave-functional of {ϕΣ}.
In [41] the authors prepare a variety of ground states on the two-sphere and the torus and explore the bi-
partite entanglement entropy through use of the replica trick. In this setting the replicated reduced density
matrix is represented by the path integral on a particular, replicated geometry. These path integrals could
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then be evaluated through surgery methods [42]. These calculations not only verified the Kitaev/Preskill
and Levin/Wen result, when relevant, and but also extended it to a large variety of states on different ge-
ometries and with varying entanglement cuts. Thus the low-energy topological field theories are not just
viable avenues, but even powerful avenues for studying the entanglement properties of topological ground
states.
We are now ready to discuss the problem at hand: that of “gluing” topological phases together. As noted
above, the boundary of a chiral topological phase of matter hosts gapless modes. The gapless modes of-
ten provide a fingerprint of the bulk topologically ordered phase and can provide universal, measurable
phenomena in real material samples. Heuristically, the boundary modes serve as a signal of an interface be-
tween topological orders: that is, the interface between the bulk topological phase and the external vacuum
with trivial topological order. More generally, however, one can consider more complicated heterointerfaces
between two non-trivial topological phases. In this case, we consider the following question: how do the
boundary modes reorganize themselves in the composite system? In the case where the two phases are
topologically identical, the gapless boundary modes can be “erased” along the seam via interactions that
introduce a gap in the boundary modes, and in this sense make them invisible in the low energy effective
theory. Of equal interest is the physics involved in gluing together distinct topological phases. The generic
situation, much like when interfacing a topological phase with the trivial vacuum, one finds that although
perhaps a subset of the gapless modes on the heterointerface can be coupled across the interface with inter-
actions, some of the gapless modes must persist. In other special cases the gapless modes can be unstable
to gap formation. It is the latter case in which we are interested.
It is known that the set of gapping interactions that can glue (gap out) the boundary modes for two given
topological phases is not unique. Subject to algebraic constraints, there can exist many choices for gapping
interactions. These classes of gapping interactions were studied in the context of quantum entanglement
in Ref. [43] using ‘coupled wire’ constructions of Abelian topological phases. Much like how the signature
of a bulk topological phase can be encoded directly in the groundstate wavefunction through its bipartite
entanglement entropy, it was shown in [43] that the bipartite entanglement spectrum (and therefore entropy)
retains an imprint of the choice of gapping interaction when the entangling cut is taken along the gapped
heterointerface. Interestingly, in this sense the low energy physics should remember the heterointerface, even
though it is gapped.
Explicitly, it was found that the choice of gapping interactions can modify the low-energy entanglement
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spectrum and the sub-leading correction to the area law in the entanglement entropy. The latter effect is
perhaps most surprising because, as we discussed above, the constant, sub-leading correction is known to
be a universal, topological quantity. The calculations that predicted these effects all rely on coupled-wire
constructions, and while such constructions are theoretically convenient, there are some limitations in their
description. For example, they are discretized in at least one spatial direction, i.e., the system is made from
discretized wires/strips, and translation symmetry is implicitly assumed parallel to the wires. These two
issues limit the types of entanglement cuts and spatial geometries that can be simply handled. Additionally,
recent authors have pointed out similar schemes for evaluating the topological entanglement entropy from
the bipartite entanglement spectrum is sensitive to ‘spurious’ contributions [44]. In principle, lacking any
corroborating analytic or numeric calculations, it is not clear if all of the conclusions of [43] are independent
of the coupled wire model description. Here we seek to support and extend these results of [43] using a more
generic field theoretical approach.
The subject of this chapter is a revisitation of the question of entanglement along heterointerfaces from the
point of view of the bulk topological theory in the continuum. Indeed, the effective low energy physics at
the boundary of a topological phase is mirrored by a bulk topological field theory, through anomaly inflow.
From the point of view of entanglement in the bulk theory there are two questions that become immediately
relevant. First, when we have heterointerfaces of topological phases, it is natural to ask how to address
the gapping physics in the continuum. For K-matrix Abelian Chern-Simons theories describing Fractional
Quantum Hall (FQH) states, the natural answer to this question involves a set of prescribed conditions for
matching the gauge fields living on either side of the interface. Such conditions might be termed interface
conditions. However, in the case where the spaces on either side of the interface are homeomorphic, by
regarding the space hosting the two phases as the Schottky double of a single topological phase, the matching
conditions can be thought of as boundary conditions, and this is the language we will use in this chapter.
Generic boundary conditions available to Chern-Simons theory will typically “break” the topological nature,
i.e., they will introduce a complex structure on the boundary in question. This, for instance, is necessary
for defining the chirality of the induced gapless boundary modes for a single topological phase. However, as
an alternative, it is possible to choose topological boundary conditions, which obviate the need for a complex
structure. We will argue that these boundary conditions are appropriate for the context of gapped interfaces,
at least as far as the low energy physics is concerned. More precisely, at least perturbatively, and as long
as the gap does not close, the addition of non-topological boundary terms are expected to modify only the
quantitative details of the low-energy theory.
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Topological boundary conditions (TBCs) have been discussed and classified in previous literature. Generi-
cally, the choice of TBCs is itself not unique and depends on certain algebraic properties of the K-matrix.
Additionally, since TBCs are playing the same role as gapping interactions for the topological field theory
(that is, they glue two theories together), it is perhaps unsurprising then that these algebraic criteria are
equivalent to those classifying gapping interactions. These criteria were discussed at length in Ref. [45]
where it was emphasized that these boundary conditions isolate a Lagrangian subspace of the K-matrix and
so pick a polarization for states on the interface. It was additionally pointed out in Ref. [46] that TBCs are
equivalent to anomaly matching: the unbroken gauge group on the boundary remains anomaly-free.
The second question to address is how to define entanglement in the continuum gauge theory. As alluded
to above, the Hilbert spaces of theories with gauge invariance generically do not admit tensor-factorization
of spatial regions due to the enforcement of non-local constraints [47, 17]. This is mirrored by the fact
that the algebra of gauge invariant operators are generated by Wilson loops which are inherently non-local.
Several proposed attempts to define bipartite entanglement in gauge theories have been studied in the recent
literature [48, 17, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55] and can be classified into two approaches: the algebraic approach
and the extended Hilbert space approach. The former focuses on the definition of the reduced density
matrix as living in an operator algebra. There the inability of the Hilbert space to factorize is rephrased
as the existence of a non-trivial center of the algebra associated to a subspace; the reduced density matrix
is block-diagonalized with respect to this center and entanglement is computed in each block. The latter
approach embeds the physical Hilbert space in a larger, factorizable Hilbert space. Generically this space
contains states that do not obey gauge invariance and the gauge invariant state must be identified by the
application of constraints. Once identified, the state can be reduced and the entanglement computed. It is
worth mentioning that while both approaches have well-defined and controlled procedures on the lattice, the
extension to continuum gauge theories is subtle.
In this chapter, we will confine our discussion to Abelian Chern-Simons theories with gauge group U(1)N .
Our main interest will be in studying the effect of topological boundary conditions on the entanglement
entropy across an interface. We will begin by obtaining the topological entanglement from a replica trick
calculation utilized in two ways – the first via a direct path integral calculation within Chern-Simons theory.
Passing to field variables obeying the TBCs within the path integral, we find that the replica computa-
tion reduces to a familiar Chern-Simons path integral but with an effective K-matrix. The second involves
introducing a regulator surface enveloping the entanglement cut and reducing the path integral to a tran-
sition amplitude between CFT boundary states living at the intersection of the regulator surface with the
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heterointerface. Afterwards, we reexamine the definition of gauge theory entanglement and discuss how to
unambiguously embed the physical, gauge-invariant Hilbert space of Chern-Simons theory in the presence of
such an interface into a tensor-factorizable extended Hilbert space. Remarkably, the physical states satisfy
a generalized Ishibashi condition specific to the choice of topological boundary conditions, which allows a
straightforward computation of the entanglement entropy. This offers a novel explanation of the known
equivalence of spatial entanglement in Chern-Simons theory and the left-right entanglement of Ishibashi
states[56, 57, 58], and offers a connection of our problem to the recent papers addressing the entanglement
of bosonic CFTs across topological interfaces [59, 60, 61, 62]. The results obtained using all the above tech-
niques of course agree with each other, and also with the microscopic calculations of [43]. This shows that
the entanglement entropy depends explicitly upon the choice of TBCs, or equivalently from a microscopic
point of view on the choice of gapping interactions between the edge-modes across the interface, but that
this is nevertheless a universal feature which can be reproduced from the effective topological field theory
description.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: in Section 1.2 we begin with a brief classical discussion of
interfaces in Abelian Chern-Simons theory with topological boundary conditions, and their relation with the
gapping interactions studied in [43]. In Section 2.4, we reproduce the [43] result using the replica path integral
in the two ways discussed above. We then consider the quantum version of these interfaces in Section 1.4 and
present the extended Hilbert space calculation of the entanglement entropy across such interfaces. Finally,
we have a short conclusion discussing future directions. In Appendix A, found at the end of this thesis, we
present additional details: we give a geometric perspective on primitivity conditions and an alternative to
path integral surgery using zeta function regularization.
1.2 Classical Interfaces and Topological Boundary Conditions
In this section, we discuss classical interfaces in Abelian Chern-Simons theory with the gauge group U(1)N .
Recall that the action of U(1)N Chern-Simons theory on a 3-manifold M is given by
SCS = 1
4pi
∫
M
KIJAI ∧ dAJ (1.22)
where I = 1,⋯,N and KIJ is a symmetric integral matrix of rank N called the level matrix. By an interface,
we mean a codimension-one surface Σ in M , with different K-matrices on either side of Σ (see Figure 1.4). In
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particular the Chern-Simons theories on either side of Σ differ in their actions, namely in their K-matrices.
We denote the gauge fields on the left and right of the interface by A
(L)
I and A
(R)
I , and the respective
K-matrices by K(L) and K(R). We denote the space-time as M =ML ∪Σ MR and write the action as
K(R)
K(L)
⌃
Figure 1.4: Two topological phases separated a codimension one defect Σ. The time dimension has been
suppressed here. Figure taken from [1].
SCS = K(L)IJ
4pi
∫ML A(L)I ∧ dA(L)J + K(R)
IJ
4pi
∫MR A(R)I ∧ dA(R)J + SΣ(AL,AR). (1.23)
Here SΣ denotes additional boundary/interface terms with support on Σ which one might possibly add; we
will make some comments on the role of these boundary terms shortly. In the present section, we will consider
the above theory from a classical point of view, focusing on interface boundary conditions; we will then revisit
interfaces from a quantum point of view in the next section. There are a number of generalizations that
we might make, including the discussion of non-Abelian Chern-Simons theories, but we will leave these to
future work.
Consistent boundary conditions on Σ are determined by ensuring that the symplectic structure is continuous
across Σ. We take a brief detour to explain what this means. The variation of the Chern-Simons action
(1.22) on a general 3-manifold M with boundary ∂M is given by
δSCS = 1
2pi
∫
M
KIJδAI ∧ dAJ − 1
4pi
∫
∂M
KIJaI ∧ δaJ + δS∂M (1.24)
where a is the connection on ∂M induced from M , and the last term above comes from the variation of
any potential boundary terms. The classical equations of motion are given by KIJdAJ = 0. We regard the
variation of the action taken on-shell (o.s.) as a 1-form on the field space of classical solutions3; we will
denote this as the canonical symplectic 1-form, Θ. For the present action it is defined as
Θ = δSCS ∣
o.s.
= − 1
4pi
∫
∂M
KIJaI ∧ δaJ + δS∂M . (1.25)
3That is we regard δ as a field space differential and these should be regarded formally as anticommuting. In the text,
we explicitly denote the wedge products of forms on M , while leaving the antisymmetrization of forms on field space implicit.
Thus, for example, eq. (1.26) is non-zero for a symmetric K-matrix.
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The symplectic 2-form is the differential of the canonical 1-form:
Ω = δΘ = − 1
4pi
∫
∂M
(KIJδaI ∧ δaJ) . (1.26)
Because S∂M adds an exact form to the canonical 1-form, the symplectic 2-form is unaffected by its presence.
Because K is non-degenerate, Ω promotes the classical phase space to a symplectic vector space. Although
generically this vector space will be infinite dimensional, Chern-Simons theory provides us with many cases
in which it is finite (e.g., when the gauge group is compact and ∂M is closed and compact [63]); the
process of choosing boundary conditions amounts to finding a half-dimensional subspace upon which the
symplectic form vanishes. For example, standard boundary conditions in Chern-Simons amount to fixing
some component of a on the boundary. The role of S∂M then is to ensure that Θ vanishes when restricted
to fields obeying this boundary condition4; alternatively this can be thought of ensuring a well-defined
variational principle. We will refer to this as putting Θ in canonical form. Fixing a component of a
generically involves the introduction of a boundary term that either breaks diffeomorphism invariance on
∂M , or introduces a metric structure on ∂M . The standard boundary term for this is
S∂M = 1
4pi
∫
∂M
V IJaI ∧ ∗aJ (1.27)
where ∗ is the Hodge star for a Riemannian metric on ∂M, and V IJ is taken to be a symmetric, positive-
definite matrix. Suitable choices for V enforce the fixing of either the holomorphic or antiholomorphic (with
respect to the orthonormal coordinates of the metric) component of a. When reducing a Chern-Simons path
integral to that of a chiral Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) theory on ∂M , such a boundary term introduces
dynamics, i.e., a non-vanishing Hamiltonian, as we discuss further in Section 1.3.2.
Alternatively, returning to (1.26), for suitable even-dimensional K-matrices, we can look for vanishing sub-
spaces of K itself. As we will see, these boundary conditions do not require the addition of an extra boundary
action and in particular do not require a choice of metric on ∂M . As such they are called topological bound-
ary conditions [45]. In a completely generic physical context, one would expect both metric-dependent bulk
terms in the action (e.g., a Maxwell term), and additional metric-dependent boundary terms as well. How-
ever, we expect that the effect of such terms is to modify inessential details of the gapped boundary/interface
theory5, and that moreover, the study of topological boundary conditions is sufficient for the study of many
4This is equivalent to the continuity across the cut of the symplectic one-form on a family of hypersurfaces Σt parallel to Σ.
5To clarify, it is well known that the degrees of freedom in Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory decouple into a flat connection
and a topologically massive gauge field [64]. The former contributes to the topological entanglement entropy, while the latter
adds a massive contribution to the entanglement entropy [65].
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properties (such as entanglement) of the gapped interfaces in which we are interested. As such, we will
ignore these extra possible terms.
To elaborate on this, let us return to the case of the interface theory which is of interest in the present
chapter. An equivalent way to think about this theory on ML ∪Σ MR (in the case where ML and MR are
topologically equivalent) is to “fold” the theory along the common boundary, Σ.6 Doing so, we obtain a
Chern-Simons theory with gauge group U(1)2N on the space N (which is topologically equivalent to ML,R)
with boundary ∂N = Σ. The K-matrix of this theory is given by
K =KL ⊕ (−KR). (1.28)
The signature (number of positive eigenvalues and number of negative eigenvalues) of K is (N,N) if, for
example, KL,R are each positive definite. For the rest of this chapter we will assume this is the case, although
this is not a necessary supposition (removing the assumption only modifies some details of the calculations
we present); what is necessary is that the total signature (the number of positive eigenvalues minus the
number of negative eigenvalues) of K is zero. Under these conditions, we re-write the action as
SCS = KIJ
4pi
∫N AI ∧ dAJ (1.29)
where
K = ⎛⎜⎝ K
(L) 0
0 −K(R) ⎞⎟⎠ , A =
⎛⎜⎝ A
(L)
A(R)
⎞⎟⎠ . (1.30)
Below we will denote the induced U(1)2N connection on Σ as a. Let us then consider what kind of boundary
conditions can be imposed on the field A.
Reviewing [45], we will regard U(1)2N as a torus, TΛ = R2N /Λ, for Λ ≃ Z2N . The corresponding Lie algebra
will be denoted tΛ ≃ Λ⊗R. In this language, K is an integral symmetric bilinear form on Λ. The dual lattice
Λ∗ is the set of homomorphisms from Λ to the integers that we will denote as the lattice of charges. It is
clear that the image of K, Im (K), is contained in Λ∗. Basic gauge invariant operators of the theory are
constructed from q ∈ Λ∗ by Wilson loop operators
⟨Wq⟩ = ⟨exp(i∮
C
q(A))⟩ = ⟨exp(i∮
C
qIAI)⟩ = exp (−2piiqI K−1IJ qJtotal) (1.31)
6Of course, in a generic situation we do not mean to require that ML,R are homeomorphic. Indeed, they could very well
have different topology. Consequently, this discussion can be thought of as applying to a tubular neighbourhood of Σ, but we
will present the material from a simplified point of view.
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where qtotal is the sum total of additional Wilson loop operators threading Wq.
7 Thus, Wilson loop operators
with charges differing by an element of Im (K) will have identical expectation values, and so it is natural
to work with operators in the quotient D ≡ Λ∗/Im (K)[45]. As discussed previously, the continuity of the
symplectic structure across the interface (consistent boundary conditions) now requires
Ω = − 1
4pi
∫
Σ
KIJ δaI ∧ δaJ = 0 (1.32)
where I,J = 1,2, . . .2N. In this chapter, we will focus on the class of topological boundary conditions in
which a lies in a Lagrangian subspace of K [45, 66, 46, 67] . A subspace t0 ⊂ tΛ is called Lagrangian with
respect to K if
vIKIJwJ = 0, ∀v,w ∈ t0, (1.33)
and has a dimension that is half the rank of K. Such a subspace exists only if the total signature of K is
zero [45]. From equation (1.30), this means that the signature of K(L) must equal the signature of K(R).
As mentioned above, we will implicitly assume that both K(L) and K(R) are positive definite and so must
have the same rank if the total signature is to vanish. At the level of the canonical 1-form, we see that Θ is
canonical without the addition of a boundary action:
Θ = − 1
4pi
∫
Σ
KIJ aI ∧ δaJ = 0. (1.34)
The restriction of a to a Lagrangian subspace of K means that it takes values in a subalgebra t0 ⊂ tΛ whose
dimension as a Lie algebra is half that of tΛ. The restriction to the subalgebra t0 has another important inter-
pretation: infinitesimal U(1)N transformations lying in t0 have a vanishing inner product with the canonical
1-form and so there are no dynamical degrees of freedom carrying charge with respect to this group. That is
to say t0 generates an unbroken U(1)N of true gauge transformations. In the context of the unfolded theory,
we see that TBCs then ensure that a particular linear combination of fields remain gauge invariant across Σ.
We denote the injection of t0 into tΛ as P. We then have
PT ⋅K ⋅ P = 0. (1.35)
The unbroken Lie algebra can be described as t0 ≃ Λ0 ⊗R for a lattice Λ0 ⊂ Λ such that the unbroken group
7The expectation value results from the following: the presence of additional Wilson loops operators augment the background
equations of motion to dA = −2pi∑mK−1 ⋅ qmδ(Cm), where ∑m qIm = qItotal and δ(Cm) indicate the flux only has support along
the contours threading the original Wilson loop. Evaluating the holonomy of such a connection produces the above result.
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K(R)K(L)
⌃
⌃
K(R)K(L)
⌃
⌃
Figure 1.5: (Left) Generically an interface will support global U(1)N charges (depicted here as Wilson lines ending on
Σ. (Right) The TBCs provide an identification of the gauge group across Σ and therefore describe Wilson lines that can
permeate the interface. Figure taken from [1].
is a torus T0 = RN /Λ0. We will sometimes call this the restricted lattice. In this context, P is an injection of
Λ0 into Λ and PT is a surjection from the lattice of charges Λ∗ to a sublattice of boundary charges Λ∗0. We
will refer to this as the restricted dual lattice. Given a basis for Λ, P is an integral matrix with 2N rows and
N columns. In the current basis let us choose
P = ⎛⎜⎝ v
(L)−v(R) ⎞⎟⎠
for N ×N integer matrices v(L,R), in terms of which (1.35) becomes
v(L)T ⋅K(L) ⋅ v(L) − v(R)T ⋅K(R) ⋅ v(R) = 0. (1.36)
We will refer to (1.36) as the classical gluing condition. Then in order for topological boundary conditions
to exist between the two theories, K(L) and K(R) must allow for integral solutions to (1.36), a significantly
non-trivial condition. However, if such a solution exists, then an infinite number of solutions exist: for
example, multiplying v(L) and v(R) by the same integer will also solve (1.36). In this chapter, we project to
a minimal set of solutions by requiring P to be primitive [68]. That is, expressing P as a 2N ×N integral
matrix, we require that the ( 2N
N
) possible N ×N minors have a gcd of 1. We give a geometric interpretation
of this condition in Appendix A.1, but for a discussion of primitivity in the condensed matter context, see
[43, 69, 70, 71].
Note that in the unfolded theory, (1.36) tells us that particular linear combinations of the connections can
permeate the interface. These connections then see an effective K-matrix which is continuous across the
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interface:
Keff ≡ v(L)T ⋅K(L) ⋅ v(L) = v(R)T ⋅K(R) ⋅ v(R). (1.37)
In the present context, K(L/R) have the same rank, and so v(L/R) are square matrices. The above equation
then details what linear combinations of the gauge field permeates Σ so that it remains anomaly free under
gauge transformations in T0. However, as we have previously emphasized, it is not actually necessary to take
K(L,R) to have the same rank, but only that K have zero total signature. When the ranks of the K-matrices
differ then v(L/R) no longer have to be square and so only a subspace of charges can permeate Σ.
1.2.1 Examples
For the sake of pedagogy, let us examine some examples of gappable interfaces.
K(L) = (kL), K(R) = (kR)
For a first example K(L,R) are positive integer 1 × 1 “matrices”, (kL,R). In this case, the gluing condition
has us looking for integer solutions {v(L), v(R)} to
v(L)2kL = v(R)2kR. (1.38)
Primitivity requires that v(L) and v(R) be relatively prime. Let k = gcd[kL, kR] and write kL,R = κL,R k with
κL and κR relatively prime integers. We find that integer solutions to (1.38) only exist if κL,R are perfect
squares (κL,R = n2L,R for some integers nL,R). Then there are exactly four solutions:
v(L) = ±nR v(R) = ±nL. (1.39)
One can readily check for PT = (±nR,±nL) and K = (n2L k) ⊕ (−n2R k) that PT ⋅K ⋅ P = 0, and so this also
defines a Lagrangian subspace for K(L) ⊕ (−K(R)). The effective K-matrix for this interface is
Keff = v(L)2K(L) = v(R)2K(R) = k n2L n2R. (1.40)
This example is particularly instructive because we see that the gluing condition not only determines the
matrices v(L) and v(R), but also restricts the set of K-matrices.
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K(L) =K(R) =K
As a second example, we illustrate the fact that K can be glued to itself in not only the trivial manner (e.g.,
the gauge field being continuous across the interface, aL = aR, corresponds to the solution v(L) = −v(R) =
1N×N ), but in fact, in multiple ways. Thus, even in this homogeneous case, the choice of boundary conditions
is far from unique. Taking the determinant of the gluing condition, we have
det(v(L))2 = det(v(R))2. (1.41)
Depending on the details of K, we may have several solutions beyond the identity matrices that solve the
gluing condition. As an explicit example,
K = ⎛⎜⎝ k 00 k(m2 − n2)
⎞⎟⎠ v(L) =
⎛⎜⎝ m n0 1
⎞⎟⎠ v(R) =
⎛⎜⎝ −n −m1 0
⎞⎟⎠ (1.42)
for integers k,m,n and m2 ≠ n2, solves the gluing condition. One can easily check that the minors of P are{m,−m2 + n2,−n,n,−1,m} and so this solution is also primitive. The effective K-matrix is
Keff = ⎛⎜⎝ km
2 kmn
kmn km2
⎞⎟⎠ . (1.43)
Interestingly the subleading correction to the area law in the entanglement entropy depends on the topological
boundary conditions. The initial K-matrix has a determinant γ = k2(m2 − n2) whereas the effective matrix
has γeff = k2m2(m2−n2). As we will see, the subleading correction to the area law is modified from − 12 log[γ]
when trivial boundary conditions are chosen to − 1
2
log[γeff ] when the more complicated topological boundary
conditions are chosen. For more examples of K(L) =K(R) gapped interfaces, see [43].
1.2.2 Comments on Topological Boundary Conditions and the Connection to
the Coupled Wire Construction
Before moving on to the discussion of entanglement, we remark that in some instances it will be convenient
to describe topological boundary conditions by the injection of the complementary space of t0. We will call
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this injection M ∶ tc0 ↪ tΛ and so the fields on Σ can be equivalently characterized by the kernel of MT :
a ∈ t0 ⇒ MT ⋅ a = 0. (1.44)
Given the block basis for P, we can write M out explicitly as
M = ⎛⎜⎝ MLMR
⎞⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎝ K
(L) ⋅ v(L)
K(R) ⋅ v(R) ⎞⎟⎠ . (1.45)
It is easy to verify that vectors in the pre-image of P lie in the kernel of MT . Suppose we have a primitive
solution to (1.36), and let a be a t0-valued connection on Σ in the pre-image of the injection P:
a = ⎛⎜⎝ a
(L)
a(R)
⎞⎟⎠ = P ⋅ a =
⎛⎜⎝ v
(L) ⋅ a−v(R) ⋅ a ⎞⎟⎠ . (1.46)
Then
MT ⋅ a = ( v(L)T ⋅K(L), v(R)T ⋅K(R) )⎛⎜⎝ v
(L) ⋅ a−v(R) ⋅ a ⎞⎟⎠ = (v(L)T ⋅K(L) ⋅ v(L) − v(R)T ⋅K(R) ⋅ v(R)) ⋅ a = 0.
(1.47)
Although it is known in the condensed matter literature that TBCs are equivalent to primitive gapping
vectors [66, 46], let us offer an intuitive picture of this relation in terms of the gapping interactions studied
in [43]. We first notice that in terms of the matrix M in the block basis, the equation to be solved for the
boundary to support topological boundary conditions is
ML
T ⋅ (K(L))−1 ⋅ML −MRT ⋅ (K(R))−1 ⋅MR = 0. (1.48)
which is precisely the commensurability condition of gapping vectors as usually presented.[43, 72]
To illustrate the significance of ML,R, let us define a hypersurfaceR that intersects the surface Σ transversely.
For example, we can regard R as a constant-time hypersurface, as shown in Fig. 1.6(a). Relating this to
the discussion in [43], one can think of R as discretized into a family of wires, or strips, running parallel to
Σ as a model for the gapped topological phase [73, 74, 75, 43]. In the continuum, we proceed by breaking
the connection into components normal to (i.e., those that pull back to zero) and tangent to Σ. The normal
component of A acts as a Lagrange multiplier, constraining the components of the connection in the directions
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Figure 1.6: (a) The hypersurface R intersects the interface Σ transversely. In the “coupled wire construction,” R is
foliated by one dimensional wires each hosting a bosonic theory. In the continuum, R supports a connection that breaks
up into components normal and tangent to Σ. (b) R can possess noncontractible cycles and correspondingly the bosonic
theory will contain winding modes. Figure taken from [1].
parallel to Σ to be flat. We then write8 a(L,R) = i∗A(L,R) = dφ(L,R). The action in terms of these pure gauge
modes is a total derivative and so the path integral is then over the U(1)2N -valued fields living on R (see, for
instance, [63]). This is the standard reduction of Abelian Chern-Simons theory to U(1) Wess-Zumino-Witten
(WZW) on R.
The TBCs on a(L,R) will impose boundary conditions on the field φ(L,R) on the interface R ∩ Σ (or, from
the coupled wire point of view, impose conditions on the wires on either side of Σ). Above we saw that P
embeds the unbroken boundary Lie algebra, t0, into the original Lie algebra, tΛ. This embedding is in the
kernel of MT (c.f. eq. (1.44)). Then, up to a constant shift, the pure gauge modes of A(L,R) are related via
MTL ⋅ φ(L) +MTR ⋅ φ(R) = 0. (1.49)
If R contains non-contractible cycles (as for example in the situation sketched in Fig. 1.6(b)), then φ(L,R)
could have non-trivial integer windings: φ
(L,R)
I (x + 2pi) = φ(L,R)I (x) + 2piP(L,R)I . However the boundary
conditions (1.49) tell us that these windings must lie in the restricted lattice, Λ0:
⎛⎜⎝ P
(L)P(R) ⎞⎟⎠ ∈ Λ0 ⇒ MTL ⋅P(L) +MTR ⋅P(R) = 0. (1.50)
Inside the WZW path integral we can then glue the φL,R theories together via a δ-functional that enforces
(1.49). We can regard this δ-functional as the limit of a sharply peaked Gaussian of the fields, which we can
8By the map i, we denote the inclusion map of a wire into M , taken on either side of Σ. Since U(1)N is not simply connected,
the definition of φ(L,R) should be taken to apply locally, or equivalently, that φ(L,R) is not required to be single-valued.
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write, up to normalization, as
∏⃗
x∈Σ∏I δ[MTL IJφ(L)J +MTR IJφ(R)J ] ∼ limgI→∞ exp⎛⎝−∑I ∫Σ d2x⃗ gI2 (MTL IJφ(L)J +MTR IJφ(R)J )
2⎞⎠ . (1.51)
This introduces an effective quadratic interaction at infinite coupling into the Euclidean action. Since this
term is relevant we might loosely regard it as the IR end of the RG flow for a more generic gapping interaction.
In fact the specific form of the interaction is not important, only that it has a minimum that enforces (1.49).
For instance, we could have used a Sine-Gordon type interaction with a limit that gI →∞:
exp
⎛⎝−∑I ∫Σ d2x⃗ gI (cos (MTL ⋅ φ(L) +MTR ⋅ φ(R))I − 1)⎞⎠ (1.52)
as introduced in [43].
1.3 Topological Entropy from the Replica trick
Given the above discussion, the role of TBCs in topological entanglement seems to be fairly straight-forward
from the point of view of the left-right entanglement of the chiral edge theories. Indeed, this is essentially
the context of the calculation in [43]. However, it is instructive to illustrate the role of TBCs in alternative
entanglement calculations involving the replica trick. Let us briefly recall this method. Given a reduced
density matrix ρˆ, the nth Re´nyi entropy is defined as
S(n) = 1
1 − n log (Tr ρˆn) . (1.53)
The conventional von Neumann entanglement entropy is given by analytically continuing this to non-integer
n and taking the limit as n → 1. In the case where ρˆ is calculated from the identity sector with no anyon
charges, S(n) has the path integral representation
S(n) = 1
1 − n log (Zn/Zn1 ) (1.54)
where Zn is the Euclidean path integral formed by cyclicly identifying replica fields. This replica path
integral typically possesses a conical singularity at the origin indicating an angular deficit that vanishes as
n → 1. Fortunately, Chern-Simons is a topological theory — even after gauge fixing the path integral is
metric-independent [76]. Because of this we can choose a metric to smooth out the conical singularity and
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the entanglement entropy is given as the path integral on a (possibly complicated) replicated geometry.
In the simpler case without heterointerfaces, such replica path integrals were studied in [41] using systematic
surgery methods for generic Chern-Simons theories along with generic choices of state, spatial topology,
and entanglement cuts. The simplest scenario considered is the state on a spatial S2, bipartitioned into
hemispheres. As shown in [41], the replica geometry reproducing the nth Re´nyi entropy is topologically
equivalent to S3. This path integral can be evaluated from modular properties of the theory via the following:
S3 admits a Heegard splitting into two solid tori and to each torus the Chern-Simons path integral produces
the identity state (i.e. the state associated to no Wilson line insertions). The path integral on S3 can be
interpreted as the overlap of identity states on separate tori with alternative cycles identified: ZS3 is the
identity component of the modular S-matrix [42]:
ZS3 = S00. (1.55)
For K-matrix/Abelian topological theories, S00 = (detK)−1/2 , and in this simple case, the Re´nyi entropies
are independent of n. Hence, the entanglement entropy is given by the logarithm of S00.
Direct path integral evaluations on the other hand are much more subtle: despite being a free Gaussian theory,
these path integrals must be carefully gauge-fixed and the resulting determinants must be regularized. For
the rest of the chapter we will be concerned with the theory defined on S3. For a homogeneous theory, the
path integral is described carefully in Appendix A.2, reproducing the above result.
In the case of a theory with a heterointerface, the replica path integral is more complicated due to the
proliferation of alternating topological phases. As we will see, when considering the state on S2, replica
methods will again lead to a geometry diffeomorphic to S3, but one which is “striped” by alternating
topological phases. We will now explore this replica geometry and discuss methods of computing the Re´nyi
entropy.
1.3.1 Interface Entanglement
We regulate the replica trick calculations by excising a tubular neighbourhood of circumference  about
the entanglement cut. This results in a cutoff surface, as illustrated in Fig. 1.7. In this figure, we have
decompactified S3 to R3 and then suppressed a dimension for clarity. This excision has the effect of regulating
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the replica path integral for trρˆn by excising a cylinder with circumference n. This space is conformally
equivalent9 to S1 × H2 (a fact well utilized in the study of entanglement entropy. See [77, 78, 79], for
example). Equivalently, we can view this as a solid torus, as shown in Fig. 1.7(c), in which there are regions
+ + + + +         
K(L) K(R)
✏ n✏
n✏
Figure 1.7: (Left) A cartoon of the reduced density matrix after tracing out the K(R) phase. Regions with level matrix
K(L) are denoted by pink shading in this and all other figures, and regions with level matrix K(R) are denoted by blue
shading. The introduction of the regulator results in a “keyhole” region in the reduced density matrix. (Middle) Tr(ρˆn)
is obtained by gluing n copies of the first figure together cyclically. The figure represents this pictorially for n = 2. In
these illustrations, a transverse dimension, which can be interpreted as Euclidean time, has been suppressed. (Right) This
construction is conformally equivalent to a path integral on S1 ×H2, which can also be viewed as a solid torus. Top and
bottom of this subfigure are identified. Figure taken from [1].
with alternating topological phases as we traverse the cycle of length n.
Conveniently, for the spatial bipartition of the state on S2, this entire replica structure can also be encoded
into a set of TBCs. To see this, we fold the replica theory with a parity transformation on each of the K(R)
phases to achieve a 2nN -component Chern-Simons theory with K-matrix
K(n) = ⎛⎝ n⊕q=1K(L)⎞⎠⊕ ⎛⎝ n⊕q=1−K(R)⎞⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
K(L) 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 K(L) . . . 0 0 0 . . . 0⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . K(L) 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 −K(R) 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 0 −K(R) . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . −K(R)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(1.56)
on a cylinder of length . For convenience, we have taken a basis in which K has each of the K(L) blocks
side-by-side. We denote the connection on this folded geometry as A. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.8.
9Explicitly, if we were to begin with the Euclidean metric ds2 = dτ2+dr2+r2dθ2 on R3, we can perform a Weyl transformation
to the metric ds2 = dθ2 + dτ2+dr2
r2
. The regulator surface maps to the boundary of the Poincare´ disc H2.
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Figure 1.8: Replica path integral with n = 2. We first conformally map to S1 ×H2 and then “fold” with parity transfor-
mations on the K(R) phases. The edges at the fold determine topological boundary conditions Mi,±. Alternatively this can
be packaged as a larger CS theory with a 2nN ×2nN K-matrix, K(n) and the edges have topological boundary conditions
M(n)± . Figure taken from [1].
In this basis, each end of the cylinder, Σ±, has topological boundary conditions denoted by matrices M(n)± :
M(n)+ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
K(L) ⋅ v(L) 0 . . . 0 K(R) ⋅ v(R) 0 . . . 0
0 K(L) ⋅ v(L) . . . 0 0 K(R) ⋅ v(R) . . . 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ 0 ⋱ ⋮
0 0 . . . K(L) ⋅ v(L) 0 0 . . . K(R) ⋅ v(R)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
M(n)− =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
K(L) ⋅ v(L) 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . K(R) ⋅ v(R)
0 K(L) ⋅ v(L) . . . 0 K(R) ⋅ v(R) 0 . . . 0⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮
0 0 . . . K(L) ⋅ v(L) 0 0 . . . 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(1.57)
such that M(n)± T ⋅A pulls back to zero on Σ±, respectively. The replica path integral is then the path integral
on this cylinder in the limit that  goes to zero.
Let us introduce a coordinate τ transverse to Σ±. Regarding Aτ as a Lagrange multiplier, its path integral
imposes the equation of motion as a constraint. The path integral can then be written formally as
Zn =∫ 2nN∏I=1∏i DAi,Iδ
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ijK
(n)
4pi
⋅ ∂iAj⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ δΣ± [M(n)± ⋅ a±i ] exp
⎛⎝iK(n),IJ4pi ∫dτd2x ijAi,I∂τAj,J ⎞⎠ (1.58)
where by δΣ± we actually mean a product of two delta functions enforcing the boundary conditions at each
end and a± is the pullback of A to Σ±, respectively.
Eq. (1.58) can be readily rewritten as a path integral of pure gauge modes, an avenue that we will take
shortly. However let us see how much we can gain by working with the Chern-Simons field directly. We
write the index I = ({aq}q=1,...,n,{a¯q}q=1,...,n) where, for a fixed q, aq and a¯q ranges from 1 to N . This is to
reflect the block structure of the K-matrix: q indexes each replica and aq indexes a K
(L) block within that
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replica and similarly for a¯q and the −K(R) blocks. We then implement the following change of path integral
variables:
Ai,I = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
n⊕
1
v(L) 0
0
n⊕
1
(−v(R))
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ⋅
⎛⎜⎝ A˜
(L)
i,aq
A˜
(R)
i,a¯q
⎞⎟⎠ . (1.59)
In doing so, there will be associated Jacobians in the measure – determinants of v(L) and −v(R) raised to
a regulator-dependent dimension, nP. Note that, in at least this na¨ıve treatment, these powers of the
Jacobians scale with n:
Zn = (det(v(L))det(−v(R)))nP∫ ∏
i
n∏
q=1
N∏
aq=1DA˜(L)i,aq
N∏
a¯q=1DA˜(R)i,a¯q
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩δ
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ij
K
aqbq
eff
4pi
⋅ ∂iA˜(L)j,bq⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ δ
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ij
−K a¯q b¯qeff
4pi
⋅ ∂iA˜(R)j,b¯q
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
× δΣ± [B.C.s] exp⎛⎜⎜⎝i
n∑
q=1
⎛⎜⎝K
aqbq
eff
4pi
∫ ijA˜(L)i,aq∂τ A˜(L)j,bq − K a¯q b¯qeff4pi ∫ ijA˜(R)i,a¯q∂τ A˜(R)j,b¯q⎞⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎟⎠
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ (1.60)
where we recall Keff = v(L)T ⋅K(L) ⋅ v(L) = v(R)T ⋅K(R) ⋅ v(R). Above we use the shorthand “δΣ±[B.C.s]” to
denote the delta functions enforcing the boundary conditions on Σ± in terms of the redefined fields.
Let us elaborate on this result. From the definitions of M(n)± we see that the boundary condition on Σ+
enforces Keff ⋅(a+,(L)i,aq − a+,(R)i,a¯q ) = 0 for each q = 1, . . . , n, while on Σ− we have a similar condition but cyclicly
permuted: Keff . (a−,(L)i,aq − a−,(R)i,a¯q−1) = 0, where we use the shorthand a¯0 ≡ a¯n. Then up to another Jacobian
(with a power once again scaling with n), the δ-functionals enforce that A˜(L) and A˜(R), together, become a
continuous field: passing through Σ+, A˜(L)a1 transitions into A˜(R)a¯1 , which when passing through Σ− moves to
A˜
(L)
a2 and so on, cyclicly until A˜
(R)
a¯n transitions back to A˜
(L)
a1 . We now recognize that the action and flatness
constraints of these fields are that of a single homogeneous theory with K-matrix Keff on the n-replicated
manifold:
Zn = (det(v(L))det(−v(R)))nP (detKeff)−nP′ Zn[Keff ]. (1.61)
From here it is straightforward to see that in calculating the Re´nyi entropy all that matters is the effective
homogeneous theory for Keff , because the other determinants drop out:
S(n) = 1
1 − n log(ZnZn1 ) = 11 − n log( Zn[Keff ]Z1[Keff ]n ) . (1.62)
Having thus ‘homogenized’ the theory, we take the geometric regulator to zero and thus find that the
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topological entanglement entropy across the heterointerface is
SEE = S(n) = −1
2
log ∣detKeff ∣ . (1.63)
1.3.2 Wess-Zumino-Witten description of the replica path integral
The above calculation should be regarded as a formal result. In particular, we did not carefully specify a
regularization scheme when manipulating functional determinants, noting only the important fact of their
dependence on n. To refine this, let us go back and evaluate (1.58) as a path integral of WZW fields living on
the regulator surface. In doing so, we will show that the replica calculation reduces to a transition amplitude
between conformal boundary states. Indeed, our use of TBCs determines these boundary states to be the
familiar Ishibashi states of the replicated theory. Given the discussion in Section 1.4, this bears resemblance
to the familiar LREE computations. However, we emphasize that this is not, a priori, a boundary LREE
calculation, but instead a precise rewriting of the CS path integral as a CFT transition amplitude. We then
regard the following as a complementary physical picture to the discussion in Section 1.4.
In the previous section, we packaged the replica path integral into a single theory on a solid cylinder with a
U(1)2nN gauge field A and a 2nN × 2nN K matrix, K(n). In doing so, TBCs given by M(n)± were defined on
the interface surfaces Σ± separated by Euclidean time :
ZR
3
n [K(L),K(R),M (L),M (R)] = lim
→0Z[0,]×H2[K(n),M(n)Σ± , ]. (1.64)
The flatness constraint (1.58) is solved locally by writing
Ai,I = ∂iφI . (1.65)
The action of these pure gauge modes is localized on the regulating surface, R = [0, ]×∂H2. As discussed at
the end of Section 1.2, φI need not be single-valued. Since ∂Σ± ≃ S1 the bosons possess winding periodicities
labelled by a 2nN integer vector P(n). Shortly we will see that in order to give dynamics to the theory onR, we can introduce the non-topological term VIJ
4pi ∫R aI ∧ ∗RaJ , where ∗R denotes the Hodge star for a
Riemannian metric on R. To be definite, let the coordinate on ∂H2 be σ ranging from 0 to `. We then
choose the metric to be orthonormal with respect to ∂τ and ∂σ. The limit in (1.64) can then be expanded
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as a series in /`→ 0. We take the action on R to contain the terms
S = K(n)IJ
4pi
∫R dτ dσ ∂τφI∂σφJ − iVIJ4pi ∫R dτ dσ ∂σφI∂σφJ . (1.66)
Note that the first term in (1.66) is first order in either derivative; in quantizing along either the interval[0, ], or along ∂H2 the Hamiltonian will exactly vanish. Thus we see that VIJ supplements this theory
with a Hamiltonian. However, the choice of V is non-universal and not expected to affect the outcome of
the topological entanglement. Later we will choose it for convenience.
Let us now map out how we will proceed. We will shortly show that the problem at hand is equivalent to the
partition function of a 2d CFT at central charge c+ c˜ = 2nN on a finite cylinder. In the context of boundary
CFTs [80, 81], it is a standard result that this partition function can either be viewed as the trace of a state
defined along the interval [0, ], or as the Euclidean transition amplitude from a conformal boundary state
on ∂Σ− to a conformal boundary state on ∂Σ+. It is most convenient to formulate our problem in the latter
language. That is we will express (1.64) as
Zn = lim
/`→0⟪∂Σ(n)− ∣e− 2pi` (L(n)0 +L˜(n)0 −nN12 )∣∂Σ(n)+ ⟫ (1.67)
where ∣∂Σ(n)± ⟫ are suitable boundary states and L(n)0 and L˜(n)0 are the Virasoro generators. This approach
will allow us to evaluate Zn in canonical quantization and thus avoid the subtlety of functional Jacobians
coming from field redefinitions.
Informed from our discussion in the previous section, we make the field redefinition
φ = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
n⊕
1
v(L) 0
0
n⊕
1
(−v(R))
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ⋅ φ
′ ≡ v ⋅ φ′ (1.68)
for which the action simplifies to
S = K(n)effIJ
4pi
∫ dτ dσ ∂τφ′I∂σφ′J − iV′IJ4pi ∫ dτ dσ ∂σφ′I∂σφ′J (1.69)
for K(n)eff ≡ ( n⊕
1
Keff) ⊕ ( n⊕
1
−Keff) and V′ such that V = vT ⋅V′ ⋅ v. We choose a frame, E, (and coframe,
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F ) for the K-matrix, defined by
K(n)effIJ = E(n)IAηABE(n)JB F (n)AJE(n)IA = δIJ (1.70)
where η is a signature (nN,nN) diagonal matrix of ±1. We then define fields ΦA = E(n)IAφ′I and velocity,
vAB = F (n)AI V′IJF (n)BJ in this frame. Because vAB is non-universal, we will simply choose it for convenience
to be proportional to δAB .
This system is easily quantized. It will be convenient to split the index A in an way analogous to the analysis
in Section 1.3.1. That is, we take A = ({aq}q=1...n,{a¯q}q=1...n) with aq and a¯q for a given q ranging from 1
to N . The mode expansion for ΦA is then
ΦA(τ, σ) = ϕA(τ) + i2pi
`
(PL,A (τ − iσ) −PR,A (τ + iσ)) + i ∞∑
k=−∞,k≠0
1
n
(α(L)A,k e 2pik` (τ−iσ) + α˜(R)A,k e 2pik` (τ+iσ)) (1.71)
where PL,A and α(L)A,k are non-zero only in the upper block, and vice-versa for PR,A and α˜(R)A,k . That is,PL,A = δaqA PL,aq , PR,A = δa¯qA PR,a¯q , α(L)A,k = δaqA α(L)aq,k, and α˜(R)A,k = δa¯qA α˜(R)a¯q,k. Modes within the same replica
block obey the commutation relations
[ϕA(0),PB] = iηAB [α(L)aq1 ,m, α(L)bq2 ,k] =mδq1,q2δaq1bq2 δm+k [α˜(R)a¯q1 ,m, α˜(R)b¯q2 ,k] =mδq1,q2δa¯q1 b¯q2 δm+k.
(1.72)
The normal-ordered Hamiltonian of the system is
H = 1
4pi
∫ `
0
dσ ∶ ∂σΦˆAδAB∂σΦˆB ∶= 2pi
`
(L(n)0 + L˜(n)0 − nN12 ) . (1.73)
where
L
(n)
0 = n∑
q=1
N∑
aq,bq=1 δ
aq,bq
⎛⎝12 Pˆ(n)L,aq Pˆ(n)L,bq + ∞∑k=1α(L)aq,−kα(L)aq,k⎞⎠ (1.74)
L˜
(n)
0 = n∑
q=1
N∑
a¯q,b¯q=1 δ
a¯q,b¯q
⎛⎝12 Pˆ(n)R,a¯q Pˆ(n)R,b¯q + ∞∑k=1 α˜(R)a¯q,−kα˜(R)a¯q,k⎞⎠ (1.75)
We specify the boundary states, ∣∂Σ±⟫ by the constraints that they satisfy the replica TBCs
(M(n)T+ ⋅ ∂σφˆ) ∣∂Σ+⟫ = (M(n)T− ⋅ ∂σφˆ) ∣∂Σ−⟫ = 0. (1.76)
These states will be labeled by their zero mode eigenvalues, {P(n)± }, which, in the current frame, are respec-
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tively spanned by a collection of integer vectors {zi±}i=1,2,...,n ∈ ZN :
P(n)+ = ⎛⎜⎝ P
(n)
L,+P(n)R,+
⎞⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
z1+
z2+⋮
zn+
z1+
z2+⋮
zn+
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
P(n)− = ⎛⎜⎝ P
(n)
L,−P(n)R,−
⎞⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
zn−
z1−⋮
zn−1−
z1−
z2−⋮
zn−
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (1.77)
Additionally, the oscillator portion of the boundary states are subject to the boundary condition
(α(L)aq,k − α˜(R)a¯q,−k) ∣∂Σ+⟫ = 0 (α(L)aq,k − α˜(R)a¯q−1,−k) ∣∂Σ−⟫ = 0 (1.78)
for each q = 1, . . . , n. In the second equation in eq. (1.78), one should regard a¯0 ≡ a¯n. These boundary
conditions are reminiscent of those in Section 1.4, replicated and cyclicly identified,10 and so we see the
familiar role of the Ishibashi state appearing, this time from the replica trick. The full boundary state at Σ+
can be written as the superposition over all occupations of Fock states with equal left- and right-occupation:
∣∂Σ+⟫ = ∑{zi+}∈ZN
∞∑{maqk}=1
n∏
q=1
N∏
aq=a¯q=1
∞∏
k=1
1
maqk!
(1
k
α
(L)
aq,−kα˜(R)a¯q,−k)maqk ∣{P(n)+ (zi+)}⟩
≡ ∑{zi+}∈ZN
∞∑{maqk}=1 ∣{P(n)+ (zi+)}; m⃗aqk⟩ (1.79)
and similarly for ∂Σ−
∣∂Σ−⟫ = ∑{zi−}∈ZN
∞∑{maqk}=1
n∏
q=1
N∏
aq=a¯q=1
∞∏
k=1
1
maqk!
(1
k
α
(L)
aq,−kα˜(R)a¯q−1,−k)maqk ∣{P(n)− (zi−)}⟩
≡ ∑{zi−}∈ZN
∞∑{maqk}=1 ∣{P(n)− (zi−)}; m⃗aqk⟩. (1.80)
The Euclidean evolution of ∣∂Σ+⟫ to the other end of the interval gives us
e
− 2pi` (L(n)0 +L˜(n)0 −nN12 )∣∂Σ(n)+ ⟫
= e 2pi` nN12 ∑{zi}∈ZNe− 2pi` (∑
n
i=1 zi+T ⋅Keff ⋅zi+) n∏
q=1
N∏
aq=1
∞∏
k=1
∞∑
maqk=1 e
− 4pi` kmaqk ∣{P(n)+ (zi+)}; m⃗aqk⟩.
(1.81)
10Indeed, on R, it is the oscillator modes of ∂σφ that span the current algebra: Jk ∼ αk, J˜k ∼ α˜k.
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Now it is easy to see what will happen in the inner product with ⟪∂Σ−∣. In the zero mode sector, the inner
product on the lower block (i.e., P(n)R ) will enforce zi+ = zi− while the upper (P(n)R ) block will enforce zi+ = zi−1− .
The sum over the integer vectors will then collapse to a sum over a single integer vector z. Similarly because
the oscillators of ∣∂Σ−⟫ have been cyclicly permuted from the definition of ∣∂Σ+⟫, the only nonzero portion
of this inner product comes from the occupations satisfying ma1k = ma2k = . . . = mank ≡ mak and so this
product also collapses:
⟪∂Σ(n)− ∣e− 2pi` (L(n)0 +L˜(n)0 −nN12 )∣∂Σ(n)+ ⟫ = e 4pi` nN24 ∑
z∈ZN e
− 2pi` (nzT ⋅Keff ⋅z) N∏
a=1
∞∏
k=1
∞∑
mak=1 e
− 4pi` nkmak . (1.82)
As is familiar, the sum over occupations, mak, along with the oscillator products, and the overall coeffi-
cient, gives the Dedekind η-function, (η (i 2n
`
))−N [82], while the sum over z gives the Riemann θ-function
associated to the matrix Keff [83]. We then have that the replica path integral becomes
Zn = lim
/`→0
⎛⎝η (i2n` )⎞⎠
−N
ϑ(Keff ) (0∣i2n` ) . (1.83)
Dividing this by the normalization
Zn
Zn1
= lim
/`→0
⎛⎝η (i2n` )⎞⎠
−N ⎛⎝η (i2` )⎞⎠
nN
ϑ(Keff ) (0∣i2n` )ϑ−n(Keff ) (0∣i2` ) . (1.84)
Using the modular properties, η(τ) = (−iτ)−1/2 η(−1/τ) and ϑΩ(0∣τ) = det−1/2 (−iτΩ)ϑΩ(0∣ − 1/τ), we can
expand this in the limit that /`→ 0:
Zn
Zn1
= lim
/`→0 det−1/2 (Keff)detn/2 (Keff)⎛⎝η (i `2n)⎞⎠
−N⎛⎝η (i `)⎞⎠
nN
ϑ(Keff ) (0∣i `n)ϑ−n(Keff ) (0∣i `)
= lim
/`→0 epiN`24
(1−n)(1+n)
n det(n−1)/2(Keff). (1.85)
The Re´nyi entropy is given as
S(n) = 1
1 − n log(ZnZn1 ) = lim/`→0{piN24 1 + nn ` − 12 log ∣det(Keff)∣} . (1.86)
and the entanglement entropy is the n→ 1 limit of this:
SEE = lim
/`→0{piN12 ` − 12 log ∣det(Keff)∣} . (1.87)
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We see that the piece independent of the cutoff is precisely the determinant of the effective K matrix. This
concludes our assertion that not only do TBCs modify the topological entanglement, but in precisely the
same fashion as in [43].
1.4 Quantum Interfaces and Topological Entanglement Entropy
In the previous section, we considered the problem of finding appropriate interface conditions at a co-
dimension one defect in U(1)N Chern-Simons theory and utilized these classical boundary conditions in
path-integral calculations. In this section, we want to consider the quantum statement of these boundary
conditions. Because we have been interested in formulating calculations of entanglement in a gauge theory
directly we will also now confront the fact that the Hilbert space does not factorize spatially. To begin our
discussion then, we explain how to deal with this by extending the Hilbert space.
1.4.1 Extended Hilbert Space and Quantum Gluing
Let us first consider the simplest possible case: we take a U(1) Chern-Simons theory at level k without
defect, i.e., without a Σ interface, and take space to be a 2-sphere. The entanglement cut then is as shown
in Fig. 1.9(a), with k the same on either side. That is, we wish to compute the entanglement entropy of the
ground state under a partition S2 =D ∪S1 D¯ of S2 into two discs D and D¯.
D
D¯
q
 q
(A) (B)
Figure 1.9: (A) The spatial 2-sphere partitioned into two discs D and D¯. (B) The 2-sphere with an anyon q in D and−q in D¯. Figure taken from [1].
Recall that the entanglement entropy is defined as follows: consider a Hilbert space H which admits a tensor
factorization H = HA ⊗HA¯. Then given any unit-norm state ∣ψ⟩ ∈ H, one constructs the reduced density
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matrix
ρˆA = TrHA¯ ∣ψ⟩⟨ψ∣. (1.88)
The entanglement entropy between A and A¯ is then defined as the von Neumann entropy of ρˆA:
SEE(A) = −TrHA ρˆA ln ρˆA. (1.89)
Returning to our problem of computing the entanglement entropy between D and D¯, we immediately en-
counter a conceptual problem. For the entropy to be well-defined, we need
HS2 ?=HD ⊗HD¯. (1.90)
However, as was shown in [42], the Hilbert space HS2 of Chern-Simons theory on the 2-sphere (without
Wilson lines) is one-dimensional, while the Hilbert space HD on a disc (without Wilson lines) is a direct
sum of Kacˇ-Moody modules corresponding to integrable representations of the u(1)k extended Kacˇ-Moody
algebra (namely those labeled by z ∈ pi1(U(1)) = Z)11 [84, 63],
HD =⊕
z∈ZH(z)D H(z)D = span{∣z⟩, J−n∣z⟩, J−nJ−m∣z⟩⋯} (1.91)
and in particular is infinite dimensional. Therefore, equation (1.90) is clearly not true. This problem
is not new, but merely a manifestation of the standard problem with defining entanglement entropy in
gauge theories – the physical Hilbert space of gauge invariant states in gauge theories typically does not
admit a simple tensor factorization. In this situation, one needs to choose a suitable redefinition of the
entanglement entropy. A resolution to this problem that has appeared recently in the literature is to embed
the gauge invariant Hilbert space into a larger Hilbert space that admits a tensor product factorization,Hgauge inv ⊂ Hˆ = HˆA ⊗ HˆA¯. The price one pays for this of course is that Hˆ will contain states that are not
gauge invariant.
We refer to this as the extended Hilbert space approach. While this approach has been detailed for gauge
theories on the lattice, [17, 49], and has been analogously been detailed in the continuum at the level of
the classical phase space [50], continuum examples are sparse (see, for instance, [54, 55] for a path integral
11More precisely, ∣z ≠ 0⟩ are desendents of the identity primary ∣0⟩ via the action of the extended symmetry by vertex opertors
Γ±. Also, {Jn} are generators of the u(1)k Kacˇ-Moody algebra which satisfy
[Jm, Jn] = k
2
nδn+m,0.
For a more complete description of extended Kacˇ-Moody algebras, their commutation relations, and their representations, see
[41, 82].
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description in electromagnetism, and [85] for entanglement in closed string theory). Below we provide a clear
and explicit example of implementing the extended Hilbert space approach in a continuum quantum gauge
theory. The basic idea is that even though equation (1.90) is false, it is nevertheless possible to realize the
Hilbert space HS2 as a subspace inside the extended Hilbert space HD ⊗HD¯:
HS2 ⊂HD ⊗HD¯, (1.92)
where the precise injection depends on a choice of boundary conditions at the entanglement cut. To see how
this works, let us consider the operator which generates infinitesimal gauge transformations on HD:
QD(λ) = k
4pi
∮
∂D
λA = k
4pi
∑
n
λnJn, (1.93)
where λ(θ) = ∑n∈Z λneinθ is the gauge transformation on ∂D, and Jn are the generators of the u(1)k Kacˇ-
Moody algebra. Note that the term gauge transformation here is a slight abuse of language because for
Chern-Simons theory on the disc D, the “gauge transformations” at ∂D are not really gauge symmetries,
but are to be treated as global symmetries. That is, as per the discussion above, the Hilbert space furnishes
a non-trivial representation of the generators of these transformations. Similarly, the generator of gauge
transformations on HD¯ is given by
QD¯(λ¯) = k4pi ∮∂D¯ λ¯A = k4pi∑n λ¯nJ¯n. (1.94)
The gluing of the Chern-Simons theories on the two discs to form a Chern-Simons theory on the sphere
involves a gluing map, which here can be specified by making an identification between {λn} and {λ¯n}. Let
us consider the simplest such condition, λn = λ¯−n. Since gauge transformations are local, it is natural to
define the generator for gauge transformations on the entire S2 as the following operator on HD ⊗HD¯
QS2(λ) = QD(λ)⊗ 1 + 1⊗QD¯(λ¯)
= k
4pi
∑
n
λn (Jn ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ J¯−n) , (1.95)
where in the last equality above we have used the gluing condition. For a state ∣ψ⟩ ∈HS2 to be physical, we
must impose the gauge invariance condition
QS2(λ)∣ψ⟩ = 0, ⇒ (Jn ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ J¯−n) ∣ψ⟩ = 0. (1.96)
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Equation (1.96) can be regarded as the quantum gluing condition. Importantly, the quantum gluing condition
uniquely identifies a one-dimensional subspace inside HD ⊗HD¯, which is spanned by the Ishibashi state12
corresponding to the identity operator13[86, 87]. We denote this state (and subsequent Ishibashi states) with
the “double bracket” notation: ∣0⟫ = ∑
z∈Z∑m ∣z,m⟩⊗ ∣z,m⟩. (1.97)
where m labels an orthonormal basis of states for the conformal module corresponding to the identity primary
[86]. We have thus identified the physical Hilbert space HS2 as a one-dimensional subspace of the extended
Hilbert space HD ⊗HD¯. As a consequence of this identification, we can now compute a well-defined en-
tanglement entropy between D and D¯ by tracing out HD¯. This is essentially the computation of left-right
entanglement entropy in Ishibashi states carried out in [57, 58]. These papers showed by explicit compu-
tation that the left-right entanglement entropy in the Ishibashi state ∣0⟫ exactly reproduces the topological
entanglement entropy of Chern-Simons theory on S2, where S2 is bi-partitioned into two discs,
SEE(D) = −1
2
log k. (1.98)
While this result is well-known, the above formulation of the continuum extended Hilbert space definition
of the entropy and the quantum gluing condition provides a universal explanation for why this calculation
works, at the level of Chern-Simons theory, and is an important result of this article.14
The above discussion can be generalized to the scenario where the state contains anyon insertions. The
charge of an anyon inserted in D is only well-defined up to the image of the K-matrix and so for U(1)k
we can choose its representative in Zk. The corresponding Hilbert space, HD(q) is the irreducible integral
representation of the extended u(1)k Kacˇ-Moody algebra spanned by the chiral primary operator of charge
q and its descendants, as enforced by Gauss’s law. Correspondingly we must insert an anyon of charge −q in
D¯ (see Fig. 1.9(B)). Here again, the Hilbert space on the 2-sphere HS2(q,−q) is one-dimensional, while the
Hilbert space of the discs HD(q) and HD¯(−q) are infinite dimensional. The gluing condition in this case is
12Often the Ishibashi condition is stated at the level of the Virasoro algebra, (Ln ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ L˜−n)∣ψ⟩ = 0. Here we have
a refinement of this condition to the level of the current algebra. Of course the conformal condition is additionally satisfied
because the Virasoro generators will be given by a Sugawara construction: Ln ∼ ∑m JmJn−m [82]. Strictly speaking in order for
the Ishibashi state to be uniquely identified, we must also supplement an identification of vertex operators Γ±⊗1∣0⟫ = 1⊗ Γ¯±∣0⟩,
which corresponds to how we label “z” and “z¯.”
13 Specifically, Gauss’s law identifies the J0 (J¯0) eigenvalue with the anyonic charge (mod k) piercing D (D¯) and so in this
case fixes the identity primary. This precludes ∣ψ⟩ from being a generic linear combination of primary states, e.g. a Cardy state.
14See also [56] for a different perspective involving gapping terms and quantum quench into a CFT.
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the same as before, and uniquely identifies HS2(q,−q) ⊂HD(q)⊗HD¯(−q) as
∣q⟫ = ∑
z∈Z∑m ∣z + q/k,m⟩⊗ ∣z + q/k,m⟩. (1.99)
The left-right entanglement entropy of this state once again matches the topological entropy of Chern-Simons
theory in the presence of anyons [58]:
SEE(D,q) = −1
2
log k. (1.100)
(Strictly speaking, we are glossing over a subtlety in that the state ∣q⟫, as embedded in HD ⊗ HD¯, has
infinite norm. In order to properly normalize this state to unity, one must employ a suitable regularization.
This adds a non-universal divergent contribution to the entanglement [58].) The generalization of these
calculations to non-Abelian groups is entirely straightforward.
1.4.2 Interface entanglement entropy
Now let us consider the more generic case whereD and D¯ hostK-matrix theoriesK(L) andK(R), respectively,
and subject to the commensurability condition (1.36) for some primitive integral matrices v(L) and v(R).
Additionally, we consider placing the entanglement cut right along the heterointerface. The insight in this
case is that the Hilbert space on S2, HS2[K(L),K(R)] is still one-dimensional15, and so the primary task
in defining the entanglement entropy across the interface is to identify the appropriate one-dimensional
subspace within HD [K(L)]⊗HD¯ [K(R)]. The topological boundary conditions from Section 1.2 instruct us
how to do so in the following way.
The tensor product space HD ⊗HD¯ furnishes a representation of U(1)2N gauge transformations that do not
vanish on ∂D. From Section 1.2, we know that the topological boundary conditions isolate an unbroken
U(1)N ⊂ U(1)2N at the interface16 which have vanishing inner product with Θ and so can be regarded as
gauge transformations. This suggests that the appropriate quantum gluing condition is to require HS2 to be
a gauge invariant subspace with respect to this unbroken U(1)N . To be specific, we write the generator of
15Once gauge fields have been identified via topological boundary conditions, every Wilson loop operator on S2 is contractible
to the identity (see figure 1.5).
16The injection of this unbroken group into U(1)2N is analogous to the identification of gauge tranformations on D with
gauge transformations on D¯.
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gauge transformations on HD [K(L)] for convenience as
QD[λ(L)I ] = KIJ(L)4pi ∮∂D λ(L)I A(L)J = KIJ(L)4pi ∑n λ(L)I;nJ(L)J;n (1.101)
and similarly on HD¯ [K(R)],
QD¯[λ(R)I ] = KIJ(R)4pi ∮∂D¯ λ(R)I A(R)J = K(R)IJ4pi ∑n λ(R)I;n J(R)J;n . (1.102)
Now we regard (λ(L)T , λ(R)T)T as lying in the image of the injection P ∶ t0 ↪ tΛ. That is λ(L)n = v(L) ⋅ λn
and λ
(R)
n = −v(R) ⋅λ−n for some λ ∈ t0. The generator of gauge transformations on S2 can then be defined as
QS2(λ) = 1
4pi
∑
n
λI;n
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣(M (L)T ⋅ J(L)n )
I ⊗ 1 − 1⊗ (M (R)T ⋅ J(R)−n )I⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (1.103)
The state annihilated byQS2(λ) for generic λn then spans the gauge invariant Hilbert space on S2. This state
can be regarded as the suitable U(1)N generalization of the Ishibashi state from the previous subsection. In
fact, defining J
(L)
n ≡ v(L) ⋅ Jn and J(R)n ≡ −v(R) ⋅ J˜n, then the quantum gluing condition becomes
Keff ⋅ (Jn ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ J˜−n) ∣ψ⟩ = 0. (1.104)
Thus, even in the inhomogeneous theory, the topological boundary conditions ensure that the entanglement
across the interface is well-defined in terms of the left-right entanglement of the appropriate Ishibashi state.
This left-right entanglement entropy can be straightforwardly computed, and one finds
SEE(D) = −1
2
log ∣det(Keff)∣, (1.105)
in agreement with the microscopic calculation of [43]. Of course, the definition of this Ishibashi state is
intrinsically tied to the choice of boundary conditions, which is in turn directly manifested in the entropy.
Indeed, the calculation in [43] involving gapping interactions in the coupled wire construction was in effect
equivalent to computing the left-right entropy in the above Ishibashi state; note however that here, we
have arrived at it from an entirely bulk Chern-Simons point of view. Again, we emphasize that the above
discussion is only formal, because the Ishibashi states that we have identified are not normalizable and so
an appropriate regularization needs to be employed.
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1.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have addressed the gapped interfaces between topological phases from a bulk Chern-
Simons approach. Central to this discussion is the existence of topological interface conditions. The algebraic
properties of these boundary conditions are closely related to the existence of the gapping potentials in the
chiral boundary theory. This is a restatement of the fact that the “glue-ability” of two Chern-Simons theories
is equivalent to “gappability” of the interface chiral modes. Although derived from a classical symplectic
analysis, we showed that TBCs lead to a natural quantum criteria for isolating the Chern-Simons ground
state in the extended Hilbert space approach to entanglement. From there we showed that the signatures
of the TBCs are seen in the entanglement entropy across a heterointerface. In particular, the TBCs can be
thought of as identifying which linear combinations of gauge fields can permeate the interface. The effective
theory of these gauge fields at the boundary is characterized by a new K-matrix that we call Keff and the
topological entanglement probes this matrix. These results nicely corroborate with known results in the
condensed matter literature.
There are several natural extensions to the program that we have initiated here. First, we have focused
on states of Chern-Simons theory defined on constant time slices having the topology of S2. Although,
this is sufficient for illustrating the sensitivity of the TEE to the interface conditions, this is a drastic
simplification to the wealth of states we could construct in Chern-Simons theory. In particular we can
define a state on any Riemann surface where, generically, the entanglement structure is more interesting:
the Hilbert space may be no longer one-dimensional and so there may be multiple sectors from which one
can define an entanglement entropy. Additionally there may be more than one topologically inequivalent
way of bi-partitioning the surface. The analysis of heterointerfaces adds additional, interesting structures
to this problem: in particular, if a bi-partition requires the interface to consist of multiple components, one
can imagine choosing different TBCs on each component. We expect the reasoning in Section 1.4 to play
a guiding role in such analysis; indeed one may even hope to develop a set of rules akin to “surgery for
hetero-interfaces.”
A second generalization is to explore the gluing of two non-Abelian topological phases. Although in this
context there is no natural notion of a K-matrix, only an integer k, the classification of TBCs should not
be discarded as simple. We again expect isolating a half-dimensional unbroken gauge symmetry to play a
central role in this analysis; e.g., if joining phases with groups, G and G˜, the TBCs should define a half-
dimensional Lie group H immersed into G× G˜, while also satisfying algebraic properties involving the levels.
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This, itself, presents an interesting geometric problem. For discussions of entanglement, Wilson line contribu-
tions to the entropy provide an additional subtlety to this problem that does not arise in the Abelian context.
Lastly, in [1] and in this chapter we have bridged gapped interactions and the subsystem entanglement
of the effective gauge theory through the extended Hilbert space procedure. It is interesting to consider
this problem from the alternative perspective of operator algebras [52]. As a first pass, it seems that the
situation for Abelian Chern-Simons is too simple of arena to explore this, particularly for systems quantized
on S2 where the gauge invariant Hilbert space is one dimensional (and hence the operator algebra of gauge
invariant operators is spanned by the identity). However, it might be fruitful to consider subregions of states
quantized on a disc. Relatedly, considering topological interfaces in such a context might have interesting
implications for AdS3/CFT2 (see [88] for some initial investigations in this direction); in particular by consid-
ering SL(2,R) × SL(2,R) Chern-Simons, can we shed light on other instances of Ishibashi states appearing
in AdS3/CFT2 [89, 90]?
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Chapter 2
Topological entanglement of links
2.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we focused on the bipartite entanglement of local subsystems, by tracing out
degrees of freedom in a subsystem of a single Cauchy surface (such as that in Fig. 2.1(a)). As we discussed,
the entropy computed this way is typically divergent in the continuum limit, owing to the short-distance
entanglement near the boundary between A and A¯; these divergences are by now well-understood and
serve as a probe of the local structure of entanglement. In a typical field theory, the local structure of
wavefunctions is largely determined by the locality of physical Hamiltonians because interactions create
entanglement. As was emphasized in the previous chapter, this type of setup also reveals non-local structure
to the entanglement: the constant sub-leading correction to the area law indicates correlations between
subregions over all length scales. It is natural then to consider what other ways can we probe the large-
scale structure of entanglement in quantum field theory. A separate, but somewhat related inquiry is how
entanglement is organized over several parties. That is, if the Hilbert space admits a multi-tensor factor
decomposition, H =HA⊗HB⊗HC⊗. . . we expect (possibly several inequivalent) ways to encode entanglement
that are richer than bipartite entanglement. To give a simple example, we revisit the Bell state from section
1.1: ∣ψBell⟩ = 1√
2
(∣0⟩⊗ ∣0⟩ + ∣1⟩⊗ ∣1⟩). (2.1)
If we trace out one of the qubits, then we are left with a mixed state
ρ1 = TrH2 ∣ψBell⟩⟨ψBell∣ = 12 ∣0⟩⟨0∣ + 12 ∣1⟩⟨1∣, (2.2)
which has a non-zero von Neumann or entanglement entropy:
SEE = −TrH1 ρ1 lnρ1 = ln (2). (2.3)
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The Bell state should be contrasted with states of the form ∣0⟩ ⊗ ∣0⟩, ∣0⟩ ⊗ ∣1⟩, etc., which are completely
factorized and have no entanglement. The entanglement entropy thus measures the non-factorizability of a
state.
Moving on to three qubits one can construct the following two types of multi-party entangled states [91]:
∣ψGHZ⟩ = 1√
2
(∣000⟩ + ∣111⟩), (2.4)
∣ψW⟩ = 1√
3
(∣001⟩ + ∣010⟩ + ∣100⟩), (2.5)
where we have neglected to write the tensor product symbols in favor of simpler notation. As we shall see,
these two states carry different types of entanglement. If we trace over one of the factors in the GHZ state,
we get the reduced density matrix
ρGHZ,12 = TrH3 ∣ψGHZ⟩⟨ψGHZ∣ = 12 ∣00⟩⟨00∣ + 12 ∣11⟩⟨11∣. (2.6)
Thought of as a (mixed) two-qubit state on the first two qubits, ρGHZ,12 is a classical probabilistic mixture
over product states, namely ∣00⟩ and ∣11⟩. In quantum information theory, such a state ρGHZ,12 is called
separable. In other words, the reduced density matrix ρGHZ,12 contains no quantum entanglement between
the remaining qubits – all the entanglement between qubit 1 and qubit 2 came from their mutual relationship
with qubit 3 which was traced out. On the other hand, if we trace over one of the factors in the W state,
we obtain the reduced density matrix
ρW,12 = TrH3 ∣ψW⟩⟨ψW∣ = 13 ∣00⟩⟨00∣ + 23 ∣Ψ+⟩⟨Ψ+∣, ∣Ψ+⟩ = ∣01⟩ + ∣10⟩√2 . (2.7)
In this case, ρW,12 is once again a probabilistic mixture over two qubit states, namely ∣00⟩ and ∣Ψ+⟩, but
importantly Ψ+ is not a product state. In other words, the state ρW,12 contains quantum entanglement
between qubit 1 and qubit 2; in this case we say that ρW,12 is not separable. In this sense, the quantum
entanglement structure of the W-state is different from that of the GHZ state. Increasing the number of
qubits increases the possible patterns of entanglement very quickly. In fact, for four or more qubits the
SLOCC1 classification gives classes of states some of which contain continuous families with fundamentally
different patterns of entanglement [92]. The situation is going to be even richer for quantum field theories.
1SLOCC stands for stochastic local operations and classical communication. This classification effectively amounts to
studying the equivalence classes of states in the full Hilbert space under a quotient by local actions of SL(2,C), namely
C2⊗C2⊗⋯C2
SL(2,C)×SL(2,C)×⋯SL(2,C) .
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Figure 2.1: (a) The typical setup for studying entanglement entropy in quantum field theory involves choosing a connected
spatial slice Σ and partitioning it into two subregions A (the shaded disc) and its complement A¯. (b) In the present chapter,
we are interested in considering disconnected Cauchy surfaces Σ = Σ1 ∪ Σ2 ∪ ⋯ and studying the entanglement between
these various disconnected components. Figure taken from [3].
In this chapter we explore both the large-scale structure and the multi-party structure of entanglement in
quantum field theory by studying the partitioning of the Hilbert space over multiple boundaries. That is,
instead of defining a state on a single connected codimension one surface, we consider disconnected spatial
slices:
Σ = Σ1 ∪Σ2 ∪⋯ ∪Σn, (2.8)
such as the one shown in Fig. 2.1(b). As a consequence, the Hilbert space H(Σ) naturally factorizes
H(Σ) =H(Σ1)⊗H(Σ2)⊗⋯⊗H(Σn). (2.9)
This tensor factorization is, in some sense, more well behaved than the factorizations used for local subsys-
tem entanglement. In particular, it will not be sensitive to short distance correlations2and, importantly for
what will follow, is canonical even in theories with gauge symmetry. We can then ask for the entanglement
structure of states in H(Σ) with respect to this factorization. We will sometimes refer to this type of entan-
glement as multi-boundary entanglement, in order to distinguish it from the other more conventional setting
involving connected spatial slices.
Arenas for studying multi-boundary entanglement in quantum field theory are sparse. One powerful tool for
studying entanglement is the AdS/CFT correspondence and there have been investigations of multi-partite
entanglement in this context [93, 94] (see also [95]). In these papers, the conformal field theory (CFT) is
1+1 dimensional, and the Cauchy surface Σ is a union of n circles. Further, the states of interest are those
dual to classical asymptotically-AdS multi-boundary wormhole geometries [96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102].
2This should not be read as the entanglement entropy is free of divergences. For instance, in some states the entropy could
scale with the dimension of the Hilbert space associated to each boundary: SEE ∼ ln dim(HΣi). If HΣi is infinite dimensional,
then this is sensitive to the UV cutoff. This is a very different type of divergence, however, than from that coming from local,
short-distance correlations piling up at an entangling surface.
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The holographic entropies of entanglement between the various boundary circles can be studied using the
Ryu-Takayanagi formula [103]. One interesting result was that although there were regions of parameter
space where the entanglement between boundaries was entirely multi-partite, it was never of the GHZ type.
Ideally, one would also like to perform similar entanglement computations entirely using field theory methods
(i.e., without using the AdS dual); this was partly accomplished in [93, 94] in certain special limits. Crucially,
the CFT states could be obtained by performing the Euclidean field theory path integral on certain Riemann
surfaces with n circle boundaries. At special points on the moduli space of these Riemann surfaces, the field
theory computation became tractable. However, at a generic point on the moduli space, the computation is
too difficult to perform explicitly. It is thus natural to look for a “simpler” class of quantum field theories
(as compared to CFTs), where we might be able to study multi-boundary entanglement using field theory
techniques. A natural candidate is the class of topological quantum field theories (TQFTs) [42, 104, 105].
In particular, by looking at theories defined on a manifold Mn, with a boundary, Σ, consisting of n disjoint
components, the Euclidean path integral defines a wavefunction on Σ. This wavefunction is defined on the
tensor product of Hilbert spaces Hi associated with the different boundary components. Because the theory
is topological there will be no local dynamics, and all of the entanglement arises from the topological prop-
erties of Mn. This allows us to focus attention on global features of entanglement, and we can hope that
geometric and topological tools will come to our aid.
Motivated by this, explore multi-boundary entanglement in Chern-Simons theory.3 The Cauchy surface
Σ will be taken to be n copies of a torus, and the states of interest are created by performing the path
integral of Chern-Simons theory on link complements with n torus boundaries. A link complement is a
manifold obtained by removing a link from the 3-sphere (see Sec. 2.2 for details). In fact, with a particular
choice of basis for the torus Hilbert space, the wavefunctions of these states are precisely the expectation
values of Wilson loop operators in Chern-Simons theory, often called colored link invariants. For the gauge
group SU(2), these are precisely the colored Jones polynomials, as was famously shown by Witten [42].
These states live in the n-fold tensor product of the torus Hilbert space, and as such it is natural to study
the entanglement between the various factors (i.e., multi-boundary entanglement) in these states. In other
words, the colored Jones polynomial assigns a quantum entanglement structure to a link in the 3-sphere.
The nature of this entanglement structure depends on both the gauge group and the topology. It does not
depend on the framing of the link, as we will discuss. For G = U(1)k we will derive a general formula for
the entanglement entropy of any bipartition of the link into sub-links. The entropy vanishes if and only if
3Chern Simons theory is also holographic, in the sense that it can be realized as the worldvolume theory of A-branes in
topological string theory, and is dual to topological closed strings on 6d resolved conifold geometries.
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the Gauss linking number vanishes (modulo k) between the sub-links in the bipartition. Additionally, for
G = SU(2)k in which we can explicitly calculate entanglement entropies for a variety of 2- and 3-component
links; while the U(1) entanglement is only sensitive to the Gauss linking number, the non-Abelian entangle-
ment also detects more subtle forms of topology. Another feature we will see is that is possible to construct
states that realize non-zero tripartite mutual information of both the GHZ and W variety. In fact, there are
strong hints that these inequivalent three-party entanglement structures is tied to two broad classes of links,
namely torus and hyperbolic links.
This program can be extended in principle to non-compact groups and in particular we will discuss ap-
proaches towards SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory. Interestingly, at the classical level the three-dimensional
theories of gravity studied in the holographic approach to multi-partite entanglement [93, 94] can themselves
be written as Chern-Simons theories of the similar group SL(2,R)×SL(2,R). There are a couple subtleties
with this analogy: firstly, it is not clear that 3d quantum gravity is entirely described by Chern-Simons
theory [106], and secondly, the linked torus boundaries of the hyperbolic geometries are cusps and therefore
technically distinct from the asymptotic boundaries of the wormhole geometries. It is, however, intriguing
to speculate that we could use our Chern-Simons techniques to directly compute entanglement in three di-
mensional gravity.
We organize the meat of the chapter as follows: in Section 2.2, we will construct the multi-boundary states
we are interested in, and review some concepts required for later calculations. In Section 2.3, we will consider
Chern-Simons theory for G = U(1)k, and compute the entanglement entropy for a bi-partition of a generic
n-component link into sub-links. We will additionally introduce the notion of stabilizer group and show how
these U(1)k results may be rewritten from the point of view of stabilizer groups. In Section 2.4, we will
consider multi-boundary entanglement in G = SU(2)k Chern-Simons. Here we will study several examples
of two and three-component links and try to extract general lessons from these examples. In Sec. 2.5, we
will prove that the entanglement entropy between any two sub-links of an arbitrary link gives a lower bound
on the minimal-genus Heegaard splitting which separates the two sub-links. In Sec. 2.6, we show that in
Chern-Simons theory with a compact gauge group, all torus links (which can be drawn on the surface of a
torus), have a GHZ-like entanglement structure. We will do so first in U(1) by explicit computation and
then provide a proof for generic compact gauge groups relying only on the Verlinde formula. This provides
a sharp quantum-information theoretic characterization of the colored Jones polynomial for torus links. We
show by explicit computation in the SU(2)2 theory that many hyperbolic links (whose link complements
admit a hyperbolic structure) have W-like entanglement. In Sec. 2.8, we further study hyperbolic links in
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the complexified SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory, which is of interest because of its close connection to Ein-
stein gravity with a negative cosmological constant. In an asymptotic limit (where one of the levels σ →∞,
corresponding to small Newton constant) we discuss how the entanglement structure is controlled by the
Neumann-Zagier potential on the moduli space of (generically incomplete) hyperbolic structures on the link
complement. Finally, we end with a discussion of open questions and future work in Section 2.8.
2.2 Multi-boundary States in Chern-Simons theory
We consider Chern-Simons theory with gauge group G at level k. The action of the theory on a 3-manifold
M is given by
SCS[A] = k
4pi
∫
M
Tr (A ∧ dA + 2
3
A ∧A ∧A) , (2.10)
where A = Aµdxµ is a gauge field (or equivalently, a connection on a priniple G-bundle over M). The
equation of motion corresponding to the above action is
F = dA +A ∧A = 0. (2.11)
Since the equation of motion restricts the phase space to flat connections (modulo gauge transformations),
the only non-trivial, gauge invariant operators in the theory are Wilson lines along non-contractible cycles
in M :
WR(L) = TrRP ei∮LA, (2.12)
where R is a representation of G, L is an oriented, non-contractible cycle in M and the symbol P stands for
path-ordering along the cycle L. If M has a boundary Σ, then the path-integral of the theory on M with
Wilson line insertions, and boundary conditions A∣Σ = A(0) imposed on Σ,4 namely
Ψ(R1,L1),⋯,(Rn,Ln)[A(0)] = ∫
A∣Σ=A(0)[DA]eiSCS[A]WR1(L1)⋯WRn(Ln) (2.13)
is interpreted as the wavefunction of a state in the Hilbert space H(Σ;G,k) which Chern-Simons theory
associates to Σ. In this chapter, we consider states in the n-fold tensor product H⊗n, where H =H(T 2;G,k)
is the Hilbert space of Chern-Simons theory for the group G at level k on a torus. These states can be
4When M has a boundary, then the action must be augmented by including certain boundary terms, which correspond to
picking a Lagrangian submanifold in phase space. We will not need to dwell on these details in the present chapter.
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understood as being defined on n copies of T 2, namely the spatial manifold Σn
Σn = ∐ni=1T 2, (2.14)
where ∐ denotes disjoint union (see Figure 2.2). A natural way to construct states in a QFT is by performing
the Euclidean path integral of the theory on a 3-manifold Mn whose boundary is ∂Mn = Σn. In a general
field theory the state constructed in this way will depend on the detailed geometry of Mn, for instance
the choice of metric on Mn, but in our situation only the topology of Mn matters. However, there are
many topologically distinct Euclidean 3-manifolds with the same boundary, and the path integrals on these
manifolds will construct different states on Σn. We will focus on a simple class of such 3-manifolds, which
we will now describe.
M3
T 2
Figure 2.2: The spatial manifold Σn for n = 3 is the disjoint union of three tori. Mn is a 3-manifold such that ∂Mn = Σn.
Figure taken from [2].
We start with a closed 3-manifold (i.e., a compact 3-manifold without boundary) X. An n-component link
in X is an embedding of n (non-intersecting) circles in X. (Note that 1-component links are conventionally
called knots.) For particular links, we will sometimes use Rolfsen notation to denote a link L as L = cnm,
where c is the number of crossings, n is the number of components in the link, and m is the chronological
rank at which the link is presented in the Rolfsen table [107] for a given c and n. For prime links, we might
alternatively use the Thistlethwaite number, either “Lpaq” for alternating links or “Lpnq” for non-alternating
links5; here p counts the number of crossings and q indexes the link in the Thistlethwaite table [108]; this
is particularly useful for working with links in SnapPy [109]. We will sometimes merely denote a generic
n-component link as Ln, when we do not need to choose a particular link. We will label the n circles which
constitute the link as L1, . . . , Ln, so Ln = L1 ∪L2 ∪⋯ ∪Ln.
5Here “alternating” means that crossings along any circle alternate above and below, and “prime” means that that the link
is not a connected sum of other links.
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Now in order to construct the desired 3-manifold Mn, we pick a link Ln in X and drill out a tubular
neighbourhood L˜n of the link in S3. In other words, we take Mn to be the complement of Ln in X, i.e.,
Mn = X − L˜n (see Figure 2.3). This is a standard construction; the 3-manifold Mn we have obtained start-
ing from X and Ln is called the link complement of Ln in X. Since Ln is an n-component link, its link
complement Mn is a manifold with precisely the desired boundary
∂Mn = ∐ni=1T 2. (2.15)
We can therefore perform the path-integral of Chern-Simons theory on Mn, and obtain a state on Σn. In fact,
every topological 3-manifold Mn which has the disjoint union of n tori as its boundary, is a link-complement
X −Ln, for some closed 3-manifold X and an n-component link Ln in X. This construction assigns a state∣Ln,X⟩ to every pair (X,Ln) – we will sometimes refer to these states as link states. In this chapter, we will
focus on the class of states constructed this way, but where we take X to be the 3-sphere S3.
Figure 2.3: The link complement (the shaded region) of a 3-component link (bold lines) inside the three-sphere. The
white region indicates a tubular neighbourhood of the link which has been drilled out of the 3-sphere. Figure taken from
[2].
To further understand the state ∣Ln, S3⟩, or simply ∣Ln⟩ for short, we need to know some details about
the Hilbert space of Chern-Simons theory on a torus T 2 [42]. For now we focus on the case where G is a
compact Lie group; we will deal with a specific non-compact group, G = SL(2,C) in section 2.8. Let us
picture the 2-torus as the boundary of a solid torus inside S3 (see Figure 2.4). We pick two simple cycles
on the torus which generate its fundamental group and label them m and `, with m being the meridian,
i.e., contractible inside the solid torus. The choice of `, called the longitude, is not unique; this ambiguity is
related to framing and we will address this point later. But let us make the canonical choice for `, namely
the one which is contractible in the complement of the torus inside S3. In order to construct a basis for
the Hilbert space H(T 2;G,k) we perform the Chern-Simons path integral on the solid torus with a Wilson
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line in the representation Rj placed in the bulk of the solid torus running parallel to the longitude cycle `,
where the index j denotes an integrable representation of the gauge group G at level k. This gives a state on
T 2 which we call ∣j⟩. The conjugate of this state ⟨j∣ can be thought of in terms of the path integral on the
solid torus with a Wilson line in the conjugate representation R∗j . By letting j run over all the integrable
representations [110] of G, we obtain a basis for the torus Hilbert space. Notably, the Hilbert space H
obtained in this way is finite dimensional. For example if we take G = SU(2)k, the integrable representations
are labelled by their spin j for j = 0, 1
2
,⋯, k
2
, and so dim(H (T 2;SU(2), k)) = k + 1. Similarly in G = U(1)k,
the allowed representations are labeled by integer-valued charges 0 ≤ q < k, and so dim (H(T 2;U(1), k)) = k.
We also note that the modular group SL(2,Z) of large diffeomorphisms of the torus, generated by
T ∶ τ → τ + 1, S ∶ τ → −1
τ
(2.16)
acts naturally on H(T 2;G,k). For example in the U(1)k theory, these operators take the following simple
form [41] in the basis we introduced above6:
Tq1,q2 = e2piihq1 δq1,q2 , Sq1,q2 = 1√
k
e
2piiq1q2
k (2.17)
where hq = q2/2k. Similarly, for SU(2)k we have
Tj1,j2 = e2piihj1 δj1,j2 , Sj1,j2 = √ 2k + 2 sin(pi(2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1)k + 2 ) (2.18)
where hj = j(j+1)k+2 . It is not hard to check that these matrices satisfy the relations S2 = 1 and (ST )3 = 1.
X
(a) (b)
m
`
j
Figure 2.4: (a) The meridian and longitude cycles on a torus T 2. (b) The state ∣j⟩ corresponds to a Wilson line in the
representation j placed in the bulk of the solid torus. Figure taken from [2].
Now let us write the state ∣Ln⟩ ∈ H⊗n obtained by performing the path-integral of Chern-Simons theory on
6The T matrices generally also contain an additional overall phase proportional to the central charge; we have omitted this
phase above since it will not play any role in our discussion.
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Ln = LmA [ Ln mA¯
Figure 2.5: We can compute the entanglement between the two sublinks LmA (blue) and Ln−mA¯ (orange) of Ln by tracing
out the factor corresponding to A in the full state ∣Ln⟩ and computing the von Neumann entropy of the resulting reduced
density matrix. Figure taken from [3].
the link complement of the link Ln in terms of the above basis vectors:
∣Ln⟩ = ∑
j1,⋯,jnCLn(j1, j2,⋯jn)∣j1, j2,⋯, jn⟩, ∣j1, j2,⋯, jn⟩ ≡ ∣j1⟩⊗ ∣j2⟩⊗ ∣jn⟩ (2.19)
where CLn(j1,⋯, jn) are complex coefficients, which we can write explicitly as
CLn(j1, j2,⋯jn) = ⟨j1, j2,⋯jn∣Ln⟩ . (2.20)
Operationally, this corresponds to gluing in solid tori along the boundary of the link complement S3 − Ln,
but with Wilson lines in the representation R∗ji placed in the bulk of the ith torus. Thus, the coefficients
CLn(j1,⋯jn) are precisely the coloured link invariants of Chern-Simons theory with the representation R∗ji
placed along the ith component of the link:
CLn(j1,⋯, jn) = ⟨WR∗j1 (L1)⋯WR∗jn (Ln)⟩S3 , (2.21)
where we recall that Li are the individual circles which constitute the link, namely Ln = L1 ∪⋯∪Ln. Thus,
the link state ∣Ln⟩ encodes all the coloured link invariants corresponding to the link Ln at level k.
The important point emphasized in [2] is that the above construction assigns a quantum entanglement
structure7 to a link in the 3-sphere. In this chapter, we will probe this entanglement structure by using
standard quantum information theoretic quantities, namely entanglement entropy and separability (discussed
in the previous section) upon tracing out various factors in the state. For instance, we can compute the
entanglement entropy corresponding to partitioning the n-component link into an m-component sub-link
7By entanglement structure, we mean the pattern of quantum entanglement inherent in the state ∣Ln⟩.
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LmA = L1 ∪L2 ∪⋯ ∪Lm and its complement Ln−mA¯ = Lm+1 ∪⋯ ∪Ln (see figure 2.5)
SEE(LmA ∣Ln−mA¯ ) = −TrLm+1,⋯,Ln(ρ lnρ),
ρ = 1⟨Ln∣Ln⟩TrL1,⋯,Lm ∣Ln⟩⟨Ln∣, (2.22)
where by tracing over Li we mean tracing over the Hilbert space of the torus boundary corresponding to
the circle Li. Further, we can also ask about the separability properties of the reduced density matrix ρ
obtained by tracing out LmA .
This computation can be carried out generally in the case of G = U(1)k; we do this Section 2.3. In the
non-Abelian case (we take G = SU(2)k for simplicity), the general computation is more challenging, and so
we will proceed by considering various examples of two- and three-component links in Section 2.4. This will
help us extract useful lessons about the topological entanglement structure of these link states.
Figure 2.6: Three unlinked knots. Figure taken from [2].
However, two important facts are immediately obvious:
• Take the link Ln to be n un-linked knots (see Figure 2.6). In this case, it is well-known that the
coloured link-invariant in equation (2.21) factorizes:
Cunlink(j1,⋯, jn)
C0
= n∏
i=1
CLi(ji)
C0
(2.23)
where C0 = S00 is the partition function of Chern-Simons theory on S3. It is then clear that the state∣Ln⟩ is a product state ∣Ln⟩∝ ∣L1⟩⊗ ∣L2⟩⊗⋯⊗ ∣Ln⟩ (2.24)
and hence the state ∣Ln⟩ is completely unentangled. This is our first hint that the quantum entangle-
ment of link states captures aspects of the topology of the corresponding links. More generally, if a link
splits into two sub-links LmA and Ln−mA¯ , where by split we mean that there exists a 2-sphere separating
one sub-link from the other, then ∣Ln⟩∝ ∣LmA ⟩⊗ ∣Ln−mA¯ ⟩, (2.25)
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and the entanglement entropy between the two sub-links vanishes. Specifically, quantum entanglement
of a bipartition of Ln into two components implies topological linking between the two sub-links. For
U(1)k Chern-Simons theory we will also prove a converse in the next section (in terms of Gauss linking),
but we have not yet arrived at a proof for general non-Abelian theories.8 We will return to a generalized
notion of separating surfaces in section 2.5, where we will use them to give an upper bound on the
entanglement between sublinks.
• Above, we ignored the issue of framing [42] of the individual circles comprising the link Ln. Intuitively,
if we replace each of the circles in the link with a ribbon, then the relative linking number between the
two edges of the ribbon, or self-linking, is ambiguous. In general, to fix this ambiguity we must pick a
framing for each circle, and consequently the coloured link invariants are really defined for framed links.
However a different choice of framing of, let’s say, the ith circle Li by t units is equivalent to performing
a t-fold Dehn twist on the corresponding torus. This corresponds to a local unitary transformation on
the corresponding link state: ∣Ln⟩→ (1⊗ 1⋯⊗ T ti ⊗ 1⋯⊗ 1) ∣Ln⟩ (2.26)
where Ti is a Dehn-twist on the ith torus. Local unitary transformations of this type do not affect
the entanglement entropies we are interested in. Hence, the entanglement entropies are framing-
independent link invariants.
2.3 The Abelian case: G = U(1)k
In this section we will compute the entanglement entropy for arbitrary bi-partitions of a generic n-component
link in U(1)k Chern-Simons theory. As warm-up, we will start with two-component links, and then build
up to the general case.
2.3.1 Two-component links
The main result we will use throughout this section is that if we have an n-component link Ln with charges
q1, q2, . . . , qn placed on the circles L1, L2, . . . , Ln respectively, then the corresponding coloured link invariant
8See [111] for a similar conjecture.
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in U(1)k Chern-Simons theory is given by [42]
CLn(q1, q2, . . . , qn) ≡ ⟨W−q1(L1)⋯W−qn(Ln)⟩S3 = exp⎛⎝2piik ∑i<j qiqj`ij⎞⎠ (2.27)
where `ij is the Gauss linking number between the circles Li and Lj . When i = j, this is interpreted as the
self-linking or framing of Li. We will pick `ii = 0 by convention, which is reflected in the above summation.
However, as discussed in the previous section, the entanglement entropies we compute are independent of
the choice of `ii. We note from equation (2.27) that the CLn remains unchanged under shifts by multiples
of k: `ij → `ij +Zk. We will therefore assume that the `ij are all chosen such that 0 ≤ `ij < k, i.e., `ij ∈ Zk.
For a two component link L2, equation (2.27) then implies that the wavefunction is
∣L2⟩ = 1
k
∑
q1,q2
e
2piiq1q2
k `12 ∣q1⟩⊗ ∣q2⟩ (2.28)
where the sum runs over 0 to k − 1, i.e., Zk, and we have introduced a factor of k−1 above to normalize the
state. If we now wish to compute the entanglement entropy between 1 and 2, the first step is to trace out
one of the links:
ρ1 = TrL2 ∣L2⟩⟨L2∣ = 1k2 ∑q1,q′1,p ∣q1⟩⟨q′1∣e2pii
(q1−q′1)`12
k p (2.29)
The sum over p is easy to perform, and we obtain
1
k
k−1∑
p=0 e2pii
(q1−q′1)`12
k p = ηq1,q′1(k, `12) ≡
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 ⋯ `12(q1 − q′1) = 0 (modk)
0 ⋯ `12(q1 − q′1) ≠ 0 (modk) (2.30)
The matrix ηq1,q′1(k, `12) can be written in the following tensor-product form
η(k, `12) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 1 ⋯ 1
1 1 ⋯ 1⋮ ⋮ ⋮
1 1 ⋯ 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠(g,g)
⊗
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 ⋯ 0
0 1 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋮ ⋮
0 0 ⋯ 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠( kg , kg )
(2.31)
where g = gcd(k, `12) and the subscripts on the matrices indicate their dimensions. The eigenvalues of η are
therefore λ1 = 0 with degeneracy (k − kgcd(k,`12)), and λ2 = gcd(k, `12) with degeneracy kgcd(k,`12) . Computing
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the entanglement entropy from here, we find
SEE;L1∣L2(L2) = ln ( kgcd(k, `12)) (2.32)
Thus the entanglement entropy in this case captures information about the Gauss linking number `12 filtered
by the level of the Chern-Simons theory, namely gcd(k, `12). Note from the above formula that the Hopf
link (which has `12 = 1) is maximally entangled – this is in fact generally true even in the non-Abelian case,
as we will see later. Thus, the Hopf link is analogous to a Bell pair in quantum information theory.
For later use, it is useful to derive the above expression from a slightly different point of view, using Renyi
entropies. The nth Renyi entropy is defined as
Sn(L2) = 1
1 −n ln TrL1ρn1 (2.33)
where n is called the Renyi index and the subscript on the trace indicates that we are tracing over the first
Hilbert space. The entanglement entropy is obtained as the limit n→ 1. From equation (2.29), we obtain
Sn = 1
1 −n ln ⎛⎝ 1kn ∑q1,⋯,qn ηq1,q2(k, `12)ηq2,q3(k, `12)⋯ηqn,q1(k, `12)⎞⎠ (2.34)
where all the sums are over Zk. The summand is non-zero only provided we satisfy the following conditions
`12(q1 − q2) = 0 (modk)
`12(q2 − q3) = 0 (modk)
⋮ (2.35)
`12(qn − q1) = 0 (modk),
in which case it is equal to one. So the sum in equation (2.34) is essentially the number of solutions inside
Znk to the above equations. Suppose we pick an integer 0 ≤ q1 < k. Then q2 can take on gcd(k, `12) values
such that the first of the above conditions is satisfied. Similarly, q3 can take gcd(k, `12) values such that the
second condition is satisfied, and so on. The last condition of course is redundant once we satisfy the first
n − 1 of them. Finally, summing over q1, we obtain
Sn(L2) = 1
1 −n ln (gcd(k, `12)k )n−1 = ln ( kgcd(k, `12)) (2.36)
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So we find that the Renyi entropies Sn are in fact independent of n. Thus the n → 1 limit is trivial, and is
equal to the entanglement entropy SEE; L1∣L2 computed previously. We will find that the above Renyi trick
easier to work with in the general case.
2.3.2 Three-component links
Let us now move on to the case of 3-component states. Again, we take a generic 3-component link L3 and
use the coloured link invariants to write down the corresponding state
∣L3⟩ = 1
k3/2 ∑q1,q2,q3 e2pii( q1q2k `12+ q2q3k `23+ q3q1k `13)∣q1⟩⊗ ∣q2⟩⊗ ∣q3⟩ . (2.37)
Let us consider the entanglement entropy for the bi-partition (L1∣L2, L3). We trace out links 2 and 3 to
obtain the reduced density matrix over the first factor:
ρ1 = TrL2,L3 ∣L3⟩⟨L3∣ = 1k ∑q,q′ ∣q⟩⟨q′∣ηq,q′(k, `12)ηq,q′(k, `13) (2.38)
where η is the matrix in (2.31). Repeating the arguments in the two-component case, it is easy to show
that the non-zero eigenvalue of the reduced density matrix is λ = gcd(k,`12,`13)
k
with degeneracy k
gcd(k,`12,`13) .
Thus, the entanglement entropy is given by
SEE;L1∣L2,L3(L3) = ln ( kgcd(k, `12, `13)) (2.39)
Let us now compute the Renyi entropies for the (L1∣L2, L3) partition. From equations (2.33) and (2.38), we
obtain
Sn(L3) = 1
1 −n ln ⎛⎝ 1kn ∑q1,⋯,qn ηq1,q2(k, `12)ηq1,q2(k, `13)⋯ηqn,q1(k, `12)ηqn,q1(k, `13)⎞⎠ (2.40)
Following arguments similar to the two-component case, the sum only receives contributions from terms
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which satisfy
`12(q1 − q2) = 0 (modk), `13(q1 − q2) = 0 (modk)
`12(q2 − q3) = 0 (modk), `13(q2 − q3) = 0 (modk)
⋮ (2.41)
`12(qn − q1) = 0 (modk), `13(qn − q1) = 0 (modk)
where we note that the number of constraints has doubled as compared to the two-component case. The sum
in equation (2.40) is then precisely equal to the number of integer-valued solutions in Znk to the congruences
(2.41). To find these solutions, once again we pick some 0 ≤ q1 < k. Then the number of choices for q2
corresponds to the number of solutions to the equations
`12 x = 0 (modk), `13 x = 0 (modk). (2.42)
which is gcd(k, `12, `13). Similarly, q3 can be picked in gcd(k, `12, `13) ways, and so on. Finally, summing
over q1, we obtain
Sn(L3) = ln ( k
gcd(k, `12, `13)) (2.43)
which agrees with eq. (2.39). Once again, we note that the Renyi entropies are independent of the Renyi
index n.
It is useful to make the above counting procedure more systematic. Let us define the linking matrix for the(L1∣L2, L3) partition as (the general definition is given below, eq. (2.52))
G = ⎛⎜⎝`12`13
⎞⎟⎠ (2.44)
We interpret G as a matrix over the field Zk, i.e., as a map G ∶ Zk → Zk ×Zk. Then, the Renyi entropy, eq.
(2.43), can be rewritten in terms of the linking matrix as
Sn = ln ( k∣kerG∣ ) (2.45)
where by ∣kerG∣ we mean the number of solutions in Zk to the congruences (2.42), including the zero solution.
In the present case, clearly ∣kerG∣ = gcd(k, `12, `13).
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We can also compute other information theoretic quantities in this setup, for instance the mutual information
between, say, the links L1 and L2
I(L1, L2) = SEE(L1) + SEE(L2) − SEE(L1 ∪L2) = ln( gcd(k, `13, `23)
gcd(k, `12, `13)gcd(k, `12, `23)k) (2.46)
where SEE(L1) ≡ SEE;L1∣L2,L3 , SEE(L2) ≡ SEE;L2∣L1,L3 , and SEE(L1∪L2) ≡ SEE;L1,L2∣L3 . A standard result
in quantum information theory is that the mutual information is a positive semi-definite quantity. This
positivity condition together with equation (2.39) then translates to the identity
gcd(k, `12, `13)gcd(k, `12, `23)
gcd(k, `13, `23) ≤ k (2.47)
which is easily verified.
2.3.3 n-component links
Let us now consider an n-component link Ln. We wish to compute the entanglement entropy for a (m∣n−m)
bipartition between the m-component sublink consisting of the circles (L1, L2,⋯Lm) and the complement
sub-link consisting of (Lm+1,⋯, Ln). We may choose m ≤ n −m without loss of generality. Tracing over the
links (Lm+1,⋯, Ln), we obtain the reduced density matrix:
ρ1,2⋯,m = 1
km
∑
q1⋯,qm ∑q′1,⋯,q′m ⎛⎝
n∏
i=m+1ηq1⋯qm;q′1⋯q′m(k, `1,i, `2,i⋯, `m,i)⎞⎠ eiφ∣q1⋯qm⟩⟨q′1,⋯q′m∣ (2.48)
where
ηq1,⋯,qm;q′1,⋯q′m(k, `i1,⋯, `i,m) = 1k∑p e 2piik ((q1−q′1)`1,i+(q2−q′2)`2,i+⋯+(qm−q′m)`m,i)p , (2.49)
and
eiφ = e 2piik ∑mi<j(qiqj−q′iq′j)`ij (2.50)
is an unimportant phase which can be eliminated by a unitary transformation on L1 ∪ L2⋯ ∪ Lm (such
unitaries acting only on one side of the bi-partition do not affect the entanglement entropy). Using precisely
the same arguments as before, we can compute the Renyi entropy and we find
Sn(Ln) = ln ( km∣kerG∣ ) , (2.51)
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where G here is the appropriate linking matrix across the (m∣n −m)-partition,
G =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
`1,m+1 `2,m+1 ⋯ `m,m+1
`1,m+2 `2,m+2 ⋯ `m,m+2⋮ ⋮ ⋮
`1,n `2,n ⋯ `m,n
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(2.52)
and we recall that `i,j is the Gauss linking number between Li and Lj , modulo k. As before, the matrix G
is interpreted as a map G ∶ Zmk → Zn−mk , and so ∣kerG∣ is defined as the number of solutions x⃗ ∈ Zmk (once
again, including the zero solution) to the system of congruences
G ⋅ x⃗ = 0 (modk), (2.53)
which can equivalently be written in terms of Diophantine equations if we so prefer. Once again the Renyi
entropies are n-independent. So we finally arrive at the entanglement entropy (i.e., the n → 1 limit of the
Renyi entropy) for a generic n-component link bi-partitioned into an m-component link and its complement:
SEE;m∣n−m(Ln) = ln ( km∣kerG∣ ) . (2.54)
When m = 1, it is easy to show that9
∣kerG∣ = gcd(k, `12, `13⋯, `1n), (2.55)
and consequently we have a completely explicit formula for the entanglement entropy. For m > 1, we do not
know of such an explicit formula for ∣kerG∣. Nevertheless, as a demonstration of the usefulness of equation
(2.54) we can compute an interesting information theoretic quantity called the tri-partite mutual information:
I3(L1, L2, L3) = I(L1, L2) + I(L1, L3) − I(L1, L2 ∪L3) (2.56)
in, for instance, a four-component simple chain, for which `12 = `23 = `34 = 1 while the rest of the linking
numbers vanish. A direct computation shows that in this case
I3 = −lnk < 0 (2.57)
9We can use SEE(A) = SEE(Ac) to obtain ∣kerGT ∣ = kn−2m∣kerG∣. For m = 1, this gives a very simple proof that the
number of solutions to the congruence a1x1 + ⋯an−1xn−1 = 0 (modk) is equal to kn−2 gcd(k, a1, a2,⋯, an−1), a result found in
standard number theory texts [112].
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thus indicating genuine tri-partite entanglement in this state. However, the mutual information in these link
states does not satisfy monogamy, namely it is possible to construct explicit examples where I3 > 0. For
instance, this is the case if we take `i,j = 1 for all i ≠ j, in which case one finds I3 = lnk. A more complete
investigation of multi-partite entanglement and the entropy cone in this system will be left to future work.
We are now in a position to answer the following question: what type of topology in a link is detected by
the Abelian entanglement entropy? It is clear from the definition (2.52), that if the Gauss linking matrix G
vanishes (i.e., G = 0 (modk)), then ∣kerG∣ = km. Consequently, the above expression for SEE;m∣n−m implies
that the entanglement entropy vanishes. Conversely, if the entropy SEE;m∣n−m vanishes, then this implies
that ∣kerG∣ = km. In other words, every point in Zmk lies in the kernel of G. By applying this condition
to special points like (1,0,0,⋯,0), (0,1,0⋯,0) etc., we then learn that all the elements of G are 0 (modk).
Hence, the linking matrix vanishes, modulo k. Therefore, we have proven that the quantum entanglement
entropy in U(1)k Chern-Simons theory for an (m∣n−m) bi-partition of a generic n-component link vanishes
if and only if the corresponding linking matrix G vanishes (modulo k). In this sense, the entanglement
entropy in U(1)k Chern-Simons theory detects Gauss linking modulo k.
2.3.4 U(1) Chern Simons Theory and Stabilizer Groups
Now let us give a different interpretation of equation (2.54). The link complement states in Abelian Chern
Simons theory fall into a special class of states in quantum information theory known as stabilizer states
[113] which find important application in the theory of quantum computing and quantum error correction
[114]. In fact any wavefunction of the form in (2.27) is known to be a stabilizer state [115]. Stabilizer states
have the property that they are simultaneous eigenstates of unit eigenvalue of an associated Abelian group
of operators called the stabilizer group [116, 117, 118, 119]. We will explicitly construct below the stabilizer
group corresponding to a given link complement state. The entanglement entropy of a sub-factor in such
states is known in terms of properties of the stabilizer group [119, 120]. We will show that this formulation
precisely reproduces equation (2.54) in terms of the linking matrix.
The U(1) Chern-Simons states obtained from link complements in S3 in fact correspond to a subclass of
stabilizer states called weighted graph states (see [121, 122, 123] for graph states on qubits, and [124, 125] for
graph states on k-bits). To construct such states one starts with a weighted graph, which consists of a set
of vertices V joined by edges E . Each edge carries a number called a weight ; one may equivalently consider
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Figure 2.7: A four-component link and its associated weighted graph. Each knot corresponds to one vertex in the graph.
The weight of an edge (depicted here by the number of edges connecting two vertices) is the linking number between the
circles corresponding to the vertices. Figure taken from [3].
an edge of weight w to correspond to w edges between the same two vertices. To each vertex a ∈ V, one
associates the uniform superposition of states
∣+⟩a = 1√
k
∑
j∈Zk ∣j⟩a. (2.58)
The graph state is then built by acting with unitaries on the initial state ∣+⟩⊗n = ⊗a∈V ∣+⟩a. The unitary Uab
creating an edge of weight `ab between vertex a and vertex b is specified by the following action on the basis
of states for an n-vertex graph
Uab∣j1, . . . , jn⟩ = exp(2pii
k
jajb`ab) ∣j1, . . . , jn⟩. (2.59)
The graph state ∣ψ⟩ is then given by acting with the product of all unitaries corresponding to all choices of
pairs of vertices. That is, for an n-vertex graph, the graph state is
∣ψ⟩ = ∏
a,b ∈V Uab∣+⟩⊗n. (2.60)
The states thus prepared are exactly the link complement states given by the wavefunctions of (2.27). One
obtains the weighted graph corresponding to a given link by replacing each knot with a vertex and connecting
vertices with the number of edges corresponding to the linking number between the respective knots, as in
Fig. 2.7. The linking matrix ` for any bipartition then maps to a sub-block of the adjacency matrix of the
corresponding graph.
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The stabilizer group of an n-vertex weighted graph state for arbitrary k is known [122] and is constructed
from the discrete Heisenberg group generated by “shift” and “clock” operators X and Z. In terms of the
orthonormal basis ∣j⟩ on the single-torus Hilbert space, we define X and Z by
X ∣j⟩ = ∣j + 1⟩, Z ∣j⟩ = e 2piijk ∣j⟩, (2.61)
where as before j is an integer mod k. The operators X and Z almost commute, except for a complex phase,
XZ = e− 2piik ZX, and the center of the group generated by X and Z consists only of the k complex phases
C = {e 2piijk , j ∈ Zk}. The stabilizer group for weighted graph states is generated by the center of the discrete
Heisenberg groups acting on the vertices of the graph (the different tori in our link complement states), and
all elements of the form
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩Ki =Xi∏j≠iZ`ijj ∣ i ∈ {1 . . . n}
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ , (2.62)
where
Oi = I ⊗ I ⊗ . . .´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
i−1 operators
⊗O ⊗ . . .⊗ I ⊗ I´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
n−i operators
(2.63)
is shorthand for an operator that acts as O on the ith vertex and is otherwise the identity, so that
Xi∏
j≠iZ
`ij
j = Z`i1 ⊗Z`i2 . . .´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
i−1 operators
⊗X ⊗ . . .⊗Z`i(n−1) ⊗Z`in´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
n−i operators
(2.64)
is the operator which acts as X on the ith vertex and otherwise as Z`ij on the jth vertex.
Suppose we have a multipartite system with n components such that the Hilbert space factorizes across any
bipartition of the components into two sets A and A¯, H = HA ⊗HA¯. The entanglement entropy for such a
bipartition of this system, for any stabilizer state ∣Ψ⟩, can be found purely in terms of the stabilizer group G
of ∣Ψ⟩. To this end, define dA = ∏x∈A ∣Hx∣ to be the size of the Hilbert space associated with the subset A,
and define GA to be the set of elements in G so that GA/CA acts as the identity on A¯, where CA = C ∩GA.
The subgroup GA is sometimes called the local subgroup [120] as it consists of exactly the stabilizer group
elements which act nontrivially only on A. Then the entanglement entropy is given by [119]
SA = ln( dA∣GA/CA∣ ) . (2.65)
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The stabilizer entropy formula (2.65) is very similar in appearance to the link entropy formula (2.54). For
any bipartition of a link Ln into an m-component sublink LmA and its complement Ln−mA¯ , it is immediate
that dA = km, since A consists of m k-dimensional torus factors. We now show how the link complement
states can be reinterpreted from the perspective of the stabilizer formalism so that ∣GA/CA∣ = ∣ker `∣.
We can now explicitly compute the local subgroups of the stabilizer to obtain the entropy formula, for the
general case of an arbitrary n-component link. Consider a general partition of the n components into sets
A and A¯. Without loss of generality we may permute the components so that A consists of the first m
components, while A¯ consists of the remaining n −m components, with m < n −m. All elements of the
stabilizer containing an Xi with i > m will not be in the local subgroup GA, as the only way for such an
element to generate elements acting trivially in the ith vertex is to exponentiate to the kth power, yielding
the identity. Since the elements of GA correspond to the different ways we can multiply together generators
Ki of the stabilizer group to obtain the identity on A¯, each unique element of GA is specified by the number
of times each generator appears in a product over all generators. That is, to each element of GA we associate
a set of exponents αi where each αi counts the multiplicity of Ki in such a product. Therefore, an arbitrary
element of GA can be represented as
m∏
i=1
⎛⎝Xi∏j≠iZ`ijj ⎞⎠
αi = O(m) ⊗ I⊗(n−m), (2.66)
where O(m) is some combination of various powers of X and Z operators acting on the first m vertices and
I⊗(n−m) is the identity on A¯. This is true exactly when:
m∏
i=1Z`ijαi = I (2.67)
on every vertex m + 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The condition (2.67) is satisfied if and only if for each fixed j the exponents
vanish:
m∑
i=1 `ijαi ≡ 0 mod k. (2.68)
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The above relation on the exponents can be rewritten as the matrix system:
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
`1,m+1 `2,m+1 . . . `m,m+1
`1,m+2 `2,m+2 . . . `m,m+2⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
`1,n `2,n ⋯ `m,n
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
α1
α2⋮
αm
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
≡ 0 mod k. (2.69)
Therefore, ∣GA/CA∣ = ∣kerG∣, so we find from (2.65)
SA = ln( km∣kerG∣ ) , (2.70)
i.e., the stabilizer entropy formula is generally equivalent to the formula (2.54). Although the linking number
is a simple link invariant, the existence of closed-form formulas for the entropy as well as the stabilizer group
formalism makes U(1) link states a useful arena to study entanglement structures.
2.4 Non-Abelian case: G = SU(2)k
In this section, we will compute the multi-boundary entanglement entropies in the case of a non-Abelian
group, SU(2)k. In contrast to the U(1)k case, the calculation of the entropies cannot be carried out in
complete generality. So our strategy will be to work out the entropies for several interesting cases of two-
and three-component links, and will then discuss general lessons from these examples.
2.4.1 Two-component states
The simplest non-trivial two-component link is the Hopf link (Figure 2.8), denoted by 221 in Rolfsen notation.
It is possible to evaluate the entanglement entropy in the corresponding state ∣221⟩ in several different ways.
Figure 2.8: The Hopf-link. Figure taken from [2].
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In fact, the coloured link invariants that define the wavefunction, C221(j1, j2), are given by the modularS-matrix elements [42]
C221(j1, j2) = Sj1j2 , (2.71)
where recall that S implements the global diffeomorphism τ → − 1
τ
on the torus, and for SU(2)k is explicitly
given by Sj1j2 = √ 2k + 2 sin((2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1)pik + 2 ) (2.72)
The only property of S which is relevant presently is that it is unitary. Using this property, it is a simple
exercise to show that the normalized reduced density matrix after tracing out the first link is given by
ρ2(221) = 1⟨221∣221⟩TrL1 ∣221⟩⟨221∣ = 1dim(H(T 2))∑j ∣j⟩⟨j∣ (2.73)
Consequently, one finds the entanglement entropy
SEE(221) = ln dim(H(T 2)) = ln (k + 1) (2.74)
which implies that the Hopf link state is maximally entangled. In other words, the Hopf link is analogous to
a Bell pair in quantum information theory. We encountered this fact in the U(1)k case as well. The same
result can also be obtained using the replica trick. The link complement corresponding to the Hopf link is
T 2 × I, where I is an interval. Hence, replicating the manifold makes a longer interval, and taking the trace
turns the interval into a circle. Thus, the Renyi entropy essentially amounts to computing the log of the
partition function over S1 × T 2; a direct computation then yields the above result.
1 2
Figure 2.9: A link between a trefoil knot and an unknot, i.e., the connected sum of the trefoil knot with the Hopf link.
Figure taken from [2].
Having studied the Hopf link, it is natural to ask what happens if we replace the individual unknots inside
the Hopf link with more complicated knots. In other words, given two knots K1 and K2, what is the link
state corresponding to “Hopf-linking” these two knots together? (see for instance Figure 2.9 which illustrates
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this link for the case of K1 being a trefoil and K2 being an unknot). More precisely, we are asking for the
link state corresponding to the connected sum K1 + 221 +K2 (see [42] for further details).10 It is a simple
matter (again following [42]) to write down the state corresponding to this connected sum:
∣K1 + 221 +K2⟩ = ∑
j1,j2
CK1(j1)S0j1 Sj1j2 CK2(j2)S0j2 ∣j1, j2⟩ (2.75)
For simplicity, let us pick K2 to be the unknot. The normalized reduced density matrix over the first
component then takes the form
ρ1(K1 + 221 +K2) =∑
j
pj ∣j⟩⟨j∣, pj = ∣CK1(j)S0j ∣2∑j′ ∣CK1(j′)S0j′ ∣2 (2.76)
and therefore the entanglement entropy in this case is given by
SEE(K1 + 221 +K2) = −∑
j
pj lnpj . (2.77)
Indeed, if we take K1 to be the unknot as well, then we recover the earlier result for the Hopf link. But in
general if K1 is some non-trivial knot, then the entropy of entanglement is smaller. This demonstrates that
the non-Abelian entanglement entropy detects knotting of the individual components inside a link, something
to which the Abelian theory was insensitive.
(a) (b)
T N
Figure 2.10: (a) The two component link 421. This is a special case of the family of links 2N
2
1 with N = 2. (b) One way
to evaluate the corresponding link invariant for general N is to perform surgery along the dashed blue circle. The twisting
of the link is accomplished by using a Dehn twist T N as indicated. Figure taken from [2].
To gain further practice, let us study some additional two-component links. We start with 421 (see Figure
2.10), which is similar to the Hopf link, but with two twists (or four crossings). In fact, we can instead study
10Such a connected sum is not unique in general, but does not apply in the case we’re studying.
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the generalization of 421 to 2N crossings, which we will here denote by 2N
2
1 (although this is perhaps not
the standard terminology). We can explicitly evaluate this state. To do so, we picture two unlinked circles
inside a solid torus and then perform an N -fold Dehn-twist on the torus to link the circles together. Finally,
we perform a modular S transform and glue the result with an empty solid torus (see Figure 2.10 (b) for a
pictorial explanation of how this is done and [42] for the details of the general procedure of surgery). This
gives ∣2N21 ⟩ = ∑
j1,j2
∑
m
(ST NS)
0m
Sj1mSj2mS0m ∣j1, j2⟩ (2.78)
where we recall that T acts by a phase in our basis T ∣m⟩ = e2piihm ∣m⟩. The entanglement entropy is therefore
given by
SEE = −∑
m
pm lnpm, pm = ∣
(ST NS)
0mS0m ∣2
∑n ∣ (ST NS)0nS0n ∣2 (2.79)
Since the case N = 1 (i.e., the Hopf link) is maximally entangled, the entanglement entropy for higher N will
generically be smaller (or equal) to the entropy of the Hopf link (see Figure 2.11).11
5 10 15 20
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Figure 2.11: The entanglement entropy of 421 as a function of k. The blue line is an interpolating curve. Figure taken
from [2].
Figure 2.12: The Whitehead link. Figure taken from [2].
Finally, the last two-component link we will study here is 521, also called the Whitehead link (Figure 2.12).
11This might seem somewhat counter-intuitive; one might naively have expected that the N > 1 links are even more entangled.
However, it is easy to trace this decrease in entanglement entropy to an increase in the relative entropy between the reduced
density matrix for 2N21 and 2
2
1. Since the Hopf link was maximally entangled, the only way for this relative entropy to increase
is for the N > 1 links to be less entangled.
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The Gauss linking number vanishes in this case, but the link is nevertheless topologically non-trivial. The
coloured link invariant for the Whitehead link can be computed using a remarkable formula due to K. Habiro
[126, 127, 128]:
C521(j1, j2) = min(j1,j2)∑
i=0 q−
i(i+3)
4 (q1/2 − q−1/2)3i [2j1 + i + 1]! [2j2 + i + 1]! [i]![2j1 − i]! [2j2 − i]! [2i + 1]! (2.80)
where [x] = qx/2 − q−x/2
q1/2 − q−1/2 , [x]! = [x][x − 1]⋯[1], q = e 2piik+2 . (2.81)
The result for the entanglement entropy is shown in Figure 2.13. The fact that the Whitehead link has non-
trivial entanglement entropy again confirms that the non-Abelian entropy is sensitive not merely to Gauss
linking, but to more intricate forms of topological entanglement.
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Figure 2.13: The entanglement entropy for the Whitehead link as a function of k. The blue line is an interpolating curve.
Figure taken from [2].
There is also a second way to compute the coloured link invariant for the Whitehead link using monodromy
properties of conformal blocks of the chiral SU(2)k WZW model. This method has been explained in detail
in [129, 130, 131] and will be reviewed in Appendix A. We merely quote the result here:
C521(j1, j2) = [2j1 + 1]2[2j2 + 1] ∑
m,n,p
λ−1p1,−(j1, j2)λp2,+(j1, j2)λ−1n1,+(j1, j2)λ−1m1,−(j1, j2)λm2,+(j1, j2)
× a(0,p) ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j1 j1
j2 j2
j1 j1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠a(n,p)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j1 j2
j1 j1
j2 j1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠a(n,m)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j1 j2
j1 j1
j2 j1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠a(0,m)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j1 j1
j2 j2
j1 j1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (2.82)
where the a(n,p)’s are duality transformations acting on 6-point conformal blocks on S2, and the λ’s are
phases which these blocks pick up under the action of braid generators. In Appendix A all the quantities
appearing in equation (2.82) are explained in detail. The relevant point here is that there exists an algorithmic
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way to compute coloured link invariants using conformal blocks for the Whitehead link, and indeed more
generally for arbitrary links. We have also computed the entanglement entropy for the Whitehead link using
this second approach for small values of k, and we find precise agreement with the results obtained from the
Habiro formula.
2.4.2 Three-component states
We now consider a few examples of three-component links and discuss their entanglement structure. Let us
begin by considering the link in Figure 2.14. This link is a connected sum of two Hopf links. Consequently,
1
2
3
Figure 2.14: A three component link which is the connected sum of two Hopf links.
we can evaluate the link invariant explicitly following [42], and we find that the corresponding link state is
given by ∣221 + 221⟩ = ∑
j1,j2,j3,m
Sj2mNmj1j3 ∣j1, j2, j3⟩ = ∑
j1,j2,j3
Sj1j2Sj3j2S0j2 ∣j1, j2, j3⟩ (2.83)
where Nijm is the fusion coefficient, namely the dimension of the Hilbert space on S
2 with Wilson lines in the
representations i, j,m piercing through, or equivalently the number of times the representation m appears
in the product of the representations i and k.12 We have also used the Verlinde formula [132]
Nikm =∑
j
SijSkjSmjS0j . (2.84)
So we can compute the entanglement entropies for this state explicitly13, and we find (Figure 2.15)
SEE;(L2∣L1,L3)(221 + 221) = SEE;(L1∣L2,L3)(221 + 221) = −∑
i
pi lnpi, pi = d−2i∑j d−2j (2.85)
where dj = [2j + 1] = S0jS00 is the quantum dimension of the representation j. Interestingly, the entropy is
12Another equivalent way to specify the fusion coefficients is to specify the fusion algebra, which for SU(2)k is given by:
j1 ⊗ j2 = ∣j1 − j2∣, ∣j1 − j2∣ + 1,⋯min (j1 + j2, k − j1 − j2) .
13This can be done by changing bases on L1 and L3 to ∣jˆ⟩ = ∑j′ Sjj′ ∣j′⟩.
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Figure 2.15: The entanglement entropy SEE;L2 ∣L1,L3 for the connected sum of two Hopf links as a function of k. Figure
taken from [2].
independent of which link we trace out. Furthermore, tracing out any of the links leaves us with a separable
reduced density matrix on the other two links, as can be checked explicitly. In this sense, the above link
state has “GHZ-like” entanglement. These properties might sound puzzling at first. Indeed, the above
discussion makes it clear that the entanglement entropy (and in fact the entanglement spectrum) in this
case contains fairly coarse information, and is insufficient to distinguish between the topological linking
between for instance the subcomponents 1 and 2 or 1 and 3. Of course, the quantum state has much more
fine-grained information which can be potentially extracted by using other probes. For instance, here is one
simple-minded way of doing this — let us define the projector
P (Lα) = ∣0⟩⟨0∣Lα (2.86)
which projects the state on Lα to the spin-0 state ∣0⟩. We can use P (Lα) to further probe the entanglement
structure of the state ∣221 + 221⟩. Acting on various factors of the state (2.83) with the projector, we get
P (L1)∣221 + 221⟩ = ∑
j1,j2
Sj1j2 ∣0⟩⊗ ∣j1, j2⟩ (2.87)
P (L2)∣221 + 221⟩ = ∑
j1,j1
Sj10Sj20S00 ∣j1⟩⊗ ∣0⟩⊗ ∣j2⟩ (2.88)
Note that the latter state is simply a product state. This is easy to understand from the topological structure
of the link – the projector P (L2) essentially erases the second link (that is, a Wilson loop in the spin-0 state
is trivial), due to which the link in Figure 2.14 entirely falls apart into an unlink. So
SEE,L1∣L3(P (L2)∣221 + 221⟩) = 0 (2.89)
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where we are computing the entanglement entropy of the (pure) state on the links left untouched by the
projector. On the other hand, projecting on L1 erases this subcomponent, but the state on the other two
links is still non-trivially entangled, mirroring the topological linking in Figure 2.14. Indeed, in this case, we
find
SEE,L2∣L3(P (L1)∣221 + 221⟩) = ln(k + 1) (2.90)
So the above projected entanglement entropies give additional information theoretic measures to probe topo-
logical entanglement of links. However, we should emphasize here that we have chosen to project in a
particular basis which is natural to the problem; the corresponding entropies are therefore basis-dependent
quantities.
A basis independent entropic measure that probes how multicomponent links are knotted is the relative
entropy of the state after being reduced on different links. Recall that for two states ρ and σ, the relative
entropy is defined by
S (ρ∣∣σ) = Tr (ρ lnρ) −Tr (ρ lnσ) (2.91)
For a three component state ρ, computing S (ρL1 ∣∣ρL2) gives a basis independent measure of the distin-
guishability of ρ reduced on link L1 (i.e. where we trace out L2 and L3) against ρ reduced on L2 (i.e. where
we trace out L1 and L3). For instance, considering the chain state (connected sum of Hopf links) ∣221+221⟩, the
entanglement spectrum of ρL1(221 +221) is the same as ρL2 ; however the bases that diagonalize these matrices
are different. Therefore we expect the relative entropy between these two reduced states to be nonzero and
indeed we find14
S (ρL1(221 + 221)∣∣ρL2(221 + 221)) =∑
i
pi
⎛⎝lnpi −∑j ∣Sij ∣2 lnpj⎞⎠ (2.92)
with pj being given by (2.85). While the projected entropy has the interpretation of erasing a link, it is not
clear that the relative entropy between reduced states has a nice pictorial interpretation. However, we see
that it is a useful entropic measure of the distinguishability of individual components within a given link.
Let us now consider a slightly more complicated three-component link called 633, which is shown in Figure 2.16.
This differs from the connected sum state we considered previously by a Dehn-twist on a torus surrounding
14This calculation, along with other various relative entropies can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 2.16: The three component link 633. Figure taken from [2].
the links 1 and 3. So we can write this state explicitly as well:
∣633⟩ = ∑
j1,j2,j3,m
e2pii(hm−hj1−hj3)Smj2Nmj1j3 ∣j1, j2, j3⟩ (2.93)
= ∑
j1,j2,j3
∑
m,n
e2pii(hm−hj1−hj3)Smj2Sj1nSj3nSmnS0n ∣j1, j2, j3⟩
where we have used the fact that the Dehn twist acts by a phase in our basis T ∣m⟩ = e2piihm ∣m⟩15. We can
simplify the above expressions by using the property (ST )3 = 1 (see Section 2.2), which leads us to
∣633⟩ = ∑
j1,j2,j3
∑
n
e−2pii(hn+hj1+hj2+hj3)Sj1nSj2nSj3nS0n ∣j1, j2, j3⟩. (2.94)
Interestingly, the entanglement entropies corresponding to this state are precisely equal to the entanglement
entropies for the chain of Hopf links 221 + 221:
SEE;L2∣L1,L3(633) = SEE;L1∣L2,L3(633) = SEE;L3∣L1,L2(633) = −∑
i
pi lnpi, pi = d−2i∑j d−2j (2.95)
Additionally, tracing out any of the links in this state once again leads to a separable reduced density matrix
on the other two links. This once again implies that this state, like 221 + 221 has “GHZ-like” entanglement
(by which we mean that the reduced density matrix obtained by tracing out one of the tori is separable).
However, we can distinguish it from the chain of Hopf links state by looking at the projected entropies,
namely the entropies after the action of the projector P . Indeed, it is clear from equation (2.94) that all the
projected entropies for 633 are equal and are given by
SEE,L2∣L3(P (L1)∣633⟩) = SEE,L1∣L3(P (L2)∣633⟩) = SEE,L1∣L2(P (L3)∣633⟩) = ln (k + 1). (2.96)
15We have also corrected for a change in framing that results from the action of T , although this is not strictly required for
our purposes.
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Notably, the projected entropies for 633 are very different from the projected entropies for 2
2
1 +221, and indeed
mirror the topological linking structure of the respective links. Similarly, a short calculation of the relative
entropy between the reduced 633 state and the reduced 2
2
1 + 221 state distinguishes these links. For instance,
reducing each link on its second component (i.e. tracing out L1 and L3), we have
S (ρL2(633)∣∣ρL2(221 + 221)) =∑
i
pi
⎛⎝lnpi −∑j ∣Sij ∣2 lnpj⎞⎠ . (2.97)
1 2
3
Figure 2.17: Borromean rings. Figure taken from [2].
Finally, we compute the entanglement entropy for the Borromean rings 632 (see Figure 2.17). In this case,
the coloured link invariants can once again be computed by using Habiro’s formula [126, 127],16 which in
this case reads:
C632(j1, j2, j3) = min(j1,j2,j3)∑
i=0 (−1)i(q1/2 − q−1/2)4i [2j1 + i + 1]! [2j2 + i + 1]! [2j3 + i + 1]! ([i]!)
2[2j1 − i]! [2j2 − i]! [2j3 − i]! ([2i + 1]!)2 (2.98)
in the notation introduced in equation (2.81). Using this formula, it is possible to compute the entanglement
entropies for this link as a function of k, and the result is shown in Figure 2.18. Once again, we find that
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Figure 2.18: The entanglement entropy for the Borromean rings as a function of k. Figure taken from [2].
16This formula can be checked explicitly (at least for small values of k) using the monodromy of conformal blocks method
which is discussed in Appendix A. We find precise agreement in the cases we have checked.
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the entropy is non-vanishing in this case. The Borromean rings have trivial Gauss linking between any two
circles. Further, they have the special property that if we erase any circle from the link, the remaining two
circles become unlinked; such links are called Brunnian links. This latter property can be cast in terms of
the projected entropies as the statement that
SEE,L2∣L3(P (L1)∣633⟩) = SEE,L1∣L3(P (L2)∣633⟩) = SEE,L1∣L2(P (L3)∣633⟩) = 0. (2.99)
Finally, the reduced density matrix for the Borromean rings upon tracing out one of the links (say L3) is
not separable. The easiest way to see this in the present case is to compute the entanglement negativity
[133, 134] (see also [135]), which is defined as follows. For a given (possibly mixed) density matrix ρ on a
bi-partite system (in the present case on L1 ∪L2), let us start by defining the partial transpose ρΓ:
⟨j1, j2∣ρΓ ∣j˜1, j˜2⟩ = ⟨j1, j˜2∣ρ ∣j˜1, j2⟩. (2.100)
Then, the number of negative eigenvalues of ρΓ is known to be a good measure of quantum entanglement.
A good quantitative way to capture this is the entanglement negativity, which is defined as17
N = ∣∣ρΓ∣∣ − 1
2
. (2.101)
More importantly for us, a non-zero value of N (i.e., N > 0) necessarily implies that the reduced density
matrix is not separable. The negativity for the reduced density matrix on L1 ∪L2 for the Borromean rings
is shown in Figure 2.19. We find that N > 0 for k > 1, thus showing that the Borromean rings have a more
robust, “W-like” entanglement structure (by which we mean that the reduced density matrix obtained by
tracing out one of the tori is not separable).
2.5 The Minimal Genus Separating Surface Bounds
Entanglement
In the previous section, we defined the notion of entanglement entropy between a sub-link and its complement
inside any arbitrary link as a tool for characterizing entanglement structure of link complement states. The
17The trace norm is defined as ∣∣O∣∣ = Tr (√O†O).
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Figure 2.19: The entanglement negativity between links L1 and L2 upon tracing out L3 for the Borromean rings as a
function of k. Figure taken from [2].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.20: Three examples of minimal-genus surfaces separating two subsets of links indicated in orange and blue: (a)
min(gΣ) = 0 for the unlink, (b) min(gΣ) = 1 for the Hopf link and (c) min(gΣ) = 2 for the indicated separation into two
sublinks. Figure taken from [3].
first question to ask is whether topology guarantees any general bounds on this entanglement, or vice versa.
In this section we will prove that for the gauge group SU(2), the entanglement entropy across a link bi-
partition gives a lower bound on the genus of surfaces in the ambient S3 which “separate” the two sublinks.
Reversing this, the minimal genus of surfaces separating sub-links upper bounds their entanglement entropy.
In order to explain this bound, we first define the notion of a separating surface:
Definition: Given an n-component link Ln ⊂ S3 and two sublinks LmA and Ln−mA¯ such that
Ln = LmA ∪Ln−mA¯ ,
a separating surface ΣA∣A¯ ⊂ S3 is a connected, compact, oriented two-dimensional surface-without-boundary
such that: (1) LmA in contained in the handlebody inside ΣA∣A¯, (2) Ln−mA¯ is contained in the handlebody
outside ΣA∣A¯, and (3) ΣA∣A¯ does not intersect any of the components of Ln.
In other words, the separating surface gives what is a known as a Heegaard splitting of the ambient S3 such
that the two sublinks LmA and Ln−mA¯ are separately contained in the two resulting handlebody-pieces. In
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order to avoid cluttering notation, we will drop the subscripts and simply write Σ for the separating surface
corresponding to a given bi-partition. The separating surface is not unique; given Ln = LmA ∪ Ln−mA¯ , there
are multiple topologically distinct surfaces which separate Ln into the two sublinks. For example, in figure
2.20(a) we have shown the 2-sphere as a separating surface for the unlink. Of course, we could equally
well draw a torus around one of the circles, and that would be an acceptable separating surface. However,
there is clearly a (topologically) unique separating surface of minimal genus; for example, the sphere is the
minimal-genus separating surface for the two-component unlink. On the other hand, for the Hopf-link the
minimal-genus separating surface is a torus; see figure 2.20(b). Similarly, fig 2.20(c) shows a link where the
minimal-genus separating surface has genus two. Now we claim that:
Proposition 1: Given a bi-partition Ln = LmA ∪ Ln−mA¯ , let min (gΣ) be the genus of the minimal-genus
separating surface. Then, the entanglement entropy between LA and LA¯ provides a lower-bound on min (gΣ):
min (gΣ) ≥ 1
Ck
SEE(LmA ∣Ln−mA¯ ), (2.102)
where Ck = ln (S−200 ) is a positive constant which depends on the level k.
Here Sj1j2 = √ 2k+2 sin (pi(2j1+1)(2j2+1)k+2 ) is the matrix which implements the large diffeomorphism τ → − 1τ on
the torus Hilbert space. We may interpret the inequality (2.102) as saying that the entanglement entropy
between two sublinks gives a measure of the topological obstruction to the splitting of a link between the
two sublinks. Of course, we can also flip equation (2.102) around and use it as an upper-bound on the
entanglement entropy, but we will actually prove the following tighter bound below:
SEE(LmA ∣Ln−mA¯ ) ≤ ln⎛⎜⎝
k/2∑
j=0,
1S2min(gΣ)−20j
⎞⎟⎠ . (2.103)
For instance in the example of the unlink, min (gΣ) = 0, and the bound implies that the entropy is zero
(which is indeed true). For the Hopf link, the bound is saturated, as the Hopf link is maximally entangled
[2]. There is in fact a trivial upper-bound on the entanglement entropy, namely
SEE(LmA ∣Ln−mA¯ ) ≤ ln(k + 1)min(m,n −m), (2.104)
because the dimension of the Hilbert space of an m-component link is (dimHT 2)m, but the inequality (2.103)
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is a non-trivial, tighter upper-bound in general, as can be checked in the example in figure 2.20(c). A similar
bound can be derived in U(1) Chern Simons theory where we have a general closed form expression, equation
(2.54), for the entanglement entropy in terms of linking numbers. The bound in this case then implies18
m − ln ∣ker(`)∣
lnk
≤ min (gΣ) ≤ min(m,n −m). (2.105)
In order to prove the bound in equation (2.102), we use the fact that the state corresponding to Ln is
prepared by performing the Euclidean path integral on the link complement. Now given a bi-partition of
the link, let Σ be a separating surface with genus gΣ. The trick is to cut open the path integral on the link
complement along Σ by inserting a complete set of states ∑J ∣J⟩⟨J ∣, where J runs over a basis for the Hilbert
space corresponding to Σ. Thus, the state corresponding to Ln takes the form
∣Ln⟩ = ∑
j1⋯jm ∑jm+1,⋯,jn∑J ψA(j1,⋯, jm;J)ψA¯(jm+1,⋯, jn;J)∣j1,⋯jm⟩⊗ ∣jm+1,⋯, jn⟩, (2.106)
where ψA is the path integral over the handlebody “inside” Σ contracted with ⟨J ∣ on Σ, and ψA¯ is the path
integral over the handlebody “outside” Σ contracted with ∣J⟩ on Σ. We can now rewrite equation (2.106) in
the more accessible form ∣Ln⟩ =∑
J
∣ψA(J)⟩⊗ ∣ψA¯(J)⟩, (2.107)
where the first factor is a state in the Hilbert space corresponding to LmA and the second factor corresponding
to its complement. From this expression, it is clear the reduced density matrix on A takes the form
ρA = ∑
J,J ′ cJ,J
′ ∣ψA(J)⟩⟨ψA(J ′)∣, (2.108)
namely that it is a matrix of maximal rank equal to the dimension of the Hilbert space on Σ. The dimension
of the Hilbert space on a Riemann surface of genus gΣ is given by [132]
dimHΣ = ⎛⎜⎝
k/2∑
j=0,
1S2gΣ−20j
⎞⎟⎠ , (2.109)
where the sum is over the integrable representations j = 0, 1
2
,1,⋯, k
2
. The entanglement entropy is bounded
by the log of the dimension of ρA and thus satisfies the upper bound SEE ≤ ln dimHΣ. The tightest bound
18This is of course true for an arbitrary positive integer k, but we can get the tightest bound by maximizing the left hand
side with respect to k.
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is obtained by choosing Σ to be the minimal-genus separating surface, in which case we obtain:
SEE(LmA ∣Ln−mA¯ ) ≤ ln⎛⎜⎝
k/2∑
j=0,
1S2min(gΣ)−20j
⎞⎟⎠ . (2.110)
For min(gΣ) ≥ 1, we can obtain a simpler inequality by noting that S0j ≥ S00 for all j, so we can make the
replacement S0j → S00 in each term above. Using ln(k + 1) ≤ ln (S−200 ) to further simplify, we finally obtain
the advertised result:
SEE(LmA ∣Ln−mA¯ ) ≤ min(gΣ) ln (S−200 ) . (2.111)
The minimal-genus bound we have proven above is similar in spirit to the Ryu-Takayangi formula for the
entanglement entropy of a subregion in a holographic conformal field theory. In that case one is instructed to
find a minimal area surface which hangs into the AdS-bulk and is homologous to the CFT subregion, while
in the present case we are instructed to minimize the genus of a surface which separates the two sublinks.
However, the Ryu-Takayanagi formula is an equality (as opposed to a bound); in this sense, our bound
is more closely analogous to the minimal-area bound on the entropy of subregions in the MERA tensor
network construction of states in conformal field theory [136, 137]. In our case, we arrived at the minimal-
genus bound by cutting open the Euclidean path integral along the minimal-genus separating surface, while
the minimal-area bound in MERA is proved by cutting open the tensor network along the minimal-area cut
through the network. This suggests that our path integral arguments might have natural generalizations to
more non-trivial quantum field theories (i.e., beyond topological theories), although we expect the argument
would have to deal with the standard ultraviolet divergences of quantum field theory as soon as we move
away from the TQFT limit.
2.6 Entanglement Structure of Torus and Hyperbolic Links
In the previous section we demonstrated a general topological bound on the entanglement entropy between
sublinks. This bound shows that if the sublinks can be split, i.e., separated by a 2-sphere, then they must
have vanishing entanglement. In this section we consider non-split links for which there is no bipartition
separated by a 2-sphere. Such links can have inherently multi-partite entanglement, because there is no
sublink that must disentangle from the remainder. Here, inspired by the two classes of intrinsically 3-qubit
entanglement patterns (GHZ and W, see Introduction), we will focus on a limited issue, i.e., whether partial
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traces over some link components produce a separable state on the remainder. This leads to the following
definition:
Definition: A state with three or more sub-factors will be said to have GHZ-like entanglement if the reduced
density matrix obtained by tracing out any sub-factor is mixed (i.e., has a non-trivial von Neumann entropy)
but is separable on all the remaining sub-factors. A state with three or more sub-factors will be said to have
W-like entanglement if the reduced density matrix obtained by tracing out any sub-factor is mixed but not
always separable on the remaining sub-factors.
Two important topological classes of non-split links are the torus links (i.e., links which can be drawn on
the surface of a torus) and the hyperbolic links (i.e., links whose link complement supports a hyperbolic
structure). In fact, every non-split, alternating, prime link is either a torus link or a hyperbolic link [138].
We will study the entanglement structure in these two classes of links.
2.6.1 Torus links
Torus links, namely links which can be embedded on the surface of a two dimensional torus (without self
intersection), are an important topological class. Some examples include 221 (the Hopf link), 4
2
1, and 6
3
3 (see
Fig. 2.21). In fact the entanglement structures of these examples were already studied in [2], where it was
shown that in SU(2) Chern-Simons theory the Hopf link is maximally entangled and the three-component
link 633 is GHZ-like. In this section, we will prove the following general result:
Proposition 2: All torus links with three or more components have a GHZ-like entanglement structure.
The proof will show that the state corresponding to any torus link always takes the form
∣Ln⟩ = ∑`λ`(Ln) ̃∣`⟩⊗ ̃∣`⟩⊗⋯ ̃∣`⟩, (2.112)
where {∣̃`⟩} is a particular basis for the torus Hilbert space to be defined below (compare with Eq. 2.4 for the
GHZ state on three qubits). It is clear from (2.112) that tracing out any sublink leaves us with a separable
density matrix on the remainder. This result establishes a direct connection between a topological property
of links and a quantum information-theoretic property of the corresponding states. We now give a short
proof of Proposition 2.
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Figure 2.21: Some examples of torus links labeled using Rolfsen notation. Figure taken from [3].
Torus links are characterized by two integers P and Q. Given two integers (P,Q), the (P,Q) torus link
(often referred to as T (P,Q)) can be constructed as the closure of the braid (σ1σ2 . . . σP−1)Q acting on P
strands. Here, σi denotes the crossing of strand i over i + 1. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.22 for P = 2. We
may take 0 < P < Q without loss of generality. It is easy to see that when P and Q are relatively prime,
the closure of the braid results in a 1-compnent link (a knot) which wraps around the torus longitude of the
torus P times, and around the meridian Q times. However, when gcd(P,Q) = n the closure of the braid will
result in an n component link, each component of which wraps around the torus longitude and meridian
P /n and (Q/n) times respectively.
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Figure 2.22: (Left) The trefoil knot as a (2,3) torus knot braid and drawn on the surface of a torus. (Right) The Hopf
link as a (2,2) torus link braid and drawn on the surface of a torus. Figure taken from [3].
Let us warm up by examining torus links in U(1) Chern-Simons theory. This is a useful exercise since, as
described in section 2.3.4, we possess an exact closed-form formula for the link state of generic U(1) link
that depends only on the mutual linking numbers. In fact, for a (P,Q) torus link, examination of the braid
word closure shows that the mutual linking numbers are homogeneous: i.e., `ab = `, ∀a ≠ b (for a particular
choice of orientation of the individual knots). A counting of the crossings19 in the braid diagram reveals
19That is, let C be the total number of crossings excluding self crossings: C = 2∑i<j ` = `n(n − 1). In the braid word(σ1σ2 . . . σP−1) there are P − 1 crossings, P /n − 1 of which are self crossings. Repeating the braid word Q times yieldsC = Q(P − 1 − P /n + 1). Equating the two gives the stated result.
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` = PQ
n2
. As such the Abelian link state for a (P,Q) torus link is given by
∣L(P,Q)⟩ = 1
kn/2 ∑j1,...,jn exp⎛⎝2piik `∑a<b ja jb⎞⎠ ∣j1, . . . , jn⟩ (2.113)
Up to phase, e
pii
k `∑a j2a , acting on each tensor factor (which can be removed by a local unitary) this state
can be written as
∣L(P,Q)⟩ = 1
kn/2 ∑j1,...,jn exp
⎛⎜⎝piik `⎛⎝∑a ja⎞⎠
2⎞⎟⎠ ∣j1, . . . , jn⟩ (2.114)
Let us denote the total charge (mod k) of the basis element ∣j1, . . . , jn⟩ by jˆ = ∑na=1 ja. We can rewrite∣L(P,Q)⟩ in terms of jˆ by imposing a periodic delta function:
∣L(P,Q)⟩ = 1
kn/2+1
k∑
q=1
k∑ˆ
j=1 ∑j1,...,jn exp(piik `jˆ2) exp
⎛⎜⎝2piik q ⎛⎝jˆ −∑a ja⎞⎠
⎞⎟⎠ ∣j1, . . . , jn⟩ (2.115)
(The sum on q imposes the delta function.) We now see that ja-dependent coefficients can be removed by
the local unitary change of basis ∣q⟩ = 1√
k
∑j exp(− 2piik qj)∣j⟩. The state is then unitarily equivalent to
∣L(P,Q)⟩ = 1
k
k∑
q=1
k∑ˆ
j=1 exp(2piik q jˆ + pii`k jˆ2) ∣q, q, . . . , q⟩ ≡
k∑
q=1λq(P,Q)∣q, q, . . . , q⟩. (2.116)
proving (2.112). Thus we see that torus links in U(1) Chern-Simons are GHZ-like. An alternate proof of
this result can also be given using the fact that the wavefunction (2.113) describes a complete graph state
where all edges have weight ` [122, 121, 139].20
We now move on to SU(2) Chern Simons theory. In particular, given an n-link Ln ⊂ S3, the corresponding
state (in the canonical basis introduced previously) is given by
∣Ln⟩ = C0 ∑
j1...jn
Jj1,⋯jn(Ln)∣j1 . . . jn⟩. (2.117)
where for SU(2), the colors ji run over 0, 12 ,1,⋯, k2 , C0 is an overall constant (more precisely it is the S3
partition function) and the wavefunction Jj1,⋯jn(Ln) is the colored Jones polynomial. Proceeding generally,
we note that a systematic way to evaluate the colored Jones polynomials of torus links is to take a (P,Q) n-
component link with representations j1, . . . , jn and to fuse them sequentially using the Chern-Simons fusion
rules into a (P /n,Q/n) torus knot summed over representations with the appropriate fusion coefficients
20The proof works by showing that the GHZ state is unitarily equivalent to the state corresponding to the star graph by
a sequence of discrete Fourier transforms (Hadamard transforms, when k = 2). Then, a unitary graph operation called local
complementation takes the star graph to the complete graph and vice versa.
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[140, 141, 142].21 We refer the reader to the above references for further details, and merely state here the
result for the colored Jones polynomial:22
Jj1,⋯,jn(P,Q) = ∑
`1,`2,⋯Nj1j2`1N`1j3`2⋯N`n−2jn`n−1J`n−1(P /n,Q/n). (2.118)
where Nijk are the fusion coefficients. Further using the Verlinde formula [132]
Nijk = ∑` Si`Sj`Sk`S0` , (2.119)
where, as before, Sj1j2 = √ 2k+2 sin (pi(2j1+1)(2j2+1)k+2 ) is the unitary matrix which implements the large diffeo-
morphism τ → − 1
τ
on the torus Hilbert space, we can rewrite the colored Jones polynomial in the form
Jj1...jn(P,Q) = ∑`∑
js
1(S0`)n−1S`j1S`j2 . . .S`jnS`jsJjs(P /n,Q/n). (2.120)
Here
Jjs(P /n,Q/n) =∑
jp
C
jp
js
(P /n)S0jp ei2piQP hp (2.121)
is the colored Jones polynomial for the (P /n,Q/n)-torus knot, hp is the conformal primary weight of the
representation jp and the coefficients C
jp
js
are defined as
Trjs (Uˆm) =∑
jp
C
jp
js
(m)Trjp (Uˆ) , (2.122)
for any holonomy Uˆ . (For instance, C
jp
js
(1) = δjpjs .) For our purposes, these details are not too important;
what is important however is the structure of the colored Jones polynomial in equation (2.120), which we
can rewrite as
Jj1...jn(P,Q) = ∑` 1(S0`)n−1S`j1S`j2 . . .S`jnf`(P,Q) (2.123)
where
f`(P,Q) =∑
js
S`jsJjs(P /n,Q/n). (2.124)
Using equations (2.117) and (2.123), we then find that the state corresponding to a generic (P,Q)-torus link
21This fusion is possible because all the components of torus links are simply braiding along one of the cycles of the defining
torus.
22We are omitting an overall phase proportional to the central charge. Additionally [142] writes the final link invariant in
terms of the quantum dimension which differs from (2.120) by a factor of S00 , a matter of normalization.
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takes the form
∣L(P,Q)⟩ = C0 ∑` 1(S0`)n−1 f`(P,Q) ∣̃`⟩⊗ ∣̃`⟩⊗⋯∣̃`⟩≡ ∑`λ`(P,Q) ∣̃`⟩⊗ ∣̃`⟩⊗⋯∣̃`⟩ (2.125)
where we have defined the new basis ∣̃j⟩ = ∑j′ Sjj′ ∣j′⟩, which is related to the old basis by a local unitary
transformation (S ⋅ S† = S† ⋅ S = 1). We have thus arrived at our desired result, equation (2.112).
Now let us investigate what happens when we trace over some subset of links. Since it is obvious from (2.125)
that the state is invariant under permutations of the ordering of the components, without loss of generality
we can trace over the final n − r links, leaving a reduced density matrix on the remaining r links. It is easy
to see that in doing so the reduced density matrix remains diagonal. The normalized reduced density matrix
for any subset of r links can be written as
ρˆr∣n−r(P,Q) = ∑`Λ`(P,Q)∣̃`,⋯, ̃`⟩⟨̃`,⋯, ̃`∣ (2.126)
with the normalized eigenvalues
Λl(P,Q) = ∣λl(P,Q)∣2∑l ∣λl(P,Q)∣2 (2.127)
This is a completely separable density matrix on the remaining sub-links indicating that the entanglement
in the full link had a GHZ-like structure. Note that the eigenvalues, Λl(P,Q) encode the specifics of the
underlying torus link. However these eigenvalues are independent of how many factors have been traced out,
as long as 0 < r < n. Therefore the multi-boundary entanglement entropy for torus links takes the particularly
simple form
Sr∣n−r(P,Q) = −∑
l
Λl(P,Q) log Λl(P,Q) (2.128)
for all 0 < r < n. In addition, it is clear that the reduced density matrix (2.126) is separable for any choice
of bi-partition. In other words, the reduced density matrix does not contain any quantum entanglement ; all
the quantum entanglement in the original state was genuinely multi-partite and GHZ in character.
While the arguments above were presented in the case of the gauge group SU(2), we expect these arguments
to generalize to arbitrary compact gauge groups. This is because the crux of the derivation (equations
(2.118), (2.120) and (2.123)) merely used the fusion rules for Chern-Simons theory (i.e., the Verlinde formula)
together with the unitarity of S. Since these are general properties of Chern-Simons theory with compact
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Figure 2.23: Two examples of hyperbolic links: Whitehead link (left) and Borromean rings (right). Figure taken from
[3].
gauge groups, our arguments will be valid for general compact groups.23 This concludes our derivation of
the result that the entanglement structure of all torus links is GHZ-like.
2.6.2 Hyperbolic links
Next we consider hyperbolic links, whose link complements admit a complete hyperbolic structure, namely
a geodesically complete metric with constant negative curvature. Some examples of hyperbolic links, the
Whitehead link and the Borromean rings (Fig. 2.23), were already studied in the SU(2) theory (Section
2.4). It was shown there that the Borromean rings have a W-like entanglement structure. (The Whitehead
link has only two components and thus does not have multi-party entanglement.) In this section, we will
present further evidence suggesting that hyperbolic links are generically W-like.
In order to proceed, on the knot theory side we need to compute the colored Jones polynomials of hyperbolic
links. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is not much known about the general structure
of these polynomials for hyperbolic links (as compared to torus links for instance), so we proceeded case-
by-case by looking at several three-component hyperbolic links. Our strategy was to compute the colored
Jones polynomials by writing the link in terms of a braid representation. We then used the monodromy
properties of chiral conformal blocks in SU(2)k Wess-Zumino-Witten theory. This method was explained in
detail in [130] and reviewed in the appendix A of [2], so we will not repeat the details here. Actually, we
found it convenient to use a slight variant of this technique, where we first expressed the link as a braid in
S2 × S1 (with an extra circle which does not braid with the original link), and then used surgery to obtain
the colored Jones polynomial in S3 (as explained in [42]).24
23Recently, the Re´nyi entropies for a class of torus links called T (2,2n) were also studied in detail in [143] for general gauge
groups. (See also [144] for related work on knots.)
24This procedure was numerically implemented using Mathematica.
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On the quantum information theory side, we need an efficient way to detect whether the reduced density
matrix obtained after tracing out one of the factors is separable. A useful information theoretic quantity
along these lines is the entanglement negativity [133, 134, 135]. For a given (possibly mixed) density matrix
ρ on a bi-partite system, let us start by defining the partial transpose ρΓ:
⟨j1, j2∣ρΓ∣j˜1, j˜2⟩ = ⟨j˜1, j2∣ρ∣j1, j˜2⟩. (2.129)
which also satisfies Tr(ρΓ) = 1 just like ρ. If ρΓ has any negative eigenvalues, then this necessarily implies
that the density matrix ρ is not separable [133]. The sum of the negative eigenvalues can be captured by
the entanglement negativity N , which is defined as
N = ∣∣ρΓ∣∣ − 1
2
, (2.130)
where ∣∣A∣∣ = Tr(√A†A) is the trace norm. A non-zero value of N therefore necessarily implies that the
reduced density matrix is non-separable. In our context, the results in the previous section (Proposition 2)
together with the fact that all alternating, prime, non-split links are either torus or hyperbolic [138], imply
the following corollary:
Corollary 3: If a prime, alternating, non-split link has entanglement negativity N > 0 for some bipartion
of some proper sublink,25 then the link is hyperbolic.
This provides a quantum information theoretic sufficient-but-not-necessary condition for a link to be hyper-
bolic. Importantly, the negativity can be computed directly from the colored Jones polynomial. In table 2.1
we present entanglement negativities for twenty three 3-component non-split links in SU(2) Chern-Simons
theory, eighteen of which are hyperbolic (i.e., have non-zero hyperbolic volumes). More precisely, we traced
out one of the tensor factors in the link, and then computed the entanglement negativity of the reduced
density matrix on the remaining two factors. We see that all the hyperbolic links in the table have a non-
zero entanglement negativity, showing that the corresponding reduced density matrices are not separable.
Therefore, these links have a W-like entanglement structure. Furthermore, all the non-hyperbolic links in
table 2.1 have zero negativity, which is (at the very least) consistent with our discussion in the previous
section. The results presented in table 2.1 suggest the conjecture that hyperbolic links in Chern-Simons
theories with a compact non-Abelian gauge group for generic26 values of the level k always have a W-like
25A proper sublink of L is a sublink which is not equal to L.
26It can happen that at special values of k, certain hyperbolic links degenerate to a product structure. This happens for
instance at k = 1 for the Borromean rings, but for k ≥ 2 the Borromean rings are W-like. We will encounter another example of
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Link Name Negativity N at k = 3 Hyperbolic volume
L6a4 0.18547 7.32772
L6n1 0 0
L8a16 0.097683 9.802
L8a18 0.189744 6.55174
L8a19 0.158937 10.667
L8n3 0 0
L8n4 0.11423 5.33349
L8n5 0.18547 7.32772
L10a138 0.097683 10.4486
L10a140 0.0758142 12.2763
L10a145 0.11423 6.92738
L10a148 0.119345 11.8852
L10a156 0.0911946 15.8637
L10a161 0.0354207 7.94058
L10a162 0.0913699 13.464
L10a163 0.0150735 15.5509
L10n77 0 0
L10n78 0.189744 6.55174
L10n79 0.097683 9.802
L10n81 0.15947 10.667
L10n92 0.11423 6.35459
L10n93 0 0
L10n94 0 0
Table 2.1: Negativity in SU(2) Chern Simons at level k = 3 for various three-component links alongside the hyperbolic
volume of the complement manifold. The hyperbolic volumes were computed using the SnapPy program [109] (where
zero volume implies that the given link is not hyperbolic). The colored Jones polynomials were computed using braiding
representations for these links together with monodromy properties of conformal blocks in the SU(2) WZW theory. In
order to compute the negativity, we first trace over one of the tensor factors, and then compute the negativity of the
reduced density matrix on the remaining two factors. Table taken from [3].
entanglement structure. It would be interesting to prove this statement.
2.7 Hyperbolic Links in SL(2,C) Chern Simons Theory
More can be done with hyperbolic links if we complexify the gauge group to SL(2,C). In this case, in a
certain asymptotic limit we can use the known behavior of the colored Jones polynomial of a hyperbolic link
in terms of the hyperbolic geometry of its link complement. In this section, we present some results in this
direction.
We begin with a brief review of SL(2,C) Chern Simons theory (see [145, 146, 147, 148, 149] for detailed
expositions on the subject). The fundamental field in the theory is the gauge field A which takes values in
the Lie algebra sl(2,C). The path integral for the SL(2,C) Chern Simons theory is given by
Z = ∫ DADA¯ eiS[A,A¯], (2.131)
this in SL(2,C) Chern Simons theory in the limit GN → 0.
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S = t
8pi
∫ Tr(A ∧ dA + 2
3
A ∧A ∧A) + t¯
8pi
∫ Tr(A¯ ∧ dA¯ + 2
3
A¯ ∧ A¯ ∧ A¯) , (2.132)
where A¯ is the complex conjugate of A. If we write t = k + is and t¯ = k − is, then k must be an integer, and s
has to be either purely real or purely imaginary, results which follow from unitarity [145, 146]. The case s ∈ R
corresponds to gravity in Lorentzian signature with a positive cosmological constant, while s = −iσ, σ ∈ R
corresponds to Euclidean gravity with a negative cosmological constant. We are interested here in this latter
case. To be a bit more explicit, we pick SU(2) as a real form of SL(2,C), and write A = ω + i
`
e, where
both ω and e are su(2)-valued connections. It is natural to interpret ω as the spin-connection and e as the
vielbein of general relativity. Then the action (2.132) becomes (setting ` = 1 for simplicity)
S = k
4pi
∫ Tr(ω ∧ dω + 2
3
ω ∧ ω ∧ ω − e ∧ de − 2ω ∧ e ∧ e)
− s
2pi
∫ Tr(e ∧ dω + e ∧ ω ∧ ω − 1
3
e ∧ e ∧ e) , (2.133)
up to a total derivative term. Since the integrand of the path integral is eiS , if we are interested in Euclidean
signature we must take s = −iσ with σ ∈ R. In this case, the exponent in the path integral is of the form
exp(− σ
4pi
∫ √g (−R + 2Λ) + ik
4pi
IgravCS) ,
where the first term above is precisely the Einstein-Hilbert action with negative cosmological constant, while
the second term is the gravitational Chern Simons term. We can then regard σ as being proportional to
the inverse of the Newton constant, σ = 1
4GN
. In this chapter, we will be interested in the asymptotic limit
σ →∞. For simplicity, we will also set k = 0.
An important aspect of Chern-Simons theories with non-compact gauge groups such as SL(2,C) is that the
Hilbert space on T 2 is infinite-dimensional (see discussion below). In the case of compact gauge groups the
multi-boundary entanglement was finite for two reasons: (1) the Hilbert space on T 2 is finite dimensional,
and (2) the multi-boundary entanglement does not involve spatial cuts across which the entanglement can
diverge. In the case of SL(2,C) the second property still holds, so the only potential source of divergence is
the infinite size of the Hilbert space. However, as we will see below, at least for hyperbolic links and in the
asymptotic limit σ →∞, the multi-boundary entanglement in SL(2,C) Chern-Simons remains finite because
of the Gaussian structure of the wavefunctions.
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2.7.1 Multi-Boundary States
Let us consider an n-component hyperbolic link Ln inside S3. As before, the link complement S3 −N(Ln)
is a 3-manifold with n torus boundaries. The path integral of SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory on the link
complement then produces a state in the n-fold tensor product of the torus Hilbert space, which as before we
label ∣Ln⟩. In order to proceed, we need a basis for the torus Hilbert space in the SL(2,C) theory. Following
[146] let us denote (the conjugation classes of) the holonomies of A around the meridian and longitude of the
torus by ρ(γm) and ρ(γ`) respectively. (The holonomies will play the role of the Wilson lines that provided
a nice basis for the torus Hilbert space when the gauge group was compact.) It is possible to write ρ(γm)
and ρ(γ`) in the form
ρ(γm) = ⎛⎜⎝m ⋆0 m−1
⎞⎟⎠ , ρ(γ`) =
⎛⎜⎝` ⋆0 `−1
⎞⎟⎠ ,
where m,` ∈ C∗ and ⋆ is one if m = `, and zero otherwise. Let us also introduce the notation m = eu and
` = ev for convenience. Classically, m takes values in C∗ (namely the complex plane minus the origin), so
Reu ∈ R while Imu is 2pi-periodic (i.e., u coordinatizes a cylinder); the same holds for ` and v. Together(m,`) or equivalently (u, v) parametrize the classical phase space.27 Clearly, the phase space is non-compact,
indicating that the Hilbert space upon quantization will be infinite-dimensional. At k = 0 and σ →∞, we can
choose a polarization such that wavefunctions are L2 functions of u, and independent of v (i.e., in quantum
mechanics we take the wavefunctions to be functions of half of the phase space coordinates, in this case u).
In other words, the Hilbert space is spanned by the basis {∣u⟩}, with eu ∈ C∗ as in the classical case above,
with the standard norm ⟨u∣u′⟩ = δ(2)(u−u′). Consequently, a basis for the n-fold tensor product of the torus
Hilbert spaces takes the form ∣u1,⋯, un⟩ = ∣u1⟩⊗ ∣u2⟩⊗⋯∣un⟩.
We can now write the state ∣Ln⟩ as
∣Ln⟩ = ∫ d2u1⋯∫ d2un⟨u1,⋯, un∣Ln⟩∣u1,⋯, un⟩, (2.134)
where the integration regions are over cylinders as explained above. The wavefunction ⟨u1,⋯, un∣Ln⟩ is given
by the path integral of Chern Simons theory on the link complement S3 −N(Ln), with boundary conditions
which fix the boundary meridional holonomies to be mi’s. In the σ →∞ limit, we can use the saddle point
27Typically, one also quotients by the Weyl group, but following [146] we will suppress this quotient.
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Figure 2.24: The volume function on the geometric (black) and conjugate (blue) branches for a two component link
L6a1. The coordinate u here is the real part of one of the parameters on moduli space. Figure taken from [3].
approximation to the path integral to write
⟨u1,⋯, un∣Ln⟩ =∑
α
e− σpiV (α)(u1,⋯,un)+⋯ (2.135)
where α labels the various saddle points which contribute to the path integral in the σ →∞ limit. These nat-
urally correspond to locally hyperbolic “geometries” on S3−N(Ln) (loosely speaking, solutions to Einstein’s
equations with negative cosmological constant, but more precisely flat SL(2,C) connections). The function
V (α) is the corresponding oriented volume of the link complement, while ⋯ denote higher quantum invariants
which will not be relevant for us in this work. While it is not easy to write down the metrics explicitly, these
geometries can nevertheless be constructed fairly explicitly by gluing together ideal tetrahedra in hyperbolic
space, following the seminal work of Thurston [150] (see also [151, 152, 147]). Details of this construction
and an explicitly worked example are given in Appendix A.
On a general branch α, the geometry associated to the flat connection labelled by the holonomies (u1,⋯, un)
is not geodesically complete [150]. However, there always exists one branch, often called the geometric branch
denoted by α = geom, which at the point ui = 0∀i gives rise to a complete hyperbolic structure.28 In fact,
by the Mostow rigidity theorem, such a complete hyperbolic structure is unique. The corresponding volume
V (geom)(0) is therefore a topological invariant. This invariant famously appears in a certain asymptotic
(double-scaling) limit of the colored Jones polynomial, a statement which goes by the name of the volume
conjecture [153, 154, 146, 155]. Away from ui = 0, the hyperbolic structure on the link complement (at a
generic point ui) is not complete; it is nevertheless a legitimate SL(2,C) flat connection that we must sum
over in the path integral.
28Recall that hyperbolic links are defined by the existence of at least one complete hyperbolic structure on the link complement.
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For our purposes however, a different branch will be relevant. Note that in the σ →∞ limit, the dominant
contribution in (B.28) comes from the branch with the most negative volume (see Fig. 2.24).29 In other
words, the branch most relevant for our purposes in the one which contains the global minimum of the volume
function V (α)(ui), if one exists. There is indeed one such branch, which turns out to be the conjugate of the
geometric branch α = geom [156], which then dominates the sum over saddle points. (Appendix A explains
the sense in which this branch is “conjugate” to the geometric one.) On this branch the volume is minimized
(most negative) at ui = 0. Then from equation (2.134), we find that in the σ →∞ limit,
∣Ln⟩ ∼ C ∫ d2u1⋯∫ d2une− σpiV (geom)(u1,⋯,un)∣u1,⋯, un⟩, (2.136)
where C is the normalization constant, and we use the ∼ symbol to indicate that we are only focussing on the
conjugate-geometric branch; we will drop the superscript geom from now on to prevent cluttering notation.
Exploiting the σ →∞ limit further, we can expand the volume function around ui = u∗i + 1√σ δui, where u∗i = 0
is the location of the global minimum of the volume function and δui ∈ C. Since we are expanding around
ui = 0, we may as well drop the δs (with the understanding that now the uis are general complex numbers)
and write
V (u1,⋯, un) = V (0) + 1
2σ
Hij;abu
a
i u
b
j +⋯. (2.137)
where a, b run over the real and imaginary parts of ui. This expansion was first studied in the seminal work
of Neumann and Zagier [157]; we now briefly review some of their results. The expansion is conveniently
formulated in terms of a holomorphic function Φ(ui) called the Neumann-Zagier potential. Importantly, Φ
is an even function of all of the ui’s, and therefore takes the form
Φ(ui) =∑
i
τ
(0)
i
σ
u2i + 12σ2 ∑i,j Aiju2iu2j +⋯ (2.138)
where τ
(0)
i is the modular parameter of the ith torus boundary metric induced from the complete hyper-
bolic structure at ui = 0. In terms of the Neumann-Zagier potential, we can write the volume of the link
complement as
V (ui) = V0 − 1
4
∑
i
Im (uivi) + 1
8
∞∑
k=0(k − 2)Im (Φ(k)(ui)) , (2.139)
where
vi = 1
2
∂Φ
∂ui
, (2.140)
29Recall that these volumes are oriented and thus can have either sign, as explained in Appendix A.
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and Φ(k) is the degree k part of Φ. Therefore, the volume function takes the form
V (ui) = V0 + 1
4σ
∑
i
Im (τ (0)i )uiu¯i − 14σ2 ∑i,j Im(uiAijuiu2j − 12Aiju2iu2j) +⋯. (2.141)
The state (2.136) then takes the form
∣Ln⟩ ∼ Ce− σpiV0
σn
∫ d2u1⋯∫ d2une− 14pi ∑i Im(τ(0)i )uiu¯i+ 14piσ ∑i,j Im(uiAijuiu2j− 12Aiju2iu2j)+⋯∣ 1√
σ
u1,⋯, 1√
σ
un⟩,
(2.142)
where the normalization C can be systematically determined in terms of σ, τ (0)i etc. Note that at leading
order in σ, the wavefunction we have obtained is a Gaussian wavepacket centered at the global minimum.
Importantly, the quadratic part of the exponential is diagonal in the various torus boundaries. This is a
direct consequence of the fact that the Neumann-Zagier potential is an even function of the ui’s. Thus, we
conclude:
Proposition 4: In the limit σ →∞, the state corresponding to any hyperbolic link in SL(2,C) Chern Simons
theory is a completely product state, i.e., the entanglement entropy for any sub-link vanishes.
However, this is really a somewhat trivial manifestation of the fact that the volume is an even function of
the uis. In order to study the entanglement structure, we must then back off from the σ → ∞ limit and
look at the 1/σ terms in the exponential. These indeed introduce entanglement between the various torus
boundaries. The off-diagonal elements of the matrix Aij therefore control the entanglement structure of the
state at leading order30 in 1
σ
or equivalently at leading order in the Newton constant GN . The reader might
worry that since we are expanding the volume to O(1/σ), we must also include quantum corrections to the
path integral at this order. This is indeed correct; however, the quantum corrections are themselves even
functions of ui [147], and therefore at the order we are working only shift the diagonal quadratic terms
∑
i
Im (τ (0)i )uiu¯i →∑
i
Im (τ (0)i )uiu¯i + 1σ∑i (αuiui + βuiu¯i + γu¯iu¯i) ,
This shift in the quadratic part is diagonal in the torus boundaries, and therefore does not introduce any
entanglement. Therefore, we may safely focus on the matrix Aij coming from the Neumann-Zagier potential.
This matrix is computable, case-by-case, from SnapPy data. In Appendix A, we perform this calculation for
30Note that the leading order correction to the entropy appears at order 1
σ2
; the same is true of the entanglement negativity.
Simply put, as a non-negative quantity, if S varies smoothly with 1/σ and obtains its minimum, S = 0, at σ →∞, then the 1/σ
correction must vanish as well. Another subtlety to keep in mind while computing such corrections is that away from σ = ∞,
some of the moduli might take on discrete values.
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the Borromean rings (L6a4) and find
ABorr.ij = i64
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−1/3 1 1
1 −1/3 1
1 1 −1/3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (2.143)
The off-diagonal components indicate that at quartic order this link state is not a product state of each
component.
Unfortunately, beyond doing this link-by-link, this is as far as we can go for now; apart from examples of
explicit computation (see [158] for one such example), to our knowledge there has been no systematic study
of the matrix Aij in the mathematics literature. An interesting question is whether it is possible to show
in generality (from the properties of Aij) that hyperbolic links have a W-like entanglement structure. We
leave this for future work. We end here with a couple of remarks: first, it is important to note that while the
detailed computation uses specific geometric structures on the link complement, the entanglement entropy is
a topological invariant (by construction)! This is exactly analogous to the fact that the hyperbolic volume of
the link complement is a topological invariant – the explanation lies in the Mostow-Prasad rigidity theorem
about the uniqueness of the complete hyperbolic structure. Second, we have seen above that the entanglement
structure in the σ →∞ limit is essentially controlled by the matrix Aij . This is very reminiscent of Abelian
Chern Simons theory, where the entanglement structure is controlled entirely by the linking matrix. Indeed,
the σ → ∞ limit is in some sense a classical limit, albeit a subtle one.31 Nevertheless, we have discovered
that in this limit, a new matrix appears to control the entanglement structure.
2.8 Discussion
To conclude, in this chapter we have studied multi-boundary entanglement in Chern-Simons theory for
states defined on n copies of a torus T 2. We have focussed on the specific class of states prepared by
performing the path-integral of Chern-Simons theory on link complements of n-component links in S3 and
in doing so we have derived various information theoretic properties of the colored Jones polynomials of
multi-component links. For U(1)k Chern-Simons theory, we gave a general formula for the entanglement
entropy of a generic bi-partition of the link into two sub-links. This formula involves the number of solutions
31For instance, it is well known that taking the k → ∞ limit (while keeping the colors fixed) of colored link invariants in
non-Abelian Chern Simons theory reduces these colored link invariants to the Abelian ones (which are only sensitive to linking
numbers). However, if one takes the double scaling limit j →∞, k →∞ with 2j/k fixed, then the asymptotic behaviour is very
different. Note that the entanglement entropy is indeed sensitive to such a double-scaling limit.
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of certain congruences (or equivalently Diophantine equations) with coefficients closely related to the Gauss-
linking numbers between the two sub-links, and as such relates simple but interesting concepts from quantum
information theory, knot theory and number theory. We clarify these results in terms of the theory of
stabilizer groups. In the non-Abelian SU(2)k case, we studied the entanglement structure of several two-
and three-component links as well as presented several results for generic (compact) non-Abelian Chern-
Simons theory: (i) We proved that the entanglement entropy between two sublinks of an arbitrary link
provides a lower bound on the minimum genus Heegaard splitting which separates the two sublinks, and thus
gives a measure of the topological obstruction for a link to be split, (ii) We then studied the entanglement
structures of two topological classes of links, namely torus and hyperbolic links, in SU(2) Chern-Simons
theory. We showed that all torus links have a GHZ-like entanglement structure, and provided evidence to
suggest that hyperbolic links tend to have a W-like entanglement structure, (iii) In order to get a better
handle on hyperbolic links, we complexified the gauge group to SL(2,C), where in the σ →∞ limit we were
able to make partial analytical progress using known results from hyperbolic geometry on link complements.
In particular, we showed that in the limit σ → ∞, all hyperbolic links correspond to product states with
no entanglement. Backing off from this limit, we observed that a certain matrix which appears in the
Neumann-Zagier potential on the moduli-space of hyperbolic structures on the link complements controls
the entanglement structure at leading order in 1/σ. It would be interesting to utilize this last observation
more fully: one might hope that the observed W−like behavior for SU(2)k hyperbolic links implies some
structure of quartic coefficients of the Neumann-Zagier potential.32
There are several natural questions which present themselves at this stage. Does the SLOCC classification
of entanglement structures from quantum information theory have a natural adaptation in knot theory to a
classification of links? We saw a baby version of this idea manifest itself in the results of this chapter, namely
that all torus links have GHZ-like entanglement structures, while hyperbolic links seemingly have W-like
entanglement structures. In other words, the GHZ/W-classification based on the robustness of the multi-
party quantum entanglement seemingly translates to the torus/hyperbolic classification of links (although
we should emphasize that we have not yet proved that all hyperbolic links are W-like). Further exploration
is required to clarify whether SLOCC classification gives a useful way of characterizing links. A step in this
direction would be to explore more detailed aspects of the entanglement structure of links. For instance, given
an n-component link, we can assign to it a (2n−1 − 1)-vector whose entries are the entanglement entropies
of various bi-partitions of the link, a 3 × ( 1
2
(3n−1 + 1) − 2n−1) matrix corresponding to the entanglement
32Ascertaining the behavior of the hyperbolic volume from SU(2)k links away from the double-scaling limit is not entirely
far-fetched: see [159] for an interesting application of machine-learning towards this.
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negativities of various tri-partitions, and so on. All these numbers can be computed directly from the
colored Jones polynomial, and give a much more refined characterization of the entanglement structure of
links.
A second question is whether one can make useful progress in SL(2,C) Chern-Simons theory by using the
geometry of hyperbolic link complements. We have shown here that a certain matrix of coefficients in the
Neumann-Zagier potential plays an important role. From a mathematical point of view then, it might
be useful to study the properties of these coefficients in more detail for hyperbolic links. There is also a
naive analogy one can make in this setup with the “complexity = volume” conjecture [160]. There exists a
state-integral model (see [161, 147] for details), or in other words a tensor-network model, for constructing
precisely the type of states we studied in the present chapter for SL(2,C). In these tensor-network models,
one begins with the ideal-tetrahedral decomposition of the link complement (discussed in Appendix B.3) and
inserts one tensor per tetrahedron. The complexity C of such a network (i.e., the number of tensors in the
full network) is naturally lower bounded by a constant times the hyperbolic volume of the link complement33
: C ≥ αVhyp. (2.144)
It would be interesting to see if one can carefully define the circuit complexity for these tensor networks and
show that the “optimal” circuit (suitably defined) saturates this inequality.
From a holographic perspective, Chern-Simons theory is known to be dual to closed topological strings
on resolved conifold geometries [162]. It is clearly interesting to ask whether the entanglement entropy
we have studied in this work has a suitable Ryu-Takayanagi interpretation from the closed string point
of view. The bound on the minimal genus separating surfaces proved in this chapter resembles the Ryu-
Takayanagi minimal-area prescription (or more precisely the minimal-area bound which appears in MERA
tensor networks), and might point to a deeper story underlying this resemblance.
33This just follows from the trivial observation that the volume of an ideal hyperbolic tetrahedron is upper bounded by
α−1 = 3Λ(pi/3), where Λ(x) is the Lobachevsky function.
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Chapter 3
Exact Renormalization of
Wave-functionals
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we focused on the role of entanglement between spatial subregions (either connected
or disconnected) as tool for dissecting the structure of states in a quantum field theory. In this chapter,
we step away from topic of spatial entanglement and make the stark change of gaze to the renormalization
of free quantum field theories. A priori the motivation for this chapter has little to do with entanglement:
we are primarily interested in investigating a class of holographic dualities between a free field theories in d
dimensions and the dynamics of massless higher-spin fields on a d + 1 anti-de Sitter (AdS) space. However,
we will find that the renormalization group (RG) flow is organized, principally, by entanglement.
A brief and fruitful way to think of the AdS/CFT correspondence is that it encodes the renormalization
group (RG) flow of a (generally strongly coupled) quantum field theory into a geometric system, generally in
higher dimension, that under certain circumstances may be classical or semi-classical. Conformal fixed points
of the field theory’s RG flow possessing a conformal group G correspond to systems on geometries whose
isometry coincides with G, at least locally. Although first introduced as a duality between strongly coupled
large N field theories and classical gravitational theories with matter, it is known that the correspondence
runs more deep. In fact, free O(N) vector models truncated to the single trace sector are now known to be
dual to semi-classical theories with an enormous gauge symmetry, generally known as higher spin theories
[163, 164, 165, 166, 167]. In Refs. [168, 169], it was argued that the gauge symmetry of the higher spin
theories has an origin in a bi-local, linear symmetry of free field theories, and employing the Polchinski exact
renormalization group (ERG) methods, a dual canonical bulk theory was derived. In this description, the
bulk fields correspond to a connection 1-form for the bi-local symmetry plus an adjoint-valued 0-form. There
is a solution of the bulk theory in which the adjoint 0-form field vanishes and the connection is taken to be
flat; this solution corresponds to the conformal fixed point, and the flat connection encodes the geometry
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associated with that fixed point (e.g., AdSd+1 when the fixed point has relativistic d-dimensional symmetry).
This holographic description is in fact effective: many of the usual elements of the AdS/CFT dictionary can
be seen to emerge from the above construction. In particular, there is an exact action for the bulk higher spin
theory1 and it has been shown explicitly that the action when evaluated on-shell precisely generates all of
the correlation functions of the field theory. The ‘holographic dictionary’ of this higher spin theory contains
many familiar entries, along with several features (such as the structure of ‘Witten diagrams’) which are
somewhat different, but appropriate to the first order connection formalism. Furthermore, it has been shown
[170] that at the linearized order, the bulk equations of motion in this higher spin theory are canonically
equivalent to the Fronsdal equations, which is a basic sanity check from the point of view of group theory.
The story thus far has focussed on the generating functional of correlators in the vacuum state, around which
the original GKPW dictionary was built. The goal of the present chapter is to extend the ERG analysis to
the renormalization group flows of the wave functionals of the vacuum and a large class of excited states;
see [171, 172, 173, 174] for previous work along these lines. For simplicity, we will confine ourselves in this
chapter to the O(N)-singlet sector of the bosonic vector model, with the excited states created by the action
of an arbitrary number of single-trace operators acting on the vacuum. Although this sector of the theory
enjoys many familiar properties of the free theory, it’s renormalization group flow already presents us with
interesting results. The main result which will emerge from this analysis is a formulation of ERG for states
in terms of a continuum analogue of a tensor network. For instance, the ERG flow equation for the vacuum
state takes the form
z
∂
∂z
∣Ω(z)⟩ = i(K(z) +L(z))∣Ω(z)⟩, (3.1)
where both K and L are local (in position space) unitary operators; a similar equation works out for excited
states as well. This unitary action can be naturally extended to O(N)-singlet excited states by requiring
as an RG principle that these states, as well, have unitary flows. This requirement is, in fact, equivalent to
requiring that the sources preparing the states flow according to their standard beta functions. The action of
the operator K on the state has the effect of freezing out the high-energy modes while leaving the low-energy
modes untouched. For excited states, this has an interesting interpretation in terms of entanglement – the
operator K removes all entanglement between high-energy and low-energy modes. In other words, K acts
as a disentangler in momentum space. This is to be contrasted with the tensor network descriptions MERA
[175, 176] and cMERA [177, 136], where the central theme is to disentangle the state in position space.
1More precisely, the bulk dynamics is described in the Hamiltonian formalism, which can then be rewritten in terms of a
phase space action.
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As mentioned previously, the field theory of interest in this chapter, namely the single-trace sector of the
d-dimensional O(N) vector model, is holographically dual to a higher spin theory on AdSd+1. Indeed,
there is by now a sizable literature claiming a deep relation between tensor networks and holography; see
[178, 179, 180, 136, 181, 182, 137, 183] and references there-in. It is therefore clearly an interesting question
whether we can shed light on the AdS/tensor network correspondence within our framework. However the
spirit of the present chapter is primarily field theoretic – making contact with the holographic descriptions
presented previously in [168, 169] will be left to future work. Although we are not discussing real-space
entanglement renormalization in the present work, we should perhaps remark in passing that for theories
with higher spin duals, the holographic dictionary to compute real-space entanglement (for excited states)
is not known in general dimension. Furthermore, these dual higher spin theories are not geometric in the
conventional sense, and so it is unclear to what extent one can recover conventional geometries from the
tensor network constructions for free theories.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Because we want to employ exact renormalization methods,
in Section 2 we recall the construction of wave functionals in continuum free field theories. Although much
of this discussion is standard material, we provide it here for completeness. In particular, we consider N
scalar fields and define the generator of such states by introducing sources for all O(N)-singlet single trace
operators. As well, we give a short review of the implementation of ERG for the partition function, regarded
as a functional of the operator sources. In Section 3, we discuss the implementation of ERG in the context
of wave functionals and transition amplitudes. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 the renormalization scale dependence
of the ground state and excited states, respectively, is determined. The form of these equations suggest
an interpretation in terms of a scale transformation and a disentangling operation (in momentum space).
In Section 4, we discuss this interpretation of the solutions of the RG equations and make comparisons
with Wilsonian RG and entanglement RG. Other background material and details on the calculation of wave
functionals in field theories, on the form of suitable regulators, and further details of the exact renormalization
group formalism are included in the appendices.
3.2 O(N) Singlet wave functionals in Vector Models
We consider a relativistic scalar field theory with N scalars φa(t, x⃗) (where a = 1,⋯N) on d dimensional
Minkowski spacetime (D = d − 1 will denote the number of spatial dimensions). To construct a basis
for the Hilbert space, we introduce a foliation in terms of space-like hypersurfaces, {Σt} (where t is the
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Minkowski time). On a particular hypersurface, Σ, we introduce a basis ∣ϕa(x⃗)⟩ for the Hilbert space, with
ϕa(x⃗) ∈ L2(Σ).
For any generic state, it is useful to work with its overlap with the basis states ∣ϕa(x⃗)⟩, that is, the wave
functional corresponding to the state. For the theory under consideration, there is a simple and explicit
construction of the wave functionals corresponding to the ground state and a class of O(N)-singlet excited
states, in terms of a path integral with fixed boundary conditions on Σ; we will review this construction
below. The action is given by
Sφ = 1
2
N∑
a=1∫M dt dDx⃗ φa(t, x⃗) ◻ φa(t, x⃗) + 12 N∑a=1∫Σ dDx⃗ φa(x⃗)nµ∂µφa(x⃗). (3.2)
where we are using the mostly plus Lorentzian signature: ◻ ≡ ∂µ∂µ = −∂2t + ∇⃗2. From here on we will drop
the O(N) indices and leave their sum implicit.
From a classical point of view, the boundary term in (3.2) is necessary to obtain a well-defined variational
principle, consistent with fixing φ∣
Σ
= ϕ, while in the path integral language, these terms enforce appropriate
boundary conditions. Since we are in free field theory we have the luxury of performing the path integral,
weighted by Sφ, over field configurations that obey the boundary condition, φ∣
Σ
= ϕ. In order to do this, it
is convenient to rewrite the integration variable as a classical field satisfying the equations of motion with
the boundary conditions plus quantum fluctuations that vanish on Σ:
φ = φc + χ ◻ φc = 0 φc∣Σ = ϕ(x⃗) χ∣Σ = 0. (3.3)
For completeness, this is reviewed in great detail in Appendix C.1. The result is the correct ground state
wave functional. Additionally by considering the boundary of the manifold to consist of two surfaces, Σ±, we
show in the same appendix that the path integral weighted by Sφ produces the correct transition amplitudes.
3.2.1 States
As mentioned above, the procedure for constructing states from the path integral is simple. Let us first
recall the construction of the ground state wave functional. Consider the Euclidean path integral Z[M−;ϕ]
on the lower-half space τ ≤ 0 (where τ is Euclidean time), with the boundary conditions φ(0, x⃗) = ϕ(x⃗), and
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limT→∞ φ(−T,x) = 0. From the standard time-slicing construction of this path integral, we have
Z[M−;ϕ] = lim
T→∞ ⟨ϕ(x⃗) ∣e− ∫ 0−T dτHˆ ∣0⟩ (3.4)
where note that ∣0⟩ is not the vacuum, but corresponds to the field configuration φ(x⃗) = 0. However, by
expanding ∣0⟩ in terms of energy eigenstates, we see that the limit T → ∞ isolates the vacuum state inside
this expansion, and so we obtain2
Z[M−;ϕ] ∼ ⟨ϕ(x⃗)∣Ω⟩ (3.5)
where the overall normalization factor will be fixed shortly. So we deduce that the Euclidean path integral
over the lower half-space constructs the ground state wave functional ⟨ϕ(x⃗)∣Ω⟩ (see fig 2(a)).
τ = 0
φ(x)→ 0
φ(0, "x) = ϕ("x)
τ → −∞
τ
!x
τ = 0
φ(x)→ 0
φ(0, "x) = ϕ("x)
τ → −∞
τ
!x
Figure 3.1: (a) The ground state wave functional is given by the Euclidean path integral on the lower-half space. (b)
Excited states can be constructed by operator insertions in the path integral. Figure taken from [4].
There are several directions in which we can generalize this construction. Firstly, we can construct excited
states; in this chapter, we will be interested in states of the form
∣ψ⟩ = e−δHˆOˆ1(0, x⃗1)Oˆ2(0, x⃗2)⋯Oˆn(0, x⃗n)∣Ω⟩ (3.6)
where the operators Oˆi are arbitrary, single trace O(N)-singlet operators (i.e., conserved currents of arbitrary
spin and their descendants). In order to ensure the normalizability of these states, we will always take δ > 0.
These states can be constructed by performing the path integral on the lower half space, with the appropriate
operator insertions at τ = −δ (see Fig. 3.1(b)). In fact, a convenient way to deal with these states in terms
2The projection onto the ground state pertains only when there exists a small gap, e.g., a mass term µ2φ2 in the action
(and the state ∣0⟩ has non-zero overlap with the vacuum). Such a gap of course breaks the conformal invariance of the theory,
so one might worry that this interferes with the renormalization group flow. We will see later that µ2 is a special case of a
bi-local source whose RG equations we will derive generically. It will then be clear that the limit µ2 → 0 is consistent with
renormalization.
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of path integrals is to package them in a generating functional3
∣ψ[B]⟩ = TEe− 12 ∫M− ddx ∫M− ddy φˆa(x)B(x,y)φˆa(y)∣Ω⟩ (3.7)
where TE denotes Euclidean time-ordering, and the bi-local source B(x, y) can be thought of as taking the
form of a “differential operator”
B(x, y) = ∞∑
s=0B(s)µ1⋯µs(x)∂µ1⋯∂µsδd(x − y). (3.8)
It should be clear from the time-slicing construction that TE allows us to write the state ψ[B] as the
Euclidean path integral on the lower half-space, but with the action deformed by the source term
⟨ϕ(x⃗)∣ψ[B]⟩ = ∫ φ(0,x⃗)=ϕ(x⃗)
φ(−∞,x⃗)→0 [Dφ] e−S , S = Sφ + 12 ∫M− ddx∫M− ddy φa(x)B(x, y)φa(y) (3.9)
A second direction in which we can generalize is to consider the real-time evolution of the excited states
discussed above, namely ∣ψ(t0)⟩ = e−δHˆ−it0Hˆ ∣ψ⟩ (3.10)
This is easily accomplished by performing the path integral in complex time, along the contour C shown in
Fig. 3.2 (with t = −iτ along the Euclidean section of the contour). In fact, it is a simple matter to generalize
the generating functional of states to real time by extending the source B along this contour – we will refer
to this generating functional as ∣ψC[B]⟩. The utility of defining this generating functional is that it allows
us to study the evolution of the more general class of states which are created by the contour-ordered action
of operators, i.e. ∣ψ(t0)⟩C = e−δHˆ−it0HˆTC[Oˆ(t1, x⃗1)⋯Oˆ(tn, x⃗n)]∣Ω⟩. (3.11)
The more general situation of out-of-time-order action of operators (in real time) requires a more complicated
contour, and will not be considered in this chapter.
Finally, let us discuss the norm of the state ∣ψC[B]⟩. The dual ⟨ψC[B]∣ involves a reverse of contour ordering
and so the combined contour over which the path integral is performed is the time-contour C˜ shown in figure
3.2(b). Therefore, the norm is given by the partition function of the theory for the time-contour C˜, but
3As we will see shortly, potential divergences from the φ − φ OPE are cancelled when we normalize these states.
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tt = t0
t
Figure 3.2: (a) Operator insertions along the Euclidean branch of the contour prepares a state, while operator insertions in
the real time calculate correlation functions in that state. (b) Operator and state norms are given by the path integral over
the reflected contour. Evolution by a small imaginary time δ ensures these norms do not suffer from contact divergences
of operators acting at the same spacetime point. Figure taken from [4].
where the source B is taken to satisfy the reflection symmetry
B(tx, x⃗; ty, y⃗) = B∗(t∗x, x⃗; t∗y, y⃗) (3.12)
For the most part, we will find it convenient to divide out by the normalization and deal with the normalized
generating functional ∣ΨC[B]⟩ = 1
Z
1/2
C˜
[B] ∣ψC[B]⟩, ZC˜[B] = ⟨ψC[B]∣ψC[B]⟩ (3.13)
It is worth emphasizing that the state ∣ΨC[B]⟩ does not generate normalized excited states directly:
− i δ
δB(x, y) ∣ΨC[B]⟩ = (Oˆ(x, y) −Re ⟨Oˆ(x, y)⟩B)∣ΨC[B]⟩, (3.14)
is not normalized to unity.
3.2.2 Background Symmetry
Before moving on to renormalization, let us address a large background symmetry group present in our
description of wave functionals. We have established that the wave functional is the path integral over field
configurations with Dirichlet boundary conditions on a constant time slice Σ:
⟨ϕ(x⃗)∣ψC[B]⟩ = ∫ [Dφ]φ(t0,x⃗)=ϕ(x⃗)φ(−∞,x⃗)→0 eiSC[φ], (3.15)
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where the subscript C on the action indicates that we integrate along the time-contour C. In this path
integral, φ is an integration variable and so we are always allowed a field redefinition of the form4
φ′(x) = ∫ ddyL(x, y)φ(y) ≡ (L ○ φ) (x), (3.16)
where we have introduced the “○” product notation to denote an integration over interior points y. For now,
let us ignore any subtleties associated with the boundary at t = t0; we will return to these shortly. Following
[169], we require L to satisfy (LT ○L)(x, y) = δd(x − y), (3.17)
and further require the source to transform as
B → L−1 ○B ○L (3.18)
Additionally, we must also introduce another source Wµ(x, y) to act as a background connection, which
transforms as
Wµ → L−1 ○Wµ ○L +L−1 ○ [∂µ,L]○ . (3.19)
extending ∂µ to
Dµ(x, y) = ∂(x)µ δd(x − y) +Wµ(x, y). (3.20)
With these conditions, it is easy to check that the bulk action is invariant5 under (3.16). We will refer to the
group of these background symmetries of the path integral as O(L2), because these are linear transformations
on square-integrable fields which satisfy the orthogonality condition (3.17). As was discussed in [169], it is
always possible to take Wµ to be a flat connection W
(0)
µ :
∂µW
(0)
ν − ∂νW (0)µ + [W (0)µ ,W (0)ν ]○ = 0. (3.21)
This is because any corrections to W (0) under the renormalization group flow which are not flat can always
be absorbed into the other source B. This is a special property of the bosonic theory. In this sense, the flat
connection W (0) is associated with the free fixed point, while the source B should be thought of as deforming
away from the fixed point. From here on we will assume that the background connection is flat, but for
4In order to make contact with more familiar background symmetries, it is useful to take L to be quasi-local:
L(x, y) = δd(x − y) + ζµ(x)∂(x)µ δd(x − y) + ζµν(x)∂(x)µ ∂(x)ν δd(x − y) + ζµνλ(x)∂(x)µ ∂(x)ν ∂(x)λ δd(x − y) +⋯,
where we see that the first non-trivial term is a diffeomorphism, while the higher terms are higher spin transformations.
5More precisely, the transformation (3.16) induces a Ward identity that relates the partition function evaluated at one value
of B,Wµ to another related to it by (3.18,3.19).
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tidiness, refrain from including the “(0)” superscript.
We must now confront the fact that since we are dealing with wave functionals, our spacetime manifold has
a boundary, namely the Cauchy surface Σ at t = t0. Indeed, we have to be careful in how we treat L as we
approach Σ. For example, in a derivative expansion the first non-trivial term acts as a diffeomorphism on φ.
We want to restrict to diffeomorphisms which preserve the Cauchy surface; similar remarks apply to higher
spin transformations.6 This means we should restrict O(L2) transformations to become bi-local only in the
spatial directions within the δ neighborhood of Σ:
lim
t→t0L(t, x⃗; t′, x⃗′) = `(t, x⃗; x⃗′)δ(t − t′). (3.22)
We will call this subgroup O{Σ}(L2) to make explicit its dependence on the constant time boundary. This
subgroup then acts on the boundary values by
ϕ′(x⃗) = ∫ dDx⃗′`(t0, x⃗; x⃗′)ϕ(x⃗′) ≡ (`∣t0 ⋅ ϕ) (x⃗). (3.23)
where the “⋅” product denotes an integration along the spatial coordinates of Σ. In allowing O{Σ}(L2) to
act on the boundary values of φ, we should be careful to covariantize the boundary term in the action (see
(3.2)):
∫
Σ
dDx⃗ ϕ ∂tφ∣t →∫
Σ
dDx⃗ dDx⃗′ ϕ(x⃗) (∂t δD(x⃗ − x⃗′) +wt(t0, x⃗; x⃗′))φ(t0, x⃗′)
≡ ∫
Σ
dDx⃗ ϕ(t0, x⃗)(Dt ⋅ φ)(t0, x⃗), (3.24)
where in the above expression we have required W
(0)
µ to become temporally local within the δ neighborhood
of Σ:
lim
t→t0W (0)µ (t, x⃗; t′, x⃗′) = wµ(t; x⃗, x⃗′)δ(t − t′) (3.25)
In addition to the symmetries discussed above, there is also a scaling symmetry, which is going to be relevant
for the renormalization group. Let us introduce a Weyl parameter z and rescale the metric, ηµν → z−2ηµν .
At the same time we rescale the bi-local source B → zd+2B and the connection Wµ → zdWµ; note from (3.25)
6Additionally, as we discussed above, we have tuned our sources to zero within a neighborhood of width δ around Σ. We
still wish to keep this buffer zone around Σ, for normalizability.
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that the boundary connection rescales as wµ → zd−1wµ. The field theory action now reads
Sφ + Ssource = 1
2zd−2 ∫M φ(x) ○D2 ○ φ(x) + 12zd−2 ∫Σ ϕ(x⃗) ⋅Dt ⋅ φ(x⃗) + 12zd−2 ∫M φ(x) ○B ○ φ(x). (3.26)
With these redefinitions, it is easy to see that
φ→ λ d−22 φ, z → λz (3.27)
is a symmetry of the action. Together with O{Σ}(L2) transformations, we will sometimes denote the full
group (including the above scaling symmetry) as CO{Σ}(L2). We can now write down a Ward identity for
CO{Σ}(L2) which succinctly encodes the background symmetries discussed above:
⟨λ d−22 ` ⋅ ϕ∣Ψ[z,M,B]⟩ = J−N/2(λ,`) ⟨ϕ∣Ψ[λ−1z, λ−1M,L−1 ○B ○L]⟩ (3.28)
where by using the notation ∣Ψ[z,M,B]⟩, we have chosen to explicitly display the dependence of the state on
the cutoff M (to be introduced shortly) and the Weyl factor z. Additionally, L is an O{Σ}(L2) transformation
which approaches ` close to Σ, and JN(λ,`) is the Jacobian from the switching of integration variables (D(λ d−22 `⋅
ϕ) = JN(λ,`)Dϕ) in the normalization.
3.3 The Exact Renormalization Group for states
Our discussion up to now has been formal; in practice, one must define a regularization scheme such that
the path integrals in question exist and can be evaluated. In this chapter, following [184, 168, 169], we will
use a regularization scheme that eliminates the effects of the high momentum modes in the path integral by
including a smooth cutoff function K(s) in the action, with
K(0) = 1 lim
s→∞K(s) = 0. (3.29)
We augment our action to
Sφ = 1
2zd−2 ∫M φ(x) ○ K−1 (− z2M2 D⃗2) ○D2 ○ φ(x) + 12zd−2 ∫Σ ϕ(x⃗) ⋅K−1 (− z2M2 D⃗2) ⋅Dt ⋅ φ∣Σ (x⃗) (3.30)
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so that field configurations with large spatial momentum contribute a rapidly varying phase to the path
integral (or along Euclidean sections of the contour, provide exponentially suppressed contributions to the
path integral). It is important to note that in doing so we are not truncating the Hilbert space, but we are
limiting the dynamics of high momentum modes. We note that the class of cutoff functions we use in this
chapter is different from the cutoff functions appearing in previous works [168, 169] — in particular we choose
to regulate with respect to the spatial Laplacian, D⃗2, as opposed to the full d’Alembertian, D2. Although we
do not expect different cutoff functions to change the essential physics, there are classes of cutoff functions
that are better suited for a given calculation. A discussion of why the above cutoff is natural for studying
states is given in appendix C.3, but broadly the reason is as follows: the Hilbert space at the free fixed point
can be thought of as a tensor product of harmonic oscillators corresponding to each momentum mode k⃗:
H = ⊗k⃗∈Rd−1Hk⃗ (3.31)
The above choice of cutoff function preserves this structure (were we to include time-derivatives inside the
cutoff function, this would no longer be the case), but tunes the parameters of the high-energy oscillators
(k⃗ ≫M/z) so as to exponentially suppress their dynamics. Furthermore, by excising time derivatives from
the cutoff we can more cleanly implement a variational principle consistent with fixing field configurations
at fixed times.
Let us begin by recalling how the exact renormalization program works for the Euclidean partition function
(the details of which can be found in [169]). First we start with the partition function as a functional of the
bi-local source, B, and the source for the identity, U . This partition function is defined in the presence of a
regulator with a cutoff, M , and a Weyl scaling parameter z (defined in the previous section): ZE[z,M,B,U].
The renormalization of the partition function is then a two step process:
• The first step is to lower the cutoff M → λM with λ < 1. In Polchinski’s exact renormalization this is
done directly by changing the cutoff function; in the Wilsonian method this is analogous to integrating
out the high frequency modes. This is then interpreted as the partition function of an effective theory
at lower momenta, with new values of the sources:
ZE[z,M,B,U] = ZE[z, λM, B˜, U˜]. (3.32)
The expressions for B˜ and U˜ can be derived in detail by the methods in [184].
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• The next step is to perform a CO(L2) transformation, L, to bring the cutoff back to M while scaling
the Weyl factor to λ−1z. Since, as discussed above, this is a redefinition of path integration variables,
this is also an identity:
ZE[z, λM, B˜, U˜] = ZE[λ−1z,M,L−1 ○ B˜ ○L, ˆ˜U] ≡ ZE[λ−1z,M,B(λ−1z),U(λ−1z)], (3.33)
(here ˆ˜U allows for the possibility of a CO(L2) anomaly).
Now we are interested in adapting the above discussion to the ERG flow of states or wave functionals,
as opposed to partition functions. Since we’re interested in the general class of excited states (3.6), it is
convenient to formulate this discussion in terms of the generating functional of states ΨC[B], as has been
explained previously. To be precise, what we are interested in here is the flow in the space of states of
the undeformed CFT; that is, we are thinking of the states themselves, rather than correlation functions
of operators in non-trivial states. This distinction is important conceptually, but in practice the difference
between sources for operators and sources for operators that occur in the definition of a state amounts to
where the sources occur along the contour. Locality in time along the contour is maintained throughout.
These issues are discussed further in appendices.
How should one formulate the renormalization group equation for the generating functional of states? Since
ΨC[B] can be written as a path integral along the appropriate time contour, we expect that the renormal-
ization can be carried out by following the same steps as in the case of the Euclidean partition function;
indeed, this is what we will do. The corresponding path integral will give us a one-parameter ΨC[z,B],
which we treat as the Wilsonian effective generating functional of states. Thus, ERG for states can again
be stated as a two-step process:
Step 1: Lower the cutoff
To be explicit, recalling eq. (3.15), the generating functional of states is given by the path integral
ΨC[z,M,B,ϕ] = ⟨ϕ∣ΨC⟩ = N ∫ [Dφ]ϕ exp (iSφ + iSsource) (3.34)
where Sφ is defined as in eq. (3.30). From here we can compute M
∂
∂M
Ψ from the standard Polchinski
formalism, the only subtlety arising from treating the boundary terms carefully. This is done in detail in
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appendix C.4 and we will simply quote the result here:
M
∂
∂M
Ψ[z,M,B,U ;ϕ]
= ⎛⎝−zTrΣ×C (B ○∆B ○B ○ δδB ) − zN4 TrΣ (∆Σ) − z2 ∫Σ ϕ ⋅∆Σ ⋅ δδϕ⎞⎠Ψ[z,M,B,U ;ϕ]. (3.35)
In this formula we have defined
∆B = (D2)−1 ○ M
z
d
dM
K, (3.36)
namely, the derivative of the field theory two-point function with respect to M , and
∆Σ = K−1M
z
d
dM
K∣
Σ
(3.37)
is a boundary kernel. Note that, since K involves a flat connection, there is no ordering ambiguity in these
definitions.7
Step 2: Scale transformation
The second step is now to raise the cutoff by performing an infinitesimal CO{Σ}(L2) transformation with
λ = 1−ε. We parameterize this transformation by L = 1+εzWz+O(ε2) in the interior and ` = 1+εz wz+O(ε2)
on Σ. Using the Ward identity (3.28), we then obtain
z
∂
∂z
Ψ = ⎛⎝zTrΣ×C (([Wz,B]○ +B ○∆B ○B) ○ δδB ) + zN2 TrΣg + z∫Σ ϕ ⋅ gt ⋅ δδϕ⎞⎠Ψ. (3.38)
where we have defined the bi-local kernel
g(z; x⃗, y⃗) ∶= (1
2
∆Σ +wz)(x⃗, y⃗) (3.39)
The trace over Σ of wz arises from the Jacobian of the infinitesimal CO{Σ}(L2) transformation. From the
above equation we see that U plays only a spectator role in the ERG equation; from here on, we will drop
it from the notation. We now want to understand the meaning of the various terms appearing in the above
equation. We remark in passing that whereas in the case of the partition function, the RG principle is often
stated as the partition function being independent of the value of the cutoff M , in the case of states, we
7We note that a term of the form TrΣ×C (∆B ○B) that was present in previous ERG calculations [168, 169], is cancelled due
to the normalization of the wave functional. The normalization is additionally responsible for the appearance of the TrΣ(∆Σ)
term which arises from an integration by parts inside of the ∫ [Dϕ] integral.
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simply organize the calculation in such a way as to eliminate derivatives with respect to M . Later we will
see that this leads to an interpretation in which the ERG acts unitarily on states.
3.3.1 Ground state
Let us first investigate the above equation for the ground state wave functional. This means we turn all
sources off along the Euclidean section of our contour. As we can see from (3.38), this is consistent: setting
B = 0 completely eliminates the δ
δB
terms in the differential equation and no extra operators are pulled down
as we move along z:
z
∂
∂z
ΨΩ[z,M,ϕ] = ⎛⎝zN2 TrΣ (12∆Σ +wz) + z∫Σ ϕ ⋅ (12∆Σ +wtz) ⋅ δδϕ⎞⎠ΨΩ[z,M,ϕ]. (3.40)
That is, the ERG flow induces no mixing of the ground state with other states at the UV fixed point. Let us
rearrange this equation slightly, to make it somewhat more transparent. Recall that in the wave functional
representation of a state, ϕ and δ
δϕ
are the operators φˆ and pˆi, respectively, acting on ΨΩ:
⟨ϕ∣φˆ(x⃗)∣Ω⟩ = ϕ(x⃗)ΨΩ[ϕ] ⟨ϕ∣pˆi(x⃗)∣Ω⟩ = −i δ
δϕ(x⃗)ΨΩ[ϕ]. (3.41)
Together with (3.40), this then implies that the ground state satisfies the following flow equation in the z
direction
z
d
dz
∣Ω(z)⟩ = i(K(z) +L(z))∣Ω(z)⟩,
K(z) = z
2
(pˆi ⋅∆Σ(z) ⋅ φˆ + φˆ ⋅∆tΣ(z) ⋅ pˆi)
L(z) = z
2
(pˆi ⋅wz(z) ⋅ φˆ + φˆ ⋅wtz(z) ⋅ pˆi) (3.42)
Both K and L are Hermitian operators. The operator K(z) essentially damps out the dynamics of the
UV modes, while preserving the direct product structure (in momentum space) of the vacuum. Of course,
as we will see in the following section, generic excited states are not product states in momentum space –
in this case then, the operator K(z) will play the role of a momentum space disentangler, and will remove
entanglement between modes above and below the scale M/z. Furthermore, by a judicious choice of the
cutoff function (such as if we take it to be the exponential function) the operator K may be thought of
as a local operator in position space. On the other hand, the quasi-local operator L implements the scale
transformation which appears in the second step of ERG, in addition to a possible O{Σ}(L2) transformation.
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Interestingly, the differential equation (3.42) can be formally solved in terms of the path-ordered exponential
of K +L:
ΨΩ[z∗, ϕ] = ⟨ϕ∣Ω(z∗)⟩ = ⟨ϕ∣Pe i2 ∫ z∗ dz ∫Σ(pˆi⋅g(z)⋅φˆ+φˆ⋅gt(z)⋅pˆi)∣Ω()⟩. (3.43)
where ∣Ω()⟩ is the UV ground state, and the kernel g(z) was defined in (3.39). It is illuminating to write
down this wave functional explicitly in the case where we choose to be a simple scale transformation at each
z, wz(x⃗, y⃗) = − 1z (d−2)2 δD(x⃗ − y⃗). Then solving (3.40), we obtain
ΨΩ[z,M,ϕ] = detΣ (z2−dK−1∣D⃗∣)N/4 exp⎛⎝− 12zd−2 ∫ dDk⃗(2pi)D ϕ(−k⃗)K−1 ( z2M2ωk⃗)ωk⃗ ϕ(k⃗)⎞⎠ (3.44)
with ωk⃗ satisfying (D⃗2∣
Σ
⋅ ψk⃗) (x⃗) = −ω2k⃗ψk⃗(x⃗). (3.45)
for some complete set of eigenfunctions8 ψk⃗ and ϕ(x⃗) = ∫ dD k⃗(2pi)Dϕ(k⃗)ψk⃗(x⃗). Similarly the determinant
prefactor is defined by the product of ωk⃗. Reassuringly, one can check that this wave functional defines the
ground state at a scale z by either explicitly doing the path integral defining it, or by canonical means, both
of which are done in appendix C.1.
3.3.2 Excited states
Now let us investigate the flow of excited states, i.e. keeping B ≠ 0, and make some comments about the
nature of the RG equation, (3.38). We can rewrite this equation in terms of the newly defined Hermitian
operators K and L as
z∂z ∣ΨC[B]⟩ = (−Trβ ○ δ
δB
+ iK + iL) ∣ΨC[B]⟩ (3.46)
where we have defined the bi-local beta function
β(x, y) = −z([Wz,B]○ +B ○∆B ○B)(x, y) (3.47)
However, we note that while the K +L term in (3.46) is a Hermitian operator defined without any explicit
reference to the state on which it acts, the beta function term depends explicitly on the source B preparing
the state. Since ∣ΨC[B]⟩ is the generating functional for excited states, it is clear from equation (3.46) that
the beta function term induces a mixing between the states ∣Ω⟩, O∣Ω⟩, OO∣Ω⟩, . . . as we move in z.
8e.g. in the gauge wµ = 0, they can be chosen to be the plane waves ψk⃗(x⃗) ∼ eik⃗⋅x⃗ and ωk⃗ = √k⃗2.
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A natural way to think of how RG is changing the initial state is to think of the generating functional of states
ΨC[B] as being a family of states parametrized by the source, B. In this language, we have a one-dimensional
vector space (spanned by ΨC) fibered over the (infinite dimensional) manifold, MB , coordinatized by the bi-
local sources B(x, y). This base space is a generalization of the usual notion in RG of the space of couplings,
here appearing as a parameterization of states. The beta function term in the RG equation for ΨC can then
be interpreted in terms of a flow along the vector field β on MB . In fact, if we interpret z as parameterizing
a curve9 B ∶ R+ →MB (3.48)
then ΨC[z,B(z)] flows along this particular curve10 via
d
dz
∣ΨC[z,B(z)]⟩ = ∂
∂z
∣ΨC[z,B(z)]⟩ +Tr (∂zB(z) ○ δ
δB(z)) ∣ΨC[z,B(z)]⟩. (3.49)
We see from (3.46) that along special curves solving
z∂zB = β(B), (3.50)
namely the integral curves of the vector field β, the state ΨC[z,B(z)] has a particularly simple, unitary flow
equation:
z
d
dz
∣ΨC[z,B(z)]⟩ = i (K +L) ∣ΨC[z,B(z)]⟩ (3.51)
of the same form as (3.42).
9Note that we are using the notation B(z) to denote the analogue of a ‘running coupling’, but we re-emphasize that here the
sources are regarded as encoding non-trivial states of the CFT, rather than corresponding to turning on non-trivial couplings
in the CFT.
10In this case the above equation admits another interesting interpretation – as described previously, the state ΨC[B] defines
a line bundle over MB , equipped with a Berry connection A. In this context, the ∂zB(z) term plays the role of the Berry
connection pulled back to the RG curve through the space of sources.
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B(z
)
M
B
z
|Ψ[zi,B(zi)]〉
|Ψ[zf ,B(zf )]〉
Pe
i
∫ zf
zi
dz
z
K(z
)
Figure 3.3: Along integral curves B(z) of the beta function, ∣Ψ[z;B(z)]⟩ undergoes a unitary flow generated locally by
the Hermitian operator K =K +L. Figure taken from [4].
We note that in the picture we have presented, B prepares a state for the Hilbert space on Σ. However, if we
were to regard B(z) instead as a coupling for single-trace operators modifying the action of the theory and
then ΨC as the corresponding ground state, then (3.50) is simply the ERG equation for the coupling B. In
this case the flow of the ground state is captured entirely by the action of the Hermitian operators K and
L sans any mixing with other states. This suggests that taking the state to flow along integral curves of β
is a natural requirement for ERG. We argue that, in fact, unitary evolution of the state under ERG should
be taken as an RG principle. In particular, the inner product of two unnormalized states is the Euclidean
partition function. Requiring that inner products remain unchanged through the flow in z is then equivalent
to requiring partition functions to be ERG invariants.
We end this section by remarking that it is the structure of the ERG setup that allows us to require a
unitary RG principle. In particular the regulation of the theory is implemented not by excluding the high
energy modes from the Hilbert space, but instead by altering the action (or equivalently the Hamiltonian)
of the theory. Because of this, lowering the cutoff does not change the size of the Hilbert space; the modes
above the cutoff remain ancillary. This is analogous to the “exact holographic map” variant of entanglement
renormalization [182]. In the next section we will see that K(z) =K +L has a natural home in the language
of unitary networks and we will expound upon the unitary structure of the ERG.
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3.4 The ERG as a tensor network
We now want to better understand the right hand side of equation (3.46), and in particular the meaning of
the hermitian operations appearing there. To facilitate this, we will focus on the one parameter family of
excited states, ∣Ψ(z)⟩ ≡ ∣Ψ[z,B(z)]⟩, evolving along the integral curve z∂zB = β and which satisfies (3.51),
or equivalently: ∣Ψ(z)⟩ = P ei ∫ zzIR duu K(u) ∣Ψ(zIR)⟩ , (3.52)
where K = K + L. The scale-dependent unitary evolution under RG which we have found is not a novel
concept. This is in fact a central feature in (multi-scale) entanglement renormalization, MERA, which is a
particular implementation of a tensor network representation of certain special states (namely the ground
state and low-energy excited states of a critical system). In MERA, a discrete system of finite size is “evolved”
step-by-step under the action of local (where by local we mean action on nearest-neighbour sites) unitary11
operators, thus building a web of unitary operations culminating in an infrared state. The central precept
of MERA is to choose the local unitaries carefully so as to spatially disentangle the state at each scale, thus
leading to an IR state which is completely disentangled spatially. Continuous versions of MERA (cMERA)
have also been proposed and studied [177, 136] for free quantum field theories, and are designed such that
many of the above features carry over.
In our case, we see from equation (3.52) that ERG naturally gives us a quasi-local continuum unitary
evolution, reminiscent of cMERA. So what is the operator K doing at each step of ERG? From its definition
we see that it is the combination of a scale transformation L and the operator K which freezes the UV modes
of the state above the given scale. This is of course remarkably similar to the hermitian operation which is
taken to generate the cMERA in free field theories – the combined action of a scale transformation and a
disentangler which removes real-space entanglement at each RG step. So then the question which remains
to be answered is whether we can interpret the operator K which appears in ERG as a disentangler – we
claim that in fact K plays the role of a disentangler in momentum space. To illustrate this, we will consider
a momentum-space reduced density matrix and track how it changes as momentum modes are traced over.
Before proceeding with this, let us clarify the differences between the structure of the ERG setup and the
familiar Wilsonian RG. In the latter, there is a hard cutoff in momentum space, and the RG is obtained by
lowering the cutoff by explicitly integrating over the degrees of freedom within shells in momentum space. In
11More precisely, these are taken to be isometries, but by adding ancillary degrees of freedom, it is possible to think of them
as unitary operators.
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Ref. [185], it was shown that this leads to a reduced density matrix which is mixed. In the ERG setup on the
other hand, all modes are present in the path integral but the high momentum structure of the Hamiltonian
of the theory is modified by the presence of the cutoff function, and ERG corresponds to lowering the
scale of the cutoff function. Nevertheless, we can still introduce the concept of a reduced density matrix in
momentum space in the ERG setup, by explicitly tracing over modes with momenta above a given scale µ.
Such a process then can be expected to give rise to a path integral that is formally similar to that employed
in Wilsonian RG.
So we will now consider the momentum-space reduced density matrix of a specific excited state. (Of course
the ground state of the system is a product state in momentum space and so the calculation is trivial in that
case; in order to understand the effect of K we need to look at an excited state.) For simplicity, let us pick
the state created by acting on the vacuum by a singlet operator which is local in position space12:
∣Ψφφ(z)⟩ = N φˆ(x⃗)φˆ(x⃗)∣Ω(z)⟩. (3.53)
The matrix elements of the density matrix in the ϕ(p⃗) basis are then:
⟨ϕ1(p⃗)∣ρφφ∣ϕ2(q⃗)⟩ = ∣N ∣2 ∫
p⃗1,2,q⃗1,2
ei∑(p⃗+q⃗)⋅x⃗ϕ1(p⃗1)ϕ1(p⃗2)ϕ2(q⃗1)ϕ2(q⃗2)e− 12zd−2 ∫k⃗(ϕ1(−k⃗)K−1ωk⃗ϕ1(k⃗)+ϕ2(−k⃗)K−1ωk⃗ϕ2(k⃗))
(3.54)
Now we choose some reference momentum µ, and calculate the reduced density matrix by tracing out all of
the degrees of freedom with momenta ∣k⃗∣ ≥ µ, that is
⟨ϕ1,<(p⃗)∣ρφφ,<∣ϕ2,<(q⃗)⟩ ∶= ∫ ∏∣k⃗∣≥µdϕ˜>(k⃗)⟨ϕ1,<(p⃗)∣⊗ ⟨ϕ˜>(k⃗)∣ρφφ∣ϕ2,<(q⃗)⟩⊗ ∣ϕ˜>(k⃗)⟩. (3.55)
The Gaussian weight factorizes nicely under the splitting of the Hilbert space and the two-point and four-
point integrations of ϕ˜>(k⃗) are performed easily. Up to overall normalization we obtain
ρφφ,< ∼{(N2 + 2N)z2(d−2) ∫∣p⃗∣≥µ K(p⃗)ωp⃗ ∫∣q⃗∣≥µ K(q⃗)ωq⃗+zd−2 ∫∣q⃗∣≥µ K(q⃗)ωq⃗ ∫∣p⃗1,2∣<µ(Nϕ1,<(p⃗1)ϕ1,<(p⃗2) +Nϕ2,<(p⃗1)ϕ2,<(p⃗2) + 4ϕ1,<(p⃗1)ϕ2,<(p⃗2))ei∑ p⃗⋅x⃗
+ ∫∣p⃗1,2∣,∣q⃗1,2∣<µei∑(p⃗+q⃗)⋅x⃗ϕ1,<(p⃗1)ϕ1,<(p⃗2)ϕ2,<(q⃗1)ϕ2,<(q⃗2)} e− 12zd−2 ∫∣k⃗∣<µ(ϕ1K−1ωk⃗ϕ1+ϕ2K−1ωk⃗ϕ2)) (3.56)
We see that the third line of (3.56) has the form of the original density matrix, restricted to the subspace
12Since ∣Ψφφ⟩ involves a momentum integration, it is not a product state in momentum space.
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of momenta less than µ. If the terms in the first and second lines were absent, then the reduced density
matrix would be pure and identical in form to the original density matrix. However, the presence of these
terms indicates that the reduced density matrix is mixed and therefore this state would have non-zero
entanglement entropy in momentum space. Note though that each of these terms is weighted by factors
of the cutoff function. Thus, for scales µ2 >> M2
z2
, these integrals give vanishing contributions. That is
at scales greater than the cutoff, the reduced density matrix is essentially pure and the momentum space
entanglement entropy at this scale vanishes. Because the tracing out of ϕ˜> can be thought of in terms of
Wick contractions, this argument generalizes nicely to states formed by any polynomial of φˆφˆ; higher order
polynomials only give increasing powers of K. Because of the form of the cutoff function, the states with
momenta much larger than the cutoff are disentangled from those with momenta less than the cutoff. In the
ERG calculation, we note that the kernel ∆Σ involved in the definition (3.42) of K is determined by the
cutoff function alone, and is peaked at the renormalization scale. Consequently, the operator K implements
the disentangling of the modes at momentum M
z
from low-energy modes.
In terms of quantum information theory, the action of the unitary operator P ei ∫ zzIR duu K(u) is somewhat
analogous to compression; it packages the information in momentum space to modes below the effective
cutoff scale M
z
, with the density matrix above this scale being in a trivial product state. From this point of
view, these UV modes are analogous to ancillary degrees of freedom required to implement unitary evolution
in MERA. As we take z larger, the subsystem carrying the entanglement gets increasingly smaller, but
throughout the process the size of the Hilbert space remains the same and since the action is unitary, no
information is lost.
M
z
M
z′
|Ψex(z′)〉|Ψex(z)〉
Pei
∫ z′
z
du
u K(u)
Figure 3.4: The darker region indicates entanglement in momentum space. The disentangler acts as a unitary channel
that pushes this to lower and lower scales. Figure taken from [4].
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The arguments above only rely on the asymptotic behavior of K at large momenta. Of course, these
asymptotics are fixed by requiring that loop integrals are UV finite via modifying the propagator:
i
p2 + i → iK (
z2p⃗2
M2
)
p2 + i . (3.57)
That is, convergence of the field theory n-point functions naturally fixes that the IR state has no momentum
space entanglement. This is simply the organization given to us by ERG, given that there is a local (UV)
free fixed point theory. We contrast this property of the ERG tensor network with the tensor network
of cMERA. In cMERA, a particular spatially disentangled IR state is chosen; the appropriate unitary
transformations that connect it to the UV entangled state are determined by a variational principle. Now
let us suppose that we could build the cMERA tensor network from the ERG process. As we saw above, the
disentangler is determined by a choice of cutoff function, so let us suppose that there existed a cutoff function
that interpolates between the UV ground state at z = ε << 1 and the spatially unentangled IR ground state
of [136]:
ΨΩ[z,ϕ] = N exp(− 12zd−2 ∫Σ dD k⃗(2pi)Dϕ(−k⃗)K−1 ( z2ω2k⃗M2 )ωk⃗ϕ(k⃗))
z→ε<<1

z→∞
,,
ΨUV [ϕ] = NUV exp (− 12εd−2 ∫Σ dD k⃗(2pi)Dϕ(−k⃗)ωk⃗ϕ(k⃗)) ΨIR[ϕ] = NIR exp (− 12zd−2 ∫Σ ϕ(x⃗)Mz ϕ(x⃗))
.
It is easy to see that ΨIR defines a state with no spatial entanglement: it is a product state in position space.
One possible cutoff function that would implement this could be taken to be
K−1cMERA ⎛⎝z2ω2k⃗M2 ⎞⎠ = exp⎛⎜⎝12 log⎛⎝ M
2
z2ω2
k⃗
⎞⎠Θ⎛⎝1 − z2ω2k⃗M2 ⎞⎠⎞⎟⎠ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1
z2ω2
k⃗
M2
< 1
M
zωk⃗
z2ω2
k⃗
M2
≥ 1 (3.58)
Choosing such a cutoff function would then bridge the gap between the ERG and cMERA tensor networks.
More generally, requiring an ERG flow to the ΨIR ansatz in the cMERA network requires the asymptotic
behavior
KcMERA(s) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 s << 1√
s s >> 1 (3.59)
This does the opposite of what a regulator in a QFT is supposed to do — it is enhancing the loop integrals in
the large momentum regime. The “renormalization” of cMERA is then in this sense a qualitatively different
procedure than renormalization in the Wilsonian or ERG sense.
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3.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have applied the exact renormalization group procedure to path integral representations
of states directly in continuum field theory. In the process we have discovered that ERG naturally organizes
itself into a continuous tensor network. The nature of this tensor network is encoded in the Polchinski cutoff
function and its purpose is to move entanglement in momentum space into an increasingly smaller domain of
Hilbert space set by an effective renormalization scale, M/z. Despite having a wide range of cutoff functions
that one can use in ERG, the behavior of this network is set by the asymptotics of the cutoff function.
Ensuring that the correlators in the field theory are UV finite implies unambiguously that the IR state is
one of vanishing momentum space entanglement.
This should be contrasted with a very similar renormalization prescription for ground states of critical
systems, cMERA. In those prescriptions the IR state is chosen to be spatially unentangled and the ten-
sors comprising the network are set by a variational principle. We have argued that such renormalization
prescriptions, while perfectly natural to consider in the broader context of unitary quantum circuits, are
fundamentally different than renormalization in the Wilsonian sense. They do not regulate UV divergences
appearing in loop integrals. However, we note that in our discussion in the last section, it is the part of the
cutoff function above the renormalization scale that differs between ERG and cMERA. Indeed, there is no
doubt that the discrete version, MERA, where a fixed cutoff is provided by the lattice spacing, reproduces
Wilsonian RG flow, which can be seen for example, in real space entanglement [186].
In the recent literature, there has been a growing interest in the holographic interpretations of MERA
[187, 182, 181, 136] and it is clear that such schemes are capturing key features of holographic duality,
particularly the nature of holographic entanglement entropy. Early explanations of this involved interpreting
the MERA network as living on and describing a discrete geometry of a constant-time slice of AdS [178, 136].
However, there is growing evidence that the connection between MERA and AdS geometry is not so direct.
For example, the MERA tensor network fails consistency conditions for resolving length scales below the
AdS radius [188]. Furthermore several groups have suggested a connection between MERA and de Sitter
geometry on kinematic space [189, 183, 190]. In this chapter, instead of extrapolating holographic geometry
from a tensor network we have started with a system whose holographic geometry is well understood and
extracted a tensor network from it. Despite appearing superficially similar, this network has some important
differences from cMERA.
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There are several open questions at this stage. The first is how do multi-trace interactions change the tensor
network story, if at all? At the level of the partition function, it is well known that double trace deformations
in the field theory amount to a change of boundary conditions in the bulk of AdS at large N , and the ERG
framework can be extended to account for generic multi-trace interactions [191]. It would be interesting
to extend this program further to the context of the renormalization of non-trivial states. We expect, at
least at large N , that much of the above structure remains intact. Since the inner product of states can be
interpreted as a Euclidean partition function, we expect the unitarity of the flow to hold, in a sense similar
to that described in this chapter. Formalizing this is an area of ongoing work.
In this chapter, we have laid the groundwork for the study of the renormalization of wave functionals in
field theories. A natural extension would be to construct explicit reduced density matrices and hence to
study the RG evolution of real space entanglement. For spatial bipartitions, the reduced density matrix
has a corresponding path integral representation. For simple entanglement cuts (for instance, along a half-
space or along a spherical region), this problem is particularly tractable and one might expect to find
the ERG will be represented by unitary conjugation. However, as we have argued above, the structure
of this unitary network will be starkly different than that assumed in cMERA. Lastly, and perhaps most
intriguingly, is the connection between ERG and quantum information. There have been a wealth of recent
progress exploring how holographic duality encodes bulk quantities with key features of quantum information,
for example see [192, 137, 193, 194, 160, 195, 196, 197, 198] for a non-exhaustive sampling. Perhaps the
some of the more intriguing (and immediately relatable to the work of this chapter) aspects of this are
the “complexity=volume”/“complexity=action” conjectures [160, 199, 200, 201] alluded to in the discussion
of the previous chapter. Circuit complexity for gaussian states has been a tractable area to study these
conjectures from the field theory side (e.g. [202, 203, 204, 205]) by utilizing Nielsen’s geometric measures
of complexity [206, 207, 208]. We expect that many of those techniques are immediately applicable here:
indeed we have seen that the ERG both uniquely determines a terminal IR state and a preferred set of gates
(the momentum space disentangler and scale transformation) while leaving the details of the large class of
suitable cutoff functions undetermined and thus tuneable. A natural question to arise from this is what
such a “minimization of the cutoff” means from for both the field theory and the holographic dual? This
latter question is particularly stark because the holographic dual is not expected to be geometric in the
conventional sense. Additionally, one can imagine extending the set of ERG gates to the set of all conformal
Killing vectors (this is akin to developing a “local ERG” for states) in hopes of exploring these questions
for dual theories that are not gauge equivalent to higher-spins on pure AdS. Both of these avenues will be
active avenues of research in the near future.
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Appendix A
Appendices for Chapter 1
A.1 Geometric Interpretation of Primitivity
In this Appendix, we explore some of the implications of the primitivity condition of Section 1.2. We want
to look at this condition geometrically and show that it is a sufficient condition for uniquely embedding the
torus U(1)N ≃ TΛ0 ↪ U(1)2N ≃ TΛ. Recall that primitivity requires that the ( 2NN ) N ×N minors of the
matrix
P = ⎛⎜⎝ v
(L)−v(R) ⎞⎟⎠ (A.1)
have gcd 1. The key to this is to note that P encodes how many times TΛ0 wraps TΛ as one traverses through
one of its cycles. This is easiest to see in a linear embedding of TΛ0 into TΛ. That is, given global coordinates
θ⃗ = {θ1, . . . , θN} on TΛ0 all ranging from [0,1], and coordinates {θ⃗L; θ⃗R} = {θL,1, . . . , θL,N ; θR,1, . . . , θR,N}
on TΛ, also ranging from [0,1], then the map P ⋅ θ⃗ is a topological embedding when v(L) and v(R) are non-
degenerate integral matrices. The submanifold is then the graph of {θ⃗L,−v(R)v(L)−1 ⋅ θ⃗L}, or alternatively,{−v(L)v(R)−1 ⋅ θ⃗R, θ⃗R}, inside of TΛ. However, several choices of v(L) and v(R) yield the same graph. Let us
illustrate this with a simple example.
Let K(L) = 9 and K(R) = 1 be 1×1 K-matrices. Ignoring primitivity, solutions to the gluing conditions are
v(L) = m, v(R) = ±3m for some integer m. This embedding of U(1) ↪ U(1)2 is given in the figure below.
The embedded submanifold in fact depends only on the ratio −v(L)/v(R); different choices of m give different
coverings of the same manifold. Requiring v(L) and v(R) to be relatively prime then fixes an equivalence
class of this ratio which corresponds to the minimal covering.
This same principle can be extended to the U(1)N case. Let us focus on the graph of {θ⃗L; −v(R)v(L)−1 ⋅ θ⃗L}.
The key point is that every element of the matrix v(R)v(L)−1 is a ratio of two N ×N minors of P. To see
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Figure A.1: (Left) The graph of v(L) = m, v(R) = −3m. Note that the value of m is irrelevant for the graph. (Right)
The same graph as wrapped on the torus. Figure taken from [1].
this note that for any N ×N invertible matrix, the inverse can be written as
v(L)−1 = 1
det v(L)CTL, (A.2)
where CTL is the matrix of cofactors of v
(L) defined by its (N − 1) × (N − 1) minors via
CLij = (−1)i+jm(L)ij (A.3)
where m
(L)
ij is the minor formed from removed the i
th row and jth column from v(L). A typical element of
v(R)v(L)−1 is then (v(R)v(L)−1)
ij
= 1
det v(L)
N∑
k=1 v
(R)
ik (−1)j+km(L)jk . (A.4)
However, this is the ratio of det v(L) and the determinant of the matrix formed from replacing the jth row
of v(L) with the ith row of v(R), which are both N × N minors of P. The same logic can be run for the
equivalent parameterization of the graph as {−v(L) ⋅ v(R)−1 ⋅ θ⃗R; θ⃗R}. Thus an embedding in which all of
the minors share a common factor yields precisely the same graph as one in where they are relatively prime.
Hence, primitivity can be seen as a geometric condition for eliminating equivalent embeddings.
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A.2 Direct Calculation of Homogeneous Chern-Simons
Topological Entanglement
In section 1.3.1, we showed through a change of path integral variables that the topological Re´nyi entropy
across the heterointerface in S3 can be regarded as the Re´nyi entropy of an effective homogenized theory.
One can imagine then evaluating this homogenized path integral from the standard surgery arguments (e.g.
[42]). However, without a well defined notion of cutting and gluing along a heterointerface, we supplement
this with a more direct evaluation of the path integral on S3. To be more specific, after performing the
Fadeev-Popov procedure, the Chern-Simons path integral on a three manifold M3, can be evaluated as [76]
ZM3[K] = det′−1/4Ω1 ( K216pi2 ∆1)det′−1/4Ω3 ( K216pi2 ∆3)det′Ω0 (K4pi∆0) , (A.5)
where det′Ωp is the determinant (excluding zero modes) over the vector space of p-forms on M3, and ∆p =
d†d + dd† is the corresponding Laplace operator1 on Ωp. We are interested in factoring out the determinant
of the K-matrix from this product:
ZM3[K] ≃ (det K4pi)P0−P1/2−P3/2 (det′−1/4Ω1 (∆1)det′−1/4Ω3 (∆3)det′Ω0 (∆0) )N (A.6)
where N is the rank of K and the combination of powers P0 −P1/2 −P3/2 will be discussed below. It is
well known that the second factor, i.e., the one raised to the power N, is a topological invariant of M3 related
to the Ray-Singer torsion[209, 210]: T
−N/2
R.S. . Because TR.S. is a probe of the underlying manifold, and not of
the anyonic ground state degeneracy (that is to say it is independent of K), we disregard this contribution
to the path integral (that is, we normalize ZM3[K] by ZM3[IN×N ]). We regulate the powers Pp through
zeta function methods and so
Pp = ζ∆p(0) (A.7)
for the spectral zeta function of ∆p (excluding the zero modes). We simplify this by noting that Ωp admits
the Hodge decomposition Ωp = ΩTp ⊕ ΩLp ⊕ Ωhp where ΩTp , ΩLp , and Ωhp are the transverse, longitudinal, and
harmonic eigenspaces of the Laplacian, respectively2. It can be shown that ΩLp is isomorphic to Ω
T
p−1 and
furthermore, by Hodge duality, that ΩT,Lp ≃ ΩL,Td−p [211]. Excluding the zero modes, then the regulated power
1To define ∆p, we need to introduce a Riemannian metric on M3. Indeed this metric is introduced in the gauge-fixing stage.
Remarkably, however, the following results are independent of the metric chosen [76].
2That is any p-form can be written as ωp = d†σp+1 + dηp−1 +χhp for some p + 1 form σ, some p − 1 form η, and χ annihilated
by the Laplace operator.
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of k can be further decomposed into
− 1
2
(PT1 +PL1 ) − 12PL3 +PT0 = −12 (PT1 +PT0 ) − 12PT0 +PT0 = −12PT1 (A.8)
so we see that only the transverse subspace of the original one-forms contribute to this power, as we should
have expected from a gauge-invariant theory.
Now let us specialize to M3 = S3. Using the standard metric on S3, the degeneracies and eigenvalues
for the transverse eigenfunctions of 1-form Laplacian are D` = 2`(`+2) and λ` = −(`+1)2, respectively [211].
The zeta function is then
ζ−∆T1 (s) = ∞∑`=1 2`(` + 2)(` + 1)−2s = 2ζH(2s − 2; 2) − 2ζH(2s; 2) (A.9)
where ζH(z; q) is the Hurwitz zeta function, defined for Re(z) > 1 by ∞∑
n=0 (n + q)−z , and then analytically
continued for complex z. The special values of ζH(z; q) are well known and now we may take the s→ 0 limit.
In particular, we note ζH(0; q) = 12 − q and ζH(−n; q) = −Bn+1(q)n+1 where Bn+1(q) is the Bernoulli polynomial
when n is a natural number. Doing so we have
PT1 = 2ζH(−2; 2) − 2ζH(0; 2) = 1. (A.10)
The end result is that
ZS3[K] ≃ det−1/2K (A.11)
consistent with the known topological entanglement entropy.
As a brief aside, we can convince ourselves that these path integrals are properly normalized by repeat-
ing this procedure on M3 = S1 ×T 2. We then expect that the answer should be the dimension of the Hilbert
space on the torus: ZS1×T 2 = dimHT 2 = detK. Indeed by explicit calculation using the flat product metric
on S1 × T 2 ≃ S1 × S1 × S1, the eigenvalues for ∆T1 are
λ2 = 1
4
(m2 + n2 + p2) (A.12)
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where m,n, and p are integers, not all simultaneously zero. Each non-zero eigenvalue has degeneracy 2 and
so the spectral zeta function for this Laplacian is then
ζ∆T1 (s) = ∑
m,n,p∈Z3∖{0,0,0}2(m
2 + n2 + p2
4
)−s = 22s+1ζE,3(s; 0) (A.13)
where ζE,D(s; q) = ∑n⃗∈ZD∖0⃗ (∣n⃗∣2 + q2)−s converges for s > D/2 to the Epstein zeta function. Analytically
continuing this to ζE,3(0; 0) = −1 see then that the standard result is exactly reproduced:
ZS1×T 2 ≃ detK = dimHT 2 . (A.14)
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Appendix B
Appendices for Chapter 2
B.1 Link invariants from monodromies of conformal blocks
In this appendix, we review the calculation of coloured link invariants from the monodromy properties
of conformal blocks of the SU(2)k chiral WZW model. We will only review here the recipe for these
computations, following [129, 130, 131] (see [212] for requisite background material); we refer the reader
to these papers for further details. Since these techniques are required in this chapter for the two special
cases of the Whitehead link and the Borromean rings, we will present our discussion in the context of these
examples, but the techniques straightforwardly generalize to other links.
B.1.1 Whitehead link
Our basic ingredients in constructing link invariants will be S2 conformal blocks of chiral vertex operators in
SU(2)k WZW theory. For the case of the Whitehead link (and also Borromean rings), we need the six-point
blocks φp and φ
′
q shown in Figure B.1 below. The two different fusion channels correspond to two different
choices of a basis for the Hilbert space of Chern-Simons theory with six Wilson lines piercing through the
2-sphere. In fact, both φp and φ
′
q are orthonormal bases for the space of six-point conformal blocks on S
2
(see Figure B.1), and as such are related by a duality transformation a(p,q):
∣φp(j1, j2,⋯, j6)⟩ =∑
q
a(p,q)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j1 j2
j3 j4
j5 j6
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ∣φ
′
q(j1, j2,⋯, j6)⟩ (B.1)
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j1 j2 j3 j4 j5 j6
p1 p2
j1 j2 j3 j4 j5 j6
q0
q1 q2
p0
 (p)(j1, j2, j3, j4, j5, j6)
 0(q)(j1, j2, j3, j4, j5, j6)
Figure B.1: Two different basis for 6-point conformal blocks. Figure taken from [2].
The a(p,q) can also be written in terms of a sequence of four-point duality transformations:
a(p,q)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j1 j2
j3 j4
j5 j5
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =∑t at,p1
⎛⎜⎝p0 j3j4 p2
⎞⎟⎠ap0,q1
⎛⎜⎝j1 j2j3 t
⎞⎟⎠ap2,q2
⎛⎜⎝ t j4j5 j6
⎞⎟⎠at,q0
⎛⎜⎝j1 q1q2 j6
⎞⎟⎠ (B.2)
where aj,l are the fusion matrices for four-point block and are given explicitly by:
aj,l
⎛⎜⎝j1 j2j3 j4
⎞⎟⎠ = (−1)j1+j2−j3−j4−2j√[2j + 1][2l + 1]∆(j1, j2, j)∆(j3, j4, j)∆(j1, j4, l)∆(j2, j3, l)
× ∑
m≥0(−1)m[m + 1]!{[m − j1 − j2 − j]![m − j3 − j4 − j]!× [m − j1 − j4 − l]![m − j2 − j3 − l]![j1 + j2 + j3 + j4 −m]!
× [j1 + j3 + j + l −m]![j2 + j4 + j + l −m]!}−1 (B.3)
where
∆(a, b, c) = ¿ÁÁÀ[−a + b + c]![−b + c + a]![−c + a + b]![a + b + c + 1]! (B.4)
and we have used the notation [x] = qx/2 − q−x/2
q1/2 − q−1/2 , q = e 2piik+2 (B.5)
[x]! = [x][x − 1][x − 2]⋯[1], [0]! = 1 (B.6)
Now coming to the Whitehead link, a plait representation of the link is shown in Figure B.2. In order to
evaluate this link invariant, we imagine the plait representation as giving a transition amplitude between
two states on S2 with six operator insertions. As was argued in [130], the initial state (where by convention
we take “time” to run from top to bottom) corresponds to the conformal block φ(0,0,0)(j1, j¯1, j2, j¯2, j¯1, j1),
or more precisely ∣ψi⟩ = [2j1 + 1]√[2j2 + 1] ∣φ(0,0,0)(j1, j¯1, j2, j¯2, j¯1, j1)⟩ (B.7)
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j1
j2
| (0)(j1, j¯1, j2, j¯2, j¯1, j1)i
h (0)(j¯1, j1, j¯2, j2, j1, j¯1)|
B2B4
B 13
B2B4
Figure B.2: A plait representation of the Whitehead link 521. Figure taken from [2].
while the final state similarly corresponds to the block φ(0,0,0)(j¯1, j1, j¯2, j2, j1, j¯1)
∣ψf ⟩ = [2j1 + 1]√[2j2 + 1] ∣φ(0,0,0)(j¯1, j1, j¯2, j2, j1, j¯1)⟩ (B.8)
The operator insertions between the initial and final states implement the braiding of the various strands
of the link. The operator B2m+1 generates a right handed braid between strand 2m + 1 and 2m + 2, while
the operator B2m generates a right-handed braid between the strand 2m and 2m + 1. So we can write the
Whitehead link invariant as
C521(j1, j2) = ⟨ψf ∣B2B4B−13 B2B4∣ψi⟩ (B.9)
In order to evaluate this amplitude, we need to use the fact that the blocks ∣φ(p0,p1,p2)(j1, j2,⋯, j6)⟩ are
eigenstates of odd numbered braiding operators
B2m+1∣φp(j1, j2,⋯, j6)⟩ = λ±1pm,±(j2m+1, j2m+2)∣φp(j1, j2,⋯, j6)⟩ (B.10)
where p = (p0, p1, p2), and ± stands for the relative orientation between the two strands which are bring
braided. The other set of blocks φ′q(j1, j2,⋯, j6) on the other hand are eigenstates of the even braiding
operators
B2m∣φ′q(j1, j2,⋯, j6)⟩ = λ±1qm,±(j2m+1, j2m+2)∣φ′q(j1, j2,⋯, j6)⟩ (B.11)
The eigenvalues appearing above are precisely the monodromies of these conformal blocks, which are given
by
λt,±(j1, j2) = (−1)j1+j2−tq±Cj1+Cj2−Ct2 (B.12)
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where Cj = j(j + 1), and the factor (−1)j1+j2−t is a symmetry factor.1 As a quick check on this formalism,
we can compute the coloured link invariant corresponding to the Hopf link using this method, and we find
SijS00 = Min(i+j,k−i−j)∑`=∣i−j∣ [2` + 1]λ−2`,+(i, j)
= Min(i+j,k−i−j)∑
`=∣i−j∣
⎛⎝q`+1/2 − q−`−1/2q1/2 − q−1/2 ⎞⎠ q−i(i+1)−j(j+1)+`(`+1)
= ⎛⎝q−i(i+1)−j(j+1)q1/2 − q−1/2 ⎞⎠Min(i+j,k−i−j)∑`=∣i−j∣ (q(`+1)2−1/2 − q`2−1/2)
= ⎛⎝q−i(i+1)−j(j+1)q1/2 − q−1/2 ⎞⎠(q(Min(i+j,k−i−j)+1)2−1/2 − q(i−j)2−1/2)
= ⎛⎝q2ij+i+j+1/2 − q−2ij−i−j−1/2q1/2 − q−1/2 ⎞⎠
= sin (pi(2i+1)(2j+1)k+2 )
sin ( pi
k+2) (B.13)
which agrees with known results for the S matrix of the SU(2)k WZW theory. (In the first line above we
have used the formula
a0,l
⎛⎜⎝j1 j2j3 j4
⎞⎟⎠ = (−1)j1+j3−l
¿ÁÁÀ [2l + 1][2j2 + 1][2j3 + 1]δj1,j2δj3,j4 . (B.14)
With these facts, we are now in a position to evaluate the Whitehead link invariant
C521(j1, j2) = [2j1 + 1]2[2j2 + 1] ∑
m,n,p
λ−1p1,−(j1, j2)λp2,+(j1, j2)λ−1n1,+(j1, j2)λ−1m1,−(j1, j2)λm2,+(j1, j2)
× a(0,p) ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j1 j1
j2 j2
j1 j1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠a(n,p)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j1 j2
j1 j1
j2 j1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠a(n,m)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j1 j2
j1 j1
j2 j1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠a(0,m)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j1 j1
j2 j2
j1 j1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (B.15)
Similarly, we can also use the same techniques to evaluate the link invariant corresponding to the Borromean
rings (figure B.3). In this case, we find
1Note that [130] use eigenvalues which differ from ours by a phase factor. This factor is appended in their case to correct for
the change in framing of the link arising from the braiding. But since we are interested in computing entanglement entropies,
which as discussed previously are framing independent, we do not need to worry about these framing factors.
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j1 j2 j3
Figure B.3: A plait representation for 632, Borromean rings. Figure taken from [2].
C632(j1, j2, j3) = ⟨φ0(j¯1, j1, j¯2, j2, j¯3, j3)∣B2B−14 B1B3B−14 B3B−12 B−14 ∣φ0(j2, j¯2, j1, j¯1, j3, j¯3)⟩= [2j1 + 1][2j2 + 1][2j3 + 1] ∑
l,m,n,p,q
λl1,−(j1, j2)λl2,−(j1, j3)λ−1m1,−(j2, j3)λ−1n2,+(j1, j2)
× λp0,+(j1, j2)λ−1p1,−(j1, j3)λ−1q1,−(j1, j2)λq2,−(j2, j3)
× a(0,l) ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j2 j2
j1 j1
j3 j3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠a(m,l)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j2 j1
j2 j3
j1 j3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠a(m,n)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j2 j1
j3 j2
j1 j3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
× a(p,n) ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j2 j1
j3 j1
j2 j3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠a(p,q)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j1 j2
j1 j3
j2 j3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠a(0,q)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j1 j1
j2 j2
j3 j3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (B.16)
B.2 Relative entropies of links
As mentioned in the body of the chapter, the entanglement spectrum of a given link reduced on one or
more of its components is a coarse measure of its topological properties. This is well illustrated particularly
by the 221 + 221 link depicted in Figure 2.14. Despite L1 and L2 playing very different roles in the link, the
reduced density matrices ρL1(221 + 221) and ρL2(221 + 221) have identical spectrum. Additionally this spectrum
is also found in a completely different link, 633, depicted in Figure 2.15 reduced on one of its components. In
these cases we expect relative entropy to provide a basis independent method to distinguish reduced density
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matrices. The relative entropy, S (ρ∣∣σ) is defined as:
S (ρ∣∣σ) = Tr (ρ lnρ) −Tr (ρ lnσ) . (B.17)
In this appendix we outline the two calculations of the relative entropy from the main text.
B.2.1 221 + 221
Let us begin with the two different ways of reducing the 221 + 221 state: we can either trace over L2 and L3 or
we can trace over L1 and L3. We are interested in calculating S (ρL1 ∣∣ρL2). Since SEE(ρL1∣L2,L3) is known,
what remains is the calculation of Tr (ρL1 lnρL2). Tracing over L2, L3 gives the reduced density matrix
ρL1(221 + 221) = n−1∑
j
∑
ik
1∣S0j ∣2SijSkj ∣i⟩⟨k∣. (B.18)
with normalization n =∑
j
1∣S0j ∣2 . Now we look at the reduced state from tracing over L1, L3:
ρL2(221 + 221) = n−1∑
j
1∣S0j ∣2 ∣j⟩⟨j∣. (B.19)
These expressions can more simply be written in terms of the orthonormal basis ∣jˆ⟩ = ∑i Sij ∣i⟩. From there,
it is a simple matter to compute
Tr (ρL1 lnρL1) =∑
i
pi lnpi, Tr (ρL1 lnρL2) =∑
i,j
pi∣Sij ∣2 lnpj (B.20)
where we recall pj = d−2j∑i d−2i . The relative entropy between these two states is thus
S (ρL1 ∣∣ρL2) =∑
i
pi
⎛⎝lnpi −∑j ∣Sij ∣2lnpj⎞⎠ (B.21)
It is straightforward to check that the relative entropy we obtained above is manifestly positive.2
2One could also also compute relative entropies of two component states obtained by tracing out one link. In some situations,
this leads to infinite answers.
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B.2.2 633 vs. 2
2
1 + 221
Now we comment on the spectrum of 633 and 2
2
1 + 221 reduced on to a single component. In this case, it is
useful to reduce 633 on L2 yielding a reduced density matrix
ρL2(633) = n−1∑
j
1∣S0j ∣2 ∣j˜⟩⟨j˜∣. (B.22)
with n the same as before, and we have introduced the orthonormal basis ∣j˜⟩ ≡ ∑m e−2piihmSmj ∣m⟩. Now let
us compare this to 221 + 221 reduced on L2 by computing S (ρL2(633)∣∣ρL2(221 + 221)). We find
S (ρL2(633)∣∣ρL2(221 + 221)) =∑
i
pi
⎛⎝lnpi −∑j ∣Sij ∣2lnpj⎞⎠ . (B.23)
B.2.3 Distinguishability of two component links
For three component links the relative entropy is a useful way of comparing links with similar entanglement
spectrum. For all of the two component links we considered above, their entanglement spectrum was enough
to distinguish different links. A natural question one might want to consider in this context, however
is whether the entanglement spectrum can characterize how different two links are; for simplicity let us
consider how different a given link is from some fiducial simple link, for example the Hopf link, 221. The
natural tool to address this question is the relative entropy of links reduced on one of their components. In
fact this question is particularly simple to address and the answer is that the distinguishability of the link is
entirely encoded in its entanglement spectrum. To see this we note that 221 is the maximally mixed state:
ρL2∣L1(221) = 1dimHT2 ∑i ∣i⟩⟨i∣. (B.24)
Because of this, for any diagonalizable density matrix, ρ˜L2∣L1 , on HT2 obtained by reducing a two component
link on its second component,3 we can simultaneously diagonalize ρ˜L2∣L1 and ρL2∣L1(221). Let the spectrum
of ρ˜L2∣L1 be {p˜i}i∈span(HT2). Then it is a simple exercise to show that
S (ρ˜L2∣L1 ∣∣ρL2∣L1(221)) = −S(ρ˜) −∑
i
p˜i ln( 1
dimHT2 ) = ln (dimHT2) − S(ρ˜) (B.25)
3In fact this argument works for any n component link reduced on n − 1 of its components ρ˜L1...Ln−1 ∣Ln .
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x1
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z
Figure B.4: An ideal tetrahedron in hyperbolic space with the shape parameter z has all its vertices on the conformal
boundary, three of them at 0,1, z and the fourth vertex at ∞. Figure taken from [3].
where we used ∑i p˜i = 1. Therefore the distinguishability of a two component link from the Hopf link amounts
to only knowing that link’s entanglement spectrum.
B.3 Hyperbolic geometry on Link Complements
In this Appendix, we spell out further details on how to construct the moduli space of hyperbolic structures
on link complements and the attendant volume function, following [150, 151, 152, 147]. We first give a
lightning summary for readers who do not wish to delve into the minutiae, which will then be followed by a
detailed discussion.
The problem of interest is to construct hyperbolic structures on the link complement of a hyperbolic link.
The most convenient way to do this is to build the link complement by gluing together a number of ideal
tetrahedra in hyperbolic space. An ideal tetrahedron in H3 is a tetrahedron with all its vertices on the
asymptotic boundary of H3. For instance if we take the half-space model of hyperbolic space with the metric
gH3 = dx20 + dzdz¯
x20
, ⋯ (z = x1 + ix2) (B.26)
then by conformal invariance we can choose three vertices of the tetrahedron to be at 0, 1 and ∞ while the
last vertex will be at z ∈ C, where all these points are understood to be on the conformal boundary of H3
(see Fig. B.4). Thus, every ideal tetrahedron is labelled by one complex parameter z, which is often called
the shape parameter. The hyperbolic volume of such an ideal tetrahedron with shape parameter z is given
by
Vol(z) = Im(Li2(z)) + arg (1 − z) ln ∣z∣. (B.27)
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Note that the volume is positive if Im z > 0, negative if Im z < 0 (corresponding to opposite orientation)
and zero if z ∈ R (corresponding to a degenerate tetrahedron). If the link complement is built out of N
tetrahedra, then we have N independent complex variables, {zn} with n = 1,2,⋯N , to solve for. This is
done as follows – in gluing these tetrahedra to form the link complement, one must satisfy a list of algebraic
conditions on the shape parameters. These conditions are of two types: (i) requiring consistent glueing at
every edge (which lies in the interior of S3 −N(Ln)), namely the the sum of all the dihedral angles around
the edge should be 2pi. These are often called edge-gluing conditions, and are equivalent to requiring that
the SL(2,C) connection one is building is indeed flat everywhere in the bulk of the link complement. (ii)
Requiring that the holonomies at the torus boundaries agree with the specified mi’s (where recall mi = eui).
These are called cusp conditions. By solving the edge-gluing and cusp conditions together, one obtains
solutions for the {zn}s as functions of the uis. Generically, the solution is not unique, and one finds multiple
branches of solutions which we will label by α. These different branches should be interpreted as different
saddle points in the path integral of Chern Simons theory. The contribution to the path integral is simply
e− σpiV (α)(u1,⋯,un) (B.28)
where V (α)(u1,⋯, un) = ∑na=1 Vol (za(u1,⋯, un)). Note that in addition to being labelled by α, the solutions
are also parametrized by the continuous variables ui; we therefore have moduli spaces of flat connections
(analogous to the Teichmuller spaces in the theory of Riemann surfaces) labelled by the coordinates ui.
We now present a more detailed review of the above construction. We will outline how to compute the
volume function V
(conj)
M (u1, u2) for the Whitehead link complement M = S3 ∖ 521.
B.3.1 Triangulation
There exist algorithms which generate the link complement given only the link diagram. However, we begin
here directly from a visualization of the link complement. The interested reader should see [151] for an
example of the link diagram-to-complement procedure.
The Whitehead link complement may be drawn as an octahedron with a certain face gluing pattern ([152]).
We will see that it is possible to put a hyperbolic structure on this manifold. There are two vertices (v, w)
and four edges (a, b, c, d). Keep in mind the vertices v and w are not actually part of the link complement;
the ideal tetrahedra do not include their vertices. We have labeled the vertices with subscripts to help
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Figure B.5: (Left) The vertex labels, edge labels, and orientations of the complement. (Right) Face labels come in
pairs, because faces with the same label are identified with each other. Edge d allows a breakdown of the octahedron into
tetrahedron as seen in Fig. B.6. Figure taken from [3].
visualize the decomposition into tetrahedra; remember that we really have vT = vB = vL = vR and wL = wR.
In order to compute meridianal holonomies, we require a visualization of the boundary torus before it
pinches off into a cusp; we will informally refer to such an image as the developing map of a vertex. To find
the developing map for a vertex, in each tetrahedron we slice off all corners which contain that vertex, and
use the face identifications to determine which newly created boundary edges are identified with each other.
The boundary faces (which are triangles, by construction) will then inherit a gluing from the tetrahedral
face gluing, and will come together to form a torus triangulation. We imagine the boundary torus shrinking
down to a point, which corresponds to not slicing off any corners of ideal tetrahedra, to reconstruct the
full 3-manifold M . For the Whitehead link complement, we can proceed more easily by dealing with the
octahedral form directly, and slicing off boundary squares as in Fig. B.7. Afterward, the square-tiled torus
may be fully triangulated by inserting the edges associated with the additional faces created by insertion of
edge d. The two developing maps are shown in Fig. B.7.
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Figure B.6: Decomposition of the Whitehead link complement into four ideal tetrahedra. Orientations inherited from the
octahedron in Fig. B.5 reveal two positively and two negatively oriented tetrahedra in the sense of Fig. B.8. Figure taken
from [3].
B.3.2 Hyperbolic Structure
Oriented tetrahedral decomposition can be performed for any knot complement. A complete hyperbolic
structure, however, will only exist for hyperbolic links (like the Whitehead link). Before constructing and
solving the edge gluing and completeness equations, which will yield a moduli space of incomplete hyperbolic
structures, we review some facts about embedding ideal tetrahedra in hyperbolic space.
Recalling the upper half space model of 3-dimensional hyperbolic space H3, we choose coordinates (x, y, h)
so that H3 = {(x+ iy, h) ∈ C×R ∣ h > 0}. Then, the metric is ds2 = h−2(dx2+dy2+dh2). An ideal tetrahedron
∆ embedded in H3 is a 3-simplex with all vertices lying on the boundary ∂H3 = S2, and all edges lying on
geodesics of H3. Note that the point at infinity makes ∂H3 a plane (C) plus a point, which by stereographic
projection is topologically a two-sphere. Geodesics in H3 are given by lines and semicircles that intersect
∂H3 perpendicularly. Using an isometry of H3, we can send three vertices of the ideal tetrahedron to the
points 0, 1, and ∞. The fourth vertex lies at a point z ∈ C, called the shape parameter of ∆. The shape
parameter contains complete information about all dihedral angles, edge lengths, and even the hyperbolic
volume contained in ∆, and a generic ideal tetrahedron in H3 may be labeled ∆(z). It follows that the
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Figure B.7: (Top) Slicing off squares for vertices w (left) and v (right) to generate a boundary tiling. (Bottom) Developing
maps for vertices w (left) and v (right). The dotted lines in the developing maps represent edges generated by the addition
of edge d to the octahedron, i.e., the split into tetrahedra. Figure taken from [3].
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Figure B.8: Positively (left) and negatively (right) oriented tetrahedra with shape parameter α. The Whitehead link
complement has two of each orientation, for a total of four tetrahedra. Figure taken from [3].
dihedral angle associated to any edge can be encoded in the argument of one of three complex quantities,
which are all functions of the shape parameter. These three quantities are called edge parameters, and are
denoted
z1 = z, z2 = 1
1 − z , z3 = 1 − 1z . (B.29)
Before returning to the Whitehead link, we draw attention to the fact that despite having edges of infinite
length, ∆(z) has a finite hyperbolic volume.
B.3.2.1 Edge Gluing and Completeness Equations
The edge gluing equations are obtained by taking the product over edge parameters assigned to all instances
of a particular edge in the tetrahedra ([151]), and setting the result equal to one. Recall from the previous
discussion that the edge parameters encode dihedral angles in their arguments, so this is exactly the condition
that the sum of angles around a given edge is 2pi, which prevents the emergence of any angular deficits
at points along the edge. In particular, the Whitehead link complement splits into two positively and
two negatively oriented tetrahedra in the sense of Fig. B.8. Label the shape parameters w, x, y, and z,
corresponding to the tetrahedron with face A, B, C, and D, respectively, as denoted in Fig. B.5. In the two
standard tetrahedron orientations, edge parameters for ∆(α) are assigned by [v1, v2] → α1, [v1, v3] → α2,[v2, v3] → α3, and then adding the only missing edge parameter to the remaining edge on each vertex, i.e.,[v1, v4]→ α3, [v2, v4]→ α2, and [v3, v4]→ α1. These edge parameters are shown next to their corresponding
edges in Fig. B.8. The four edges of the Whitehead link complement then yield the following four edge gluing
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equations (listed in alphabetical order from a to d).
1 = w2w3x1x3y2y3z1z3
1 = w2x3y1y3z1z2
1 = w1w3x1x2y2z3
1 = w1x2y1z2
(B.30)
The completeness equations are slightly more subtle. Note that any vertex of a triangle in a developing map
is associated with an edge parameter, which is precisely the edge parameter of the tetrahedron edge that
is intersecting that vertex. For a more detailed representation of this, see ([152]). Now observe that any
meridian may be deformed in such a way as to slice off a single corner from every triangle through which it
passes. The completeness relations are computed by setting 1 equal to the product of the edge parameters
of corners to the left of the meridian and inverse edge parameters of corners to the right. However, we want
to allow for incomplete hyperbolic structures as well, which correspond to setting these products equal to a
complex number m = eu. Since there are two boundary tori, we have two completeness relations for complex
numbers m1 and m2.
y2x
−1
3 =m1
x3z
−1
3 =m2 (B.31)
This system is not unique; for another example of an equivalent Whitehead link complement system, see
([213]). We want to solve the system formed by equations (B.31) and (B.30) for the shape parameters, so
we can use them to compute the hyperbolic volume of M by adding the volume of the individual tetrahedra
in the decomposition. At first, it seems like we have six equations and only four unknowns, so the system
is overdetermined. However, it turns out that two of the gluing equations are redundant; this is one of
several coincidences that must occur for a link complement to admit a complete hyperbolic structure. There
are three solutions; two of them are the geometric and geometric conjugate branches of the A-polynomial,
which correspond to the flat connections that achieve maximum and minimum volume, respectively, at
u1 = u2 = 0. In other words, we chose the geometric conjugate branch as the one that reaches minimum
volume at m1 ≡ eu1 = 1 and m2 ≡ eu2 = 1. We now turn to the volume formula itself.
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B.3.3 Hyperbolic Volume
The volume of a hyperbolic 3-manifold N with k boundary tori that has been decomposed into n ideal
tetrahedra with shape parameters αi is
V
(β)
N (u1, . . . , uk) = n∑
i=1D [αi(u1, . . . , uk)] (B.32)
where uj is the holonomy eigenvalue mj ≡ euj of the jth boundary torus, and β labels the solution of (B.30)
and (B.31) we have chosen. D(α) is the Bloch-Wigner function, defined as
D(α) ≡ Im(Li2(α)) + arg(1 − α) log ∣α∣ (B.33)
where Li2 is the dilogarithm and arg returns the angle θ ∈ (−pi,pi] that its argument makes with the real axis
in the complex plane. At the volume minimum on the conjugate branch, i.e., m1 = m2 = 1, our Whitehead
link complement shape parameters become
w = y = −i, x = z = 1 − i (B.34)
The hyperbolic volume of M on the conjugate branch at the saddle point is therefore
V
(conj)
M (u1 = 0, u2 = 0) = 2D (−i) + 2D(1 − i) ≈ −3.664 (B.35)
Note that the parameters uj are complex, and so admit a decomposition as uj1 + iuj2, and we write the full
set of holonomy eigenvalues as ujk with k ∈ {1,2}. This allows us to write the volume VM as a function of
four real variables as opposed to two complex variables. Also, let αRj and α
I
j be the real and imaginary parts
of the shape parameter αj . The Bloch-Wigner function in this form is
D(αR, αI) = Im(Li2(αR + iαI)) + arctan (1 − αR,−αI) log [√(αR)2 + (αI)2] (B.36)
where the arctangent function is defined with two variables to give the angle in the appropriate quadrant.
It may be expressed as a piecewise function of the usual one-variable arctangent. Using this formula to-
gether with the solution of (B.31) and (B.30) yields the full (manifestly non-holomorphic) volume function
V
(conj)
M (u1x, u1y, u2x, u2y) on the conjugate branch of the moduli space of hyperbolic structures.
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B.3.4 Calculating the quartic coefficients
Possessing the gluing and completeness equations of the triangularization of a particular hyperbolic link,
we can then compute the ingredients of the link state (2.142). As outlined in Section 2.8, the quantum
entanglement of link state appears at order 1/σ as σ →∞ which is the quartic term, Aij , in the expansion
of the hyperbolic volume, (2.141). Writing explicitly, uj = uRj + i uIj and Aij = ARij + iAIij we have at quartic
order
V (4) = 1
σ2
∑
i,j
{ARijuIi uRi (uRj )2 − 18AIij (4uIi uRi uIjuRj − 3(uRi )2(uRj )2 + 2(uRi )2(uIj)2 + (uIi )2(uIj)2)} . (B.37)
Therefore we can extract the real and imaginary parts of Aij separately by taking appropriate derivatives
at the saddle point:
σ2
∂4V(∂uRi )2(∂uRj )2
RRRRRRRRRRRRui=0 =3AIij + 6AIiiδij
σ2
∂4V
∂uIi ∂u
R
i (∂uRj )2
RRRRRRRRRRRRui=0 =2ARij + 4ARii δij . (B.38)
A straight forward approach would be to solve the gluing equations at generic ui for shape parameters
zα(ui) and then perform the chain rule. In practice, this can be a cumbersome calculation especially for
links with three or more components or triangulations with many shape parameters. Fortunately we can
circumvent this difficulty by differentiating the gluing and completeness equations directly. In this approach
the computation of (B.38) is quite simple. For instance, differentiating (B.31)
∂y2
∂uRi
x−13 − y2 x−23 ∂x3∂uRi = δ1i
∂x3
∂uRi
z−13 − x3 z−23 ∂z3∂uRi = δ2i (B.39)
Evaluating the above expression at the saddle point, ui = 0 (and doing this for the gluing equations, (B.30))
gives us an expression for the first derivatives in terms of the values of the shape parameters at the ui = 0
point. Taking another derivative of (B.39) we can repeat this and solve for the second derivatives in terms
of the first and so on. Performing the chain rule iteratively, we can then, at least in principle, calculate Aij
directly from the gluing/completeness equations.
We have walked through the derivation of the gluing and completeness equations for the Whitehead link
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as a pedagogical exercise; for more general links we can take advantage of SnapPy which has the glu-
ing/completeness equations catalogued. This makes the calculation of Aij rather efficient using a computer
algebra system. As an example, pulling the SnapPy data for the link L6a4 (the Borromean rings) we were
able to compute numerically4:
σ2
∂4V(∂uRi )2(∂uRj )2
RRRRRRRRRRRRui=0 = 192
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−1 1 1
1 −1 1
1 1 −1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
σ2
∂4V
∂uIi ∂u
R
i (∂uRj )2
RRRRRRRRRRRRui=0 = 0 (B.40)
giving (2.143)
4up to an error of order ±10−15
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Appendix C
Appendices for Chapter 3
C.1 Appendix: Calculating the ground state wave functional
Here we calculate the ground state wave functional in the cutoff theory at any z by solving the free field
path integral (i.e., with sources turned off). Along the way we will derive an expression for generic transition
amplitudes, with the ground state being given by a particular limit. Afterwards we will verify this is the
correct wave functional by writing down the Hamiltonian at a scale z and showing it is the ground state,
canonically.
Consider the transition amplitude between times t− and t+ with fixed field configurations ϕ− and ϕ+, respec-
tively. We will treat the time contour as being entirely along the real axis for simplicity, however this is not
necessary: many of the details of the following will apply by taking a real parameterization of a complex
time contour. We will write this transition amplitude as a path integral with fixed field configurations
⟨ϕ+, t+∣ϕ−, t−⟩ ≡ Z[ϕ±] ≡ N ∫ [Dφ]ϕ+ϕ− eiSφ (C.1)
with
Sφ = 1
2zd−2 ∫ t+t− dt∫ dDx⃗ φ(t, x⃗)K−1 (− z2M2 D⃗2)D2φ(t, x⃗) +∑± ± 12zd−2 ∫Σ dDx⃗ ϕ± ⋅K−1 (− z2M2 D⃗2) ⋅ Dtφ∣t±
(C.2)
chosen to satisfy the variation principle with fixed field configurations. The normalization of the path integralN is chosen so that two conditions are satisfied:
• Orthonormality:
lim
t+→t− ⟨ϕ+, t+∣ϕ−, t−⟩ = δ[ϕ+ − ϕ−] (C.3)
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• Factorization by a complete set of states:
∫ Dϕ˜⟨ϕ+, t+∣ϕ˜, t˜⟩⟨ϕ˜, t˜∣ϕ−, t−⟩ = ⟨ϕ+, t+∣ϕ−, t−⟩. (C.4)
Because this is a free field theory the path integral can be solved exactly by the field redefinition φ = φc + χ
with φc the classical solution to the equations of motion subject to the boundary conditions ϕ± and χ the
quantum fluctuations forced to zero at the boundary. This shift leaves a path integral over χ with Dirichlet
boundary conditions times a classical boundary action
SB =∑± ± 12zd−2 ∫Σ dDx⃗ ϕ±K−1 Dtφc∣t±
= 1
2zd−2 ∫ dDp⃗(2pi)D ωp⃗sin(ωp⃗T )K−1 ( z2M2ω2p⃗)(cos(ωp⃗T ) (ϕ+(p⃗)ϕ+(−p⃗) + ϕ−(p⃗)ϕ−(−p⃗)) − 2ϕ+(p⃗)ϕ−(−p⃗)) .
(C.5)
where T = t+ − t−. The path integral over χ can evaluated using eigenfunctions of D2. Since χ is set to zero
at t± the time-like momenta are valued over k ∈ Z+:
∫ [Dχ]DBCeiSχ =∏⃗
p
∞∏
k=1
⎛⎝z2−dK−12pi pi2k2−T 2 ⎞⎠
−N/2 ∏⃗
p
∞∏
k=1
⎛⎝1 − ω2p⃗T 2pi2k2 ⎞⎠
−N/2
=⎛⎝∫ [Dχ]DBC exp( i2zd−2 ∫ t+t− dt∫ dd−1x⃗ χK−1(−∂2t )χ)⎞⎠∏⃗p ( ωp⃗Tsin(ωp⃗T ))
N/2
(C.6)
where we have used the Euler Sine formula, sin(u) = u ∞∏
k=1(1 − u
2
pi2k2
). The transition amplitude is then
Z[ϕ±] = N (∫ [Dχ]DBCe− i2zd−2 ∫ χK−1∂2t χ)∏⃗
p
( i2piT
K−1 )N/2 × ∏⃗p ⎛⎝ z
2−dK−1ωp⃗
i2pi sin(ωp⃗T )⎞⎠
N/2
eiSB[ϕ±]. (C.7)
We’ve judiciously separated this into a product of two terms; the second is what correctly reproduces the
delta function in the short time limit (t+ → t− or T → 0):
lim
T→0∏⃗p ⎛⎝ z
2−dK−1ωp⃗
i2pi sin(ωp⃗T )⎞⎠
N/2
eiSB[ϕ±] = lim
T→0∏⃗p ⎛⎝z
2−dK−1
i2piT
⎞⎠
N/2
exp
⎛⎝ i2zd−2 ∫ dDp⃗(2pi)DK−1 (ϕ+ − ϕ−)2T ⎞⎠
≡ δ[ϕ+ − ϕ−]. (C.8)
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This determines N to be
N −1 = n−1T ⎛⎝∫ [Dχ]DBC exp(− i2zd−2 ∫ t+t− dt∫ dDx⃗ χK−1∂2t χ)⎞⎠detΣKN/2 (C.9)
with n−1T = detΣ(i2piT ), a cutoff independent constant. Given the explicit expression for the free transition
amplitude
Z[ϕ+, ϕ−] =∏⃗
p
⎛⎝ z2−dK−1ωp⃗i2pi sin(ωp⃗T )⎞⎠
N/2
× exp⎛⎝ i2zd−2 ∫ dDp⃗(2pi)D ωp⃗sin(ωp⃗T )K−1 (cos(ωp⃗T ) (ϕ+(p⃗)ϕ+(−p⃗) + ϕ−(p⃗)ϕ−(−p⃗)) − 2ϕ+(p⃗)ϕ−(−p⃗))⎞⎠
(C.10)
which is Gaussian in ϕ±, it is easy to verify that the factorization condition, (C.4), is satisfied.
Given the discussion in section 3.2 we can use the above expression to determine the ground state wave
functional by choosing a contour that begins and ends in positive and negative imaginary infinity, respec-
tively. For simplicity of computation, let’s choose the contour purely Euclidean, running from ti = iT to
tf = −iT and evaluate this in the T →∞ limit. Using (C.10) we have
lim
β→∞Z[ϕ+, ϕ−] =∏⃗p ⎛⎝z
2−dK−1ωp⃗
pie2ωp⃗T
⎞⎠
N/2× exp⎛⎝− 12zd−2∫ dDp⃗(2pi)DK−1 ( z2M2ω2p⃗)ωp⃗ (ϕ+(p⃗)ϕ+(−p⃗) + ϕ−(p⃗)ϕ−(−p⃗))⎞⎠
=e−2T EΩΨ∗Ω[ϕ+]ΨΩ[ϕ−]. (C.11)
From here it is easy to isolate the expression for the ground state wave functional in the regulated theory:
ΨΩ[ϕ] = ∏⃗
p
(z2−dpi−1ωp⃗K−1)N/4 × exp⎛⎝− 12zd−2 ∫ dDp⃗(2pi)DK−1 ( z2M2ω2p⃗)ωp⃗ ϕ(p⃗)ϕ(−p⃗)⎞⎠ . (C.12)
Now let us write down the regulated Hamiltonian in the free theory:
Hˆ(z) = 1
2
∫ dDp⃗(2pi)D ⎛⎝zd−2K ( z2M2ω2p⃗) pˆi(−p⃗)pˆi(p⃗) + z2−dK−1 ( z2M2ω2p⃗)ω2p⃗ φˆ(−p⃗)φˆ(p⃗)⎞⎠ (C.13)
which is easily obtained from the Lagrangian and promoting the fields to operators. The time dependent
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field operators can be expanded in the creation-annihilation basis
φˆ(t, x⃗) =∫ dDp⃗(2pi)D 2ωp⃗ z d−22 K1/2(p⃗) (aˆp⃗e−iωp⃗t + aˆ†−p⃗eiωp⃗t) eip⃗⋅x⃗
pˆi(t, x⃗) = − i
2
∫ dDp⃗(2pi)D z 2−d2 K−1/2(p⃗) (aˆp⃗e−iωp⃗t − aˆ†−p⃗eiωp⃗t) eip⃗⋅x⃗ (C.14)
which diagonalize the Hamiltonian: H = 1
2 ∫p⃗ (aˆ†p⃗aˆp⃗) + EΩ. Note that the factors of z and K in the field
expansions ensure that aˆ and aˆ† have canonical commutation relations. Now, using (C.12), we verify that∣ΨΩ⟩ is in fact annihilated by aˆ:
⟨ϕ∣aˆp⃗∣ΨΩ⟩ = (z 2−d2 K−1/2(p⃗)ωp⃗ ϕ(p⃗) + z d−22 K1/2(p⃗) δ
δϕ(−p⃗))ΨΩ[ϕ] = 0. (C.15)
with energy ⟨ϕ∣Hˆ(z)∣ΨΩ⟩ = ⎛⎝vol(Σ)12 ∫ dDp⃗(2pi)D ωp⃗⎞⎠ΨΩ[ϕ] (C.16)
as expected.
C.2 Foliations and Factorization
Now we turn to a discussion of factorization of transition amplitudes. In the canonical picture, the Hamil-
tonian flow naturally foliates the manifold into a collection of Cauchy surfaces, {Σt}t∈[t−,t+] defined by
uniquely evolving the data at t− to t. Along each Σt we associate a Hilbert space spanned by {∣ϕ, t⟩, ∣$, t⟩}.
Of course, the usual maneuver of switching between Heisenberg and Schro¨dinger pictures is the statement
that the Hilbert space at any given t is isomorphic to any other t0 via ∣ϕ, t⟩ = eiHˆ(t−t0)∣ϕ, t0⟩; the label of t0
can then be dropped. We can then “cut open” transition amplitudes at any given time by an insertion of a
complete set of states
⟨ϕ+, t+∣ϕ−, t−⟩ = ⟨ϕ+∣e−iHˆ(t+−t−)∣ϕ⟩ = ∫ [Dϕ˜]⟨ϕ+∣e−iHˆ(t+−t˜)∣ϕ˜⟩⟨ϕ˜∣e−iHˆ(t˜−t−)∣ϕ−⟩. (C.17)
The statement of factorization is then that the transition amplitude over a time interval can be arbitrarily
broken up into smaller transition amplitudes with the boundary conditions integrated over. Given the de-
scription of transition amplitudes as path integrals with fixed boundary conditions then factorization tells
us how to glue path integrals together: identify the boundary values of the fields and then integrate over
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the boundary fields. Although this is fairly simple in the free field theory, let us describe how the bi-local
sources glue across the boundary.
Recall that we have regulated generic states and transition amplitudes by evolution with the free Hamiltonian
by some δ away from Σ± where we define our boundary conditions. With the bi-local sources tuned to zero
within a width 2δ neighborhood of the common boundary, Σt˜, there is no subtlety in doing the integration
of the free theory at Σt˜. After combining the actions, there is a strip of width 2δ on which the bi-local
source B has no support. This might seem at odds with the role δ played as an auxiliary regulator near the
boundary but in fact, there is a natural method for washing this region out.
Each factored path integral carries an action of O{Σt˜,Σ±}(L2) which is regarded as a redefinition of path
integral variables. These transformations were, generically, bi-local in time but were required to become
temporally local as they approached either constant time boundary, Σt˜ or Σ±. This group is natural in
each factor; the constant time boundary breaks time translation leaving only spatial diffeomorphisms as
symmetries of the action. Additionally there were variational principles we were careful to preserve. Af-
ter integrating out ϕ˜ and gluing the path integrals along Σt˜ we now are free to enchance this symmetry
O{Σ+,Σt˜}(L2) × O{Σt˜,Σ−}(L2) → O{Σ+,Σ−}(L2) to a group containing transformations that are bi-local even
across Σt˜. Recalling the action of O{Σ+,Σ−}(L2) on a path integral with fixed boundary conditions
Zφ[z,M,B, `+ ⋅ ϕ+, `− ⋅ ϕ−] = Zφ[z,M,L−1 ○B ○L, ϕ+, ϕ−] (C.18)
where `± is the value of L at Σ±. We see now that in this extended group we can we can regenerate bi-local
sources in the gap by a simple change of path integral variables localized around Σt˜:
B′(t1, x⃗; t2, y⃗) = ∫ dt3dt4 ∫ dDu⃗ dDv⃗L−1(t1, x⃗; t3, u⃗)B(t3, u⃗; t4, v⃗)L(t4, u⃗; t2, y⃗). (C.19)
B′ will have support in the 2δ gap if L is chosen to have support in that region. Thus, because of this
enhanced background symmetry the full transition amplitude forgets about the δ regulator around Σt˜. For
this reason, the choice of local boundary conditions for transition amplitudes does not actually interfere with
factorization.
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Integrate out ϕ˜.
δ
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Σ−
O{Σ+,Σ−}(L2)
Figure C.1: Gluing path integrals with bi-local sources. The shaded regions indicate the support of B. After gluing there
remains a region of width 2δ along the contour on which B has no support. However the action of a larger background
symmetry generates new bi-local sources in this region. Figure taken from [4].
C.3 Regulators
Let us review the class of regulators introduced in [169, 168]. The path integrals in question were in fact
Euclidean path integrals over the entire imaginary time interval, with the action possessing a global SO(d)
symmetry. The cutoff functions then were chosen to preserve this symmetry; they were all of the form
KEuc. (− z2
M2
◻Euc.) (C.20)
Let us recall briefly how this class of cutoff functions regulates the theory. In the free theory, all 2N -point
functions can be evaluated via Wick’s theorem and so we only need to show that the two-point function
converges in the UV. This is easy to see since we have augmented the propagator of the theory:
G(x,x′) = ∫ ddpE(2pi)d eipE ⋅(x−x′)KEuc. ( z2M2 p2E) 1p2E . (C.21)
So as long as lims→∞KEuc(s)→ 0 faster than s1−d/2 this integral is UV convergent.
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C.3.1 Spatial Regulators and Complex Time Prescriptions
Now let us consider going to the Lorentzian theory. In this case using the same cutoff function involving ◻
will not do the trick; the argument of the cutoff is no longer positive definite due to the signature:
K (− z2
M2
◻Lor.)→K ( z2
M2
(−ω2 + p⃗2)) (C.22)
Large momentum contributions can still contribute to loop integrals; if both ω and k⃗ are taken to be large then
the argument of K can still be small. A fix for this is to only regulate the spatial derivatives, taking a cutoff
function K (− z2
M2
∇⃗2) .This class of regulators has an additional appeal for calculating transition amplitudes
and wave functionals defined on a Cauchy surface. Firstly, in these situations, the global SO(1, d − 1)
symmetry has been broken by constant time boundaries; there should be no particular reason to preserve
this symmetry then in the action. Secondly, and more importantly, there is a variational principle that we
want to keep consistent. That is if we fix field configurations on constant time boundaries then for any terms
we include in the interior action, we must arrange a boundary action such that their sum variation is set to
zero by the equations of motion and the boundary conditions. By including a general functional of ∂2t (which,
in general, admits a power series of all orders) in the interior action there is no boundary action we can
conjure to satisfy the variational principle. So in fact, the variational problem cannot be made well-posed
in such a case; again, a regulator K (− z2
M2
∇⃗2) sidesteps this problem.
Of course, whether or not a regulator makes sense variationally is moot if it doesn’t properly regulate the
theory. Fortunately, the theory is properly regulated by choosing the appropriate time contour. To see that
this is so, note that a choice of time contour implies a contour, Cω, in the complex ω-plane by requiring that
the eigenfunctions of ◻ are complete along a real parametrization of t:
∫
Cω
dω
2pi
∫ dDk⃗(2pi)D eiωt−ik⃗⋅x⃗ = δ(t)δD(x⃗). (C.23)
For instance, choosing t = t˜(1 − i) with t˜ ∈ R then ω must be ω˜(1 + i) with ω˜ ∈ R to counter act this:
∫
Cω
dω
2pi
eiωt = (1 + iε)∫ ∞−∞ dω˜2pi eiω˜t˜ +O(2) = (1 + iε)δ(t˜) +O(2) = δ(t) +O(2). (C.24)
This is then the Feynman contour giving the time-ordered Green function. Regulating the ω integral is
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unnecessary in the Lorentzian theory: its function is to enclose the poles at ±ωk⃗ = ±√k⃗2. The propagator
G(t, x⃗; 0, 0⃗) =∫
Cω
dω
2pi
∫ dDk⃗(2pi)D eiωt−ik⃗⋅x⃗K ( z2M2 k⃗2) 1−ω2 + k⃗2
= i
2
(θ(t) − θ(−t))∫ dDk⃗(2pi)DK ( z2M2 k⃗2) 1√k2 e−ik⃗⋅x⃗ (C.25)
is UV convergent as long as lims→∞K(s)→ 0 faster than s1−d/2. In the free theory this determines all of the
higher point functions to be UV convergent as well.
It is natural of course to ask whether a non-Lorentz-invariant regulator creates a problem for the underlying
Lorentz invariance of the theory. Of course, what we mean by Lorentz invariance here is the existence of
a Ward identity satisfied by the partition function. In the case of a Lorentz-invariant regulator, this Ward
identity is just a special case of the more general O(L2(R1,d−1)) Ward identities. In the present case, it is
much more involved; the specification of a non-Lorentz invariant regulator involves the choice of a space-like
hypersurface, and so the Lorentz Ward identity relates partition functions (or transition amplitudes more
generally) defined with distinct regulators.
C.4 Appendix: Details of ERG with fixed boundary conditions
We start with an important preliminary on the notation we will be using. Consider a general functionalF[φ]. If we have a variational principle that is consistent with fixing φ on Σ then the general form of the
variation of F[φ] is
δF = ∫
C
dt∫ dDx⃗ δφ(t, x⃗) δF
δφ(t, x⃗) bulk + ∫Σ dDx⃗ δφ(x⃗) δFδφ(x)Σ. (C.26)
The second term can come from the variation of a potential boundary action that F might contain plus the
integrations by parts needed to isolate δφ in the bulk integral if F contains derivative terms. If after this
process, the boundary integral is not of the above form but also contains derivatives of δφ then we say thatF is not variationally consistent with fixing φ on Σ in which case either extra boundary terms must be added
to cancel these contributions or we must impose boundary conditions on F itself to ensure the coefficients
are zero on the boundary. From here on in this section we will assume that this tailoring has already been
done. We then take (C.26) as the definitions of δF
δφ bulk
and δF
δφ Σ
.
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C.4.1 A Ward identity
Let us prove a simple Ward identity that we make use of in the renormalization procedure. Suppose we
want to consider the contour ordered correlation of a general operator of φ, Oˆ with ϕ fixed on a (or possibly
a disconnected set of) space-like boundary Σ. In the case that the contour is Euclidean with Σ consisting
of a surface as T → ∞ and a surface at t = 0 this could be using Oˆ to prepare a wavefunction, or if the
contour takes an excursion along the real time axis this could be computing a real transition amplitude. In
this Ward identity we will be fairly agnostic about the specific contour C and the specifics of Σ and ϕ.
Now let us imagine a local shifting the field, φ(t, x⃗) → φ′(t, x⃗) = φ(t, x⃗) + aft0,x⃗0(t, x⃗), where a is an in-
finitesimal real number and ft0,x⃗0 is a function with compact support about (t0, x⃗0). Inside of the path
integral φ is a dummy variable and so the numerical result is unchanged by this field redefinition. By choos-
ing (t0, x⃗0) sufficiently far away (or equivalently the support of ft0,x⃗0 small enough) from Σ this leaves the
boundary conditions of the path integral unchanged:
∫ [Dφ]ϕO[φ] eiS[φ]ei ∫C BiOi[φ] = ∫ [Dφ′]ϕ O[φ′]eiS[φ′]ei ∫C BiO[φ′]
− a∫ [Dφ′]ϕ ∫ ft0,x⃗0 ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩δO[φ
′]
δφ′ bulk +O[φ′] (i δS[φ
′]
δφ′ bulk + iBi δOi[φ
′]
δφ′ bulk)
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ eiS[φ′]ei ∫CBiOi[φ′] +O(a2)
(C.27)
This holds for any function ft0,x⃗0 localized away from Σ. Taking this to have delta function support leaves
us with a Ward Identity
Oˆ δˆS
δφ bulk
∼ −i ˆδO
δφ bulk
− OˆBi ˆδOi
δφ bulk
(C.28)
where “∼” denotes that this is an equality holding in contour ordered correlations functions and transition
amplitudes. The variation of the action with respect to the bulk field is, by definition, the equations of
motion so this simply the familiar statement that in the quantum theory, operators that vanish on-shell are
redundant. Though they may not be zero due to contact terms, they can always be written in terms of other
operators.
In particular, for the free O(N) real scalar with higher spin operators sourced, this implies
φˆ(x)∂µ∂µ∂µ3 . . . ∂µs φˆ(y) ∼ −iN∂(y)µ3 . . . ∂(y)µs δd(x − y) − ∞∑
s=0∑{ν}Bν1...νs′φ(x)∂µ3 . . . ∂µs∂ν1 . . . ∂νs′φ(y) (C.29)
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so that the traced higher spin currents are redundant: up to contact terms they can be expressed in terms
of other higher spin currents. This holds true along whichever time contour C defines the path integral and
regardless of boundary conditions defined on Σ. Because of this, correlation functions containing two or
more time derivatives can always be exchanged for spatial derivatives, guaranteeing that we can source all
operators in the single-trace spectrum without spoiling the variational principle of the interacting Lagrangian.
C.4.2 ERG
Let us now detail the exact renormalization of wave functionals. The central object in the computation is
the path integral defined along a time contour, C, and with the field fixed at ϕ on Σ. As we did in the
previous appendix, we will treat Σ as if it consisted of one space-like boundary at a fixed t˜ but the following
results are easy to generalize to when Σ has two components; one keeps track of the signs by the orientation
of each component of Σ. Let us denote this path integral by
Z[C,Σ, ϕ, z,M,B] ≡ Z−1χ Zφ (C.30)
where
Zχ ≡ ∫ [Dχ]DBC exp(− i
2zd−2 ∫C χ ○K−1 ○D2t ○ χ) , Zφ ≡ ∫ [Dφ][Dρ] exp (iSφ + iSsource + iSρ)
(C.31)
are the path integrals we introduced in appendix C.1. In particular Zχ is there to ensure proper normalization.
The path integral over ρ is arranged to enforce the boundary conditions of φ. The actions in Zφ are
Sφ = 1
2zd−2 ∫C φ ○K−1 ○D2 ○ φ + 12zd−2 ∫Σ (φ ⋅K−1 ⋅Dt ⋅ φ)∣t˜
Ssource = 1
2zd−2 ∫C φ ○B ○ φ + iU
Sρ = 1
zd−2 ∫Σ ρ ⋅ (φ(t˜) − ϕ) (C.32)
Although we denote Ssource as an integration along the entire contour, C, we recall that we turn off the
source B within a time δ near the boundary, Σ. Additionally we have included a source for the identity
operator. Let us pause quickly to note that given our definitions of δ
δφ bulk
and δ
δφΣ
from the above section
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each of these actions have variations
δSφ
δφ bulk
= 1
zd−2K−1 ○D2 ○ φ δSφδφ Σ = 1zd−2 K−1 ⋅Dt ⋅ φ∣t˜
δSsource
δφ bulk
= 1
zd−2 B ○ φ δSsourceδφ Σ = 0
δSρ
δφ bulk
= 0 δSρ
δφ Σ
= 1
zd−2 ρ. (C.33)
Instead of integrating by parts in the path integral, we will implement the ERG trick by repeated use of the
Ward identity derived in C.4.1 which implies for the path integrals Zχ and Zφ
O[χ] ○K−1 ○D2t ○ χ ∼ izd−2 δOδχ bulkO[φ] ○K−1 ○D2 ○ φ ∼ − izd−2 δO
δφ bulk
−O[φ] ○B ○ φ. (C.34)
respectively. Now we lower the cutoff in each path integral. First let us do this for Zχ:
M
∂
∂M
Zχ =∫ [Dχ]DBC (− i
2zd−2 ∫ χ ○M ddMK−1 ○D2t ○ χ) eiSχ
=∫ [Dχ]DBC ( i
2zd−3 ∫ χ ○K−1 ○D2 ○∆B ○K−1 ○D2t ○ χ) eiSχ (C.35)
We’ve defined the kernel
∆B ≡ (D2)−1 ○ M
z
d
dM
K (C.36)
which is the M derivative of the field theory Feynman propagator. Although it might seem there is a
potential ordering ambiguity here, we remind the reader that K involves a flat connection and so commutes
with functionals of Dµ. The Ward identity then implies
M
∂
∂M
Zχ = −zN
2
TrΣ×C (K−1 ○D2 ○∆B) Zχ. (C.37)
Let us now lower the cutoff in Zφ. There are two contributions
M
∂
∂M
Zφ = ∫ [Dφ][Dρ] i
2zd−2
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∫ φ ○M d
dM
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Term 1
+∫
Σ
φ ⋅M d
dM
K−1 ⋅Dt ⋅ φ∣t˜´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
Term 2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
eiSφ+iSsource+iSρ
(C.38)
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Let us massage Term 1:
i
2zd−2 ∫ [Dφ][Dρ] (∫C φ ○M ddMK−1 ○D2 ○ φ) eiSφ+iSsource+iSρ
= − i
2zd−3 ∫ [Dφ][Dρ] (∫C (K−1 ○D2 ○ φ) ○∆B ○K−1 ○D2 ○ φ+∫
Σ
(φ ⋅K−1 ⋅Dt ⋅∆Σ ⋅ φ)∣
t˜
− ∫
Σ
(K−1 ⋅Dt ⋅ φ) ⋅∆Σ ⋅ φ∣
t˜
) eiSφ+iSsource+iSρ
(C.39)
The boundary terms come about through integrating D2 by parts. We’ve defined a boundary kernel
∆Σ ∶= K−1 ⋅ M
z
d
dM
K∣
t˜
; (C.40)
given the form of K, this is a functional of only D⃗2. The last two terms of (C.39) then cancel via Dt
commuting through ∆Σ and using ∆Σ as a symmetric kernel (this is innocuous as long as Σ has no boundary).
Terms 1 and 2 then collectively give
∫ [Dφ][Dρ] (− i
2zd−3 ∫C (K−1 ○D2 ○ φ) ○∆B ○K−1 ○D2 ○ φ − i2zd−3 ∫Σ φ ⋅∆Σ ⋅K−1 ⋅Dt ⋅ φ) eiSφ+iSsource+iSρ
(C.41)
Now we apply the Ward identity twice to the first term in the above expression:
− i
2zd−3 ∫C (K−1 ○D2 ○ φ) ○∆B ○K−1 ○D2 ○ φ ∼ − zN2 TrΣ×C (K−1 ○D2 ○∆B) + zN2 TrΣ×C (∆B ○B)− i
2zd−3 ∫C φ ○B ○∆B ○B ○ φ. (C.42)
The first of these terms will be cancelled by M ∂
∂M
Zχ. Finally we write
M
∂
∂M
Z =∫ [Dφ]ϕ (zN
2
TrΣ×C (∆B ○B) − i
2zd−3 ∫C φ ○B ○∆B ○B ○ φ
− i
2zd−3 ∫Σ ϕ ⋅∆Σ ⋅ K−1 ⋅Dt ⋅ φ∣t˜) eiSφ+iSsource . (C.43)
We want to write this expression as operators acting on Z. Most of these are straight forward, but we need
to be careful with the surface term. It might be tempting to identify i
2zd−2 K−1 ⋅Dt ⋅ φ∣t˜ ∼ δδϕ but this is not
exactly correct. There is a subtle factor of two. To see this carefully, let us reintroduce ρ to enforce the path
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integral boundary condition:
δ
δϕ
Zφ =∫ [Dφ][Dρ] (− i
zd−2 ρ) eiSφ+iSsource+iSρ
=∫ [Dφ][Dρ] eiSφ+iSsource (− δ
δφΣ
eiSρ)
=∫ [Dφ][Dρ] eiSρ δ
δφΣ
eiSφ+iSsource
=∫ [Dφ][Dρ] ( i
zd−2 K−1 ⋅Dt ⋅ φ∣t˜) eiSφ+iSsource+iSρ (C.44)
where we’ve integrated δ
δφΣ
by parts in the path integral. Taking this into account we have
M
∂
∂M
Z =zN
2
TrΣ×C (∆B ○B)Z − zTrΣ×C ((B ○∆B ○B) ○ δ
δB
)Z − z
2
∫
Σ
ϕ ⋅∆Σ ⋅ δ
δϕ
Z (C.45)
Now it is simple exercise to apply this to the path integral representation of the wave functional:
M
∂
∂M
Ψ[z,M,B,U ;ϕ] =M ∂
∂M
⎛⎝ 1√∫ [Dϕ]Z∗ZZ⎞⎠ (C.46)
In particular the TrΣ×C (∆B ○B), which is a real constant will be cancelled. Additionally the terms involving
δ
δϕ
acting on the normalization can be written as a total derivative leaving a −zN
4
TrΣ (∆Σ) leftover. The
result of this is
M
∂
∂M
Ψ[z,M,B,U ;ϕ] = ⎛⎝−zTrΣ×C (B ○∆B ○B ○ δδB ) − zN4 TrΣ (∆Σ) − z2 ∫Σ ϕ ⋅∆Σ ⋅ δδϕ⎞⎠Ψ[z,M,B,U ;ϕ].
(C.47)
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